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Note to User

The following manual and the accompanying Child Manual have been used in several
clinical research protocols.  The latest study was a randomized clinical trial that
demonstrated that Behavior Intervention for CHange ARound Growth & Energy! (Be In
CHARGE!) was more efficacious than a similarly structured program that provided only
the Nutrition Education component of these manuals.  The program has been exported to
other research protocols and successfully implemented by other research teams.  The
teams typically had five days of training in using these manuals and protocols.  In the
absence of training, the user of these manuals should consider several steps before using
the protocol.  Each session identifies key learning points throughout the sessions.  These
key points are followed by sample dialogue.  Users of the manual should familiarize
themselves with the key points and may choose to use the sample dialogue or modify it to
match their individual presentation style.  The important aspect is that the KEY POINT is
communicated to the children and their parents.   In addition, it is critical that the group
leaders are familiar with the lessons and have an understanding of how to use activities
described.  For example, in Session Two the psychologist and dietitian need to be
familiar with each child’s typical food/beverage intake and prepare calorie booster
suggestions in advance so they can easily discuss relevant dietary changes for each
family.  Role play is often critical to successful implementation in a treatment situation.
Many of the activities for the children’s group are adapted from common children’s
games.  Users should feel free to adapt other activities to focus on energy and nutrition
that they feel would make the activities more relevant and enjoyable to the families they
are seeing.

Because of the copyright of some material, we are unable to provide all material used in
this manual.  However, we have provided references for obtaining the materials.  To keep
current with new food products and to make the food recommendations relevant to
different regions of the country, it is recommended that the food list, especially the snack
list, be updated to include brands common to your area and unique food preferences of
the region of the country.  For example, in Rhode Island coffee syrup is popular and
available.  However, it is not available in the Midwest.  We were unable to include a list
of recipes, but have listed several resources below, two of which are specific to cystic
fibrosis.
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Recipes Books:

A Way of Life: Cystic Fibrosis Nutrition Handbook and Cookbook, 2nd edition (2002).
Available from UW Hospital & Clinics

  Food and Nutrition Services
  University of Wisconsin Hospital and Clinics
  Rm F4/120 CSC
  600 Highland Ave
  Madison, WI 53792

Fat and Loving It!!!  By Gail Farmer & Sherri Willcox (1990)
Available from Jumbo Jack’s Cookbook Co.

  P.O. BOX 247
  Audubon, Iowa 50025

     1-800-798-2635

Super Heroes Super Healthy Cookbook.  By Mark Saltzman, Judy Garlan, & Michele
Grodner (1981) a Warner Books New York, NY ISBN # 0-446-51227-3

Finally, a number of former postdoctoral fellows have contributed to the evolution of the
manual over the years and deserve acknowledgement:

Vida Tyc
Scott Powers
Elissa Jelalian
Leslie Spieth
Lisa Opipari
Jennifer Hoover
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Outline of Topics for Parent Groups

Week         Session Topic

1 1 Getting Started: Monitoring Calorie Intake
Teach parents to monitor food and liquid intake and estimate
calories.

2 0 No Meeting
Parents mail back one week of calorie data and continue
monitoring calorie intake.

3 2 Snack: A Found Opportunity
Target meal: Snack.  Teach praising and ignoring.  Focus on
teaching parents to inhibit coaxing and commanding.

4 3 Breakfast: The Most Important Meal of the Day
Target meal: Breakfast.  Teach parents to set reasonable rules and
limits with consequences.

5 4 Relax & Review
No target meal.  Review rules and limit-setting.

6 5 Let’s Do Lunch
Target meal: Lunch.  Teach parents to use all skills taught to
increase volume of food/liquid consumed via shaping.

7 6 What’s For Dinner?
Target meal: Dinner.  Bring all behavioral skills together.
Introduce idea of increasing variety of accepted foods via shaping.

8 0 No meeting
Transition to maintenance

9 7 Last Treatment Group: Planning for the Future & Sick Days.
Discuss individual problems encountered and solutions
implemented during previous two weeks.  Discuss sick days and
how to encourage children to eat during recovery.
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SESSION 1

Getting Started:
Monitoring Calorie Intake
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Parent Group Forms/Supplies

Demonstration Food Items:
• One small jar of peanut butter
• One box of cereal
• One bag of chips
• Two bulky rolls
• Frozen corn
• Two packages of cheese (i.e., Kraft Deli Deluxe 3/4 oz. singles and Kraft 2/3 oz. singles)
• Parmesan cheese
• Soda
• Plastic model of meat item (e.g., steak) or slice of lunch meat

Demonstration Measuring Tools:
• Digital Food scale
• Measuring spoons
• Measuring cups
• Three household spoons from different flatware sets
• Knife (for leveling off items in measuring spoons)
• Cereal bowl

Parent Handbook (three ring notebooks) that has the following supplies:
• Plastic zipper pouch
• Calculator
• Pencil
• Lists of fast food calories
• Calorie books
• Calendar of group sessions with group leaders' contact information included

Diet Diary Recording Tools:
• Blank diet diaries for two weeks (without calorie goals)
• Stamped, return-addressed manila envelopes (in which to return first week's diet diaries)
• One set of measuring cups, measuring spoons, and a Digital Food scale for each family

Parent Handouts:
• “Measurement Instruction” Sheet
• “Cereal Measurement” Handout
• “Understanding Food Labels” Handout - find on website:

http://www.thehealthpages.com/articles/ar-fdlbl.html
• “Recording Recipes” Forms
• Example of a completed Diet Diary
• “Helper Sticker Chart”

GETTING STARTED: MONITORING OF CALORIE INTAKE
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 I. Introductions
 (Psychologist Leads)

A. Group Leaders should introduce themselves and their role in the program.

B. Parents should introduce themselves.  Introductions should include:

1. Their name

2. Their child’s name and age

3. Brief description of why they are participating (i.e., what they hope to get from
group)

 II. Rationale
(Psychologist Leads)

A. "The purpose of the current treatment group is to provide parents and children with
information about how they can increase the children's calorie intake to meet the CF
Foundation's nutritional recommendations.  Currently the treatment recommendations
are for children with CF to consume between 125% to 200% of the RDA for healthy
children.  While you all have been told your child needs to eat more or gain weight,
you may not have been told why the increased calories are so necessary for children
with CF."

 III. Reasons for Increased Calorie Needs    
 (Psychologist Leads)

A. "There are a number of physiological reasons for the increased calorie need."

1. Lung Infections.  "Children with CF often cope with chronic lung infections.
Even when they are not sick, their basic bodily functions (such as breathing)
take more energy to perform than individuals without CF because of constant
low grade lung infections.  The more acute the infection, the more energy the
body requires.”

2. Possible Increased Metabolic Energy Needs.  "There is currently some
evidence that children with CF may have increased basic metabolic energy

GOALS: 1.  PROVIDE RATIONALE AND OVERVIEW OF TREATMENT
2.  TEACH PARENTS TO ACCURATELY MONITOR AND
     RECORD INTAKE
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needs independent of lung infection.  Some researchers have found that even
newborn infants with CF, without a history of lung infections, have a higher
energy demand than infants without CF."

3. Malabsorption.  "Eighty percent of children with CF have problems with
malabsorption of nutrients and calories because of the lack of pancreatic
enzymes necessary for digestion.  Although taking pancreatic replacement
enzymes helps control this loss of nutrients via stool, it does not totally correct
for it.  One study comparing children's fecal energy loss found that even
children with CF who did not have symptoms such as stomach pain or frequent
stools lost about 5% to 20% of their gross energy intake in their stools.
Healthy children without CF only lose between 3% and 4% of their gross
energy in their stools.  We should also mention that children with CF
especially have problems with fat absorption and that fat has the highest calorie
content per gram of all nutrients (protein and carbohydrates)."

 IV.  Treatment for Poor Weight Gain
  (Psychologist Leads)

A. Nutritional Counseling. "The first approach to combat poor weight gain in CF has
been prevention through nutritional counseling during clinic visits.  Parents are often
told to feed their children high calorie foods and/or to provide food on a frequent
basis.  Some centers are fortunate enough to have dietitians present in clinic to give
specific feedback and recommendations to parents about their children's food intake.
Unfortunately, there is often not enough time during the course of a busy clinic visit to
cover this information as thoroughly as desired.  In fact, we have found it necessary to
devote six sessions to covering specific nutritional recommendations.  Additionally,
children may resist their parents' efforts to implement nutritional recommendations at
home, and these behavioral problems may undermine parents' best efforts to provide
their children with high calorie foods."

1. [Generate a brief discussion with parents regarding previous experiences with
nutritional counseling].

“What have your experiences with nutritional consultation been like?  From
whom did you obtain this information?  Was the information useful?  Have you
experienced any difficulties in following the dietitian's recommendations?”
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B. Nutritional Supplements. "Sometimes parents of children with CF are advised to
supplement their children's diet with nutritional supplements such as Scandishake,
Boost, or Ensure.  These liquid supplements can be useful when used as just that: a
supplement to a high calorie diet.  However, there are two common problems that arise
when using liquid supplements.  First, children with CF, particularly older children,
may rely on these supplements as their main source of daily calories (which is not the
intended purpose).  In turn, children may fill up on a nutritional shake and then refuse
solid foods at meals which is problematic.  Conversely, some children may resist
nutritional supplements all together because they view them as similar to medication."

C. Medical Interventions.  "A second approach to treating poor weight gain in children
with CF is to use medical intervention.  If, despite sound nutritional consultation,
children are unable to gain weight over time, or if they lose weight, more stringent
intervention is necessary.  These interventions have traditionally been medical
procedures such as nasogastric feeds overnight (where a child has a tube down her
nose into her stomach and receives extra calories while she sleeps), or gastrostomy
(where the child has a small tube permanently placed directly in her stomach for extra
feedings during the night)."

D. Shortcomings of these Approaches.  “In summary, none of these approaches
adequately addresses the need to help children with CF and their families meet the CF
Foundation's recommendations of 120 - 200% RDA.”

1. "Traditional nutritional counseling may be inadequate because parents are
often not provided with ample opportunity during clinic visits to cover specific
suggestions about how to maximize the calorie content in the foods they serve
their children and how to manage their children's behavior at mealtimes."

2. "Using liquid supplements is problematic because they cannot substitute for a
well-balanced, high calorie diet."

3. "The medical treatments are typically used when children are severely
underweight and thus, not appropriate for prevention and early treatment.
Furthermore, in these treatments, the need to eat is replaced by supplying
calories via alternative routes. Thus, children and parents may not learn the
skills necessary for eating well by mouth."

 V. Current Treatment
 (Psychologist Leads)

A. "The current treatment is a step between the previous two mentioned.  It addresses
these problems by providing sound nutritional information in conjunction with
strategies designed to motivate your children to eat high calorie foods.  The current
program comes from research with other children who have problems gaining weight
for a variety of reasons (e.g., failure to thrive, short-gut syndrome), from research on
obesity, and from research looking at mealtimes in families of children with CF."
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B. "Past research has found that children with CF actually eat as much or more than
healthy children.  However, they do not eat enough to meet the recommendations for
nutritional treatment in CF.  Therefore, parents seem to be doing their best to increase
their children's calories, but they run into difficulties in getting their children to eat
more."

C. "This program is designed to teach you to increase your child's intake by providing
you with sound nutritional information in an intensive format.  We will teach you
several general principles about how to maximize your child's calorie intake while at
the same time tailoring the information to fit your particular child's needs and your
family's lifestyle.  You will become an expert at identifying the best foods for your
child. Parents tell us that after participating in this program they can look at a plate of
food and estimate very accurately the number of calories included in the serving.
They also are able to easily boost the calorie content of their child's meal."

1. Parents' Group.  "Each week we will target one meal so that your children's
caloric intake is gradually increased.  We will assign a specific calorie target
goal for each of your children to aim for each week.  The program is designed
to increase your children's caloric intake gradually so as to allow their bodies
to adjust to the increased intake over a period of several weeks.  Additionally,
by systematically targeting one meal at a time, you will have a chance to focus
on increasing the number of calories included in just one meal so you won't
feel overwhelmed."

2. Parenting Skills.  "We will also provide you with specific parenting strategies
designed to motivate your children to eat the foods you present.  Each week we
will teach you one important parenting skill that will help you manage your
children's behavior at mealtimes.  While any one skill will not be sufficient to
change your children's behavior, each one is necessary and builds on the
others.  By the fourth session, you will have all the skills needed to change
your children's responses to food.  However, you will need to continue
practicing and refining these skills throughout the next several weeks.  The
skills are taught one at a time because each will take some practice to acquire
and use naturally.  If you tried to use them all at once, you would be
overwhelmed and would not find them useful."

3. Children's Group. "As you know, your children will be actively involved in the
treatment program.  By being involved in the treatment sessions, children feel
part of the program and they have more motivation to change.  Each week your
children will be served a meal in session.  This way they get a chance to
practice achieving their weekly calorie goals.  When children and parents have
the same goals, they become partners in the change."
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 VI. Monitoring and Recording Food Intake
 (Dietitian Leads)

A. "Monitoring and recording food intake is a laborious and tiresome task.  However,
doing this is critically important to your success in the treatment.  Many parents have
told us that they get used to recording their child's intake after awhile and it becomes a
habit."

1. "Weight gain is related to the amount of food eaten.  In CF, other factors may
affect weight gain as well.  In order to evaluate treatment and to know when
and if we are being successful, having accurate information on the calories
your child consumes is vital."

2. "Monitoring will also have a secondary and equally crucial side benefit.  We
have found that by monitoring, parents become more skilled in evaluating the
adequacy of their children's intake.  Our eventual goal is to train you, as
parents, to be as skilled as dietitians in providing your children with high
calorie meals.  By monitoring throughout treatment, you will learn the relative
calorie value of many foods so that at the end of treatment you will be able to
evaluate the calorie content of a meal without all the weighing and measuring."

3. Collecting baseline information.  "The first step is to get an accurate baseline
(i.e., "starting point") of what your children eat now before treatment begins.
Based on this information, increases in your children's intake will be planned
and recommended.  Therefore, it is very important that you feed your children
and act as you did before coming to this meeting.  We will base all calorie
increases on the information you provide us over the next two weeks, so it is
extremely important that you don't feed your children more than you would
normally.  We want to be fair to your children.  If you feed your children more
than usual, then we will end up recommending increases that are unreasonable
for your children at this point.  Please try to provide your children with typical
meals. Serve the foods they usually have, in the usual amounts.  That way we
can figure out exactly how much your child is eating now.”

[Note to leader:  It is critical that this last point be stressed in a friendly,
but explicit manner.]

 VII. Teaching Intake Monitoring
  (Dietitian Leads)

GOAL:  Provide parents with an overview of different measurement devices they will be
receiving and when to use each.
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A. How to Measure.  "First we are going to talk about how to figure out how much your
child is eating.  We are going to give you several items to help you accurately measure
your child's food intake.  You will be using a graduated measuring cup, measuring
spoons, measuring cups, and a scale."

[Pass out “Measurement Instruction” Sheet.]

"I'm passing out a general instruction sheet on how to measure food.  You will be able
to refer to these instructions when you are at home.  Let's review it now.  On the back
of the handout is a description of four measurement devices."

1. "First, we are providing you with a graduated measuring cup.  This is used to
measure liquids such as milk, juice and soda.  The measuring cup has three
different scales on it.  Only use fluid ounces and only use it to measure
liquids."

[Point to the scale.]

[Demonstrate use of the measuring cup with soda.  Point out necessity of
reading at eye level and using fluid ounces.]

2. "Second, you will receive measuring cups.  These are probably familiar to
everyone.  You will use these to measure things like vegetables, macaroni,
pasta, rice, mashed potatoes, gravies, and sauces.”

[Demonstrate measuring frozen corn.  Point out how to choose the appropriate
size of cup and how to level off.]

3. "Third, you will receive measuring spoons.  The spoons are used for things like
butter, syrups, grated cheese, peanut butter, and jelly.  You should choose
whether to use measuring cups or spoons based on the size of what you are
measuring."

[Demonstrate with grated cheese.  Demonstrate how to level off with back of
knife.]

4. "Finally, you will receive a digital food scale.  The scale is to be used to weigh
meats, chicken and fish, snack products like chips, pretzels, or Doritos, and
homemade recipes.  We will talk about recipes a little later.  Let me give you
an example of how to use the scale with chips.  If you were going to give your
child some chips out of a big bag like this, he naturally wouldn't eat the whole
bag.  To best measure how much you gave your child, use a scale.  Place your
plate on top, zero the scale, then place the chips on the plate and read the
number in ounces."

[Demonstrate weighing the chips.]
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5. "We will be giving you a full set of these measuring utensils to use for this
study.  We know that most of you probably have some of these items, but if
you are in anyway like us, you probably have the teaspoon, but not the
tablespoon, etc.  It is very important that you use these specific measuring
instruments to record your child's food intake and not your regular flatware.
There is a huge difference between the sizes of different flatware. Look at the
difference between these two tablespoons."

[Show three different size spoons.]

"You would come up with very different amounts depending on which spoon
you used."

B. Practice weighing and measuring foods

Goal:  Teach parents the difference between guessing and actually measuring
foods, give them specific pointers on how to measure (level off spoon, zero out
scale, read measuring cup at eye level), and give them opportunity to practice.

"Although most of us believe that we can correctly guess the amount of food or liquid,
it turns out to be trickier than it seems.  Also, using regular glasses, bowls and flatware
don't provide accurate measurements.  Let's compare our guesses with actual
measurements."

[Choose one parent at a time and ask them to serve up the amount of each item they
would give to their child.  Once the parent does this, have them estimate the amount.
Next, go around the table and get estimates of amounts from the rest of the parents.
Finally have the parent actually weigh/measure the food.  Provide feedback on
accuracy of measuring.]

1. Fluid Ounces.  [Ask a parent to pour a typical serving of soda into a glass.  Ask
them how many ounces they think it is.  Next, ask other parents for their
guesses.]

"Okay.  Now that we've all guessed, let's measure it to see how accurate we
were."

[Have the same parent measure it.]

"What are you going to use to measure?"

[Give feedback and be very positive if parent accurately measures.  Be sure to
talk about measuring at eye level.]

"One thing you can do to make measuring drinks a little easier is to measure
out a typical portion that your child would drink, pour this amount into their
favorite plastic cup, and mark a line with a permanent marker on the cup.  This
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way you can just pour the liquid directly into their cup without first needing to
measure it in a separate cup each time."

2. Measuring Spoons.  [Choose a second parent.  Ask them to show a typical
serving of peanut butter for a PB & J sandwich.  Repeat guessing and then
have parent measure.]

"Okay, what should we use to measure PB?  All right, let's try it."

[Be sure to point out importance of leveling the tablespoon with a knife and
how to use more than 1 tablespoon if there is extra peanut butter.]

3. Measuring Cups.  [Choose a third parent.  Ask them to show a typical serving
of corn for their child.  Repeat guessing and then have parent measure.]

"Okay, what should we use to measure corn?  All right, let's try it."

[Be sure to point out importance of choosing the appropriate size cup.]

4. Scale.  [Explain how to use the scale.  Specifically, be sure to show parents
how to use the 'tare' function and how to accurately read the weight output.]

[Choose a fourth parent.  Show them the piece of meat and have them estimate
number of ounces.  Repeat guessing with other parents.  Ask them to determine
the portion size of the meat.]

"Okay, what should we use to measure the meat?  All right, let's try it.  What
do we do about the bone?"

[Be sure to point out importance of zeroing out the scale and subtracting the
weight of the bone.]

C. Calculating Calories

GOALS:  Teach parents how to use the calorie book and how to read a food label.

"Measurement of food is critical for figuring out the amount of calories your child is
eating.  Now we are going to talk about how to determine the caloric value of your
child's food.  We will be using several sources to find calories."

1. Calorie Books.  "First, you will each be given a calorie book.  This book is
broken up into several different sections such as dairy, meats, snacks, fruits,
vegetables, and desserts.  It lists the type of food, the serving size, and the
calories for that serving size."

[Demonstrate how to look up calories by using specific examples.]
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"As an example, let's find the calories for chicken.  Chicken is listed on page 7.
Under chicken there are several different preparations listed.  As you can see a
baked chicken breast is 142 calories, whereas a baked chicken leg is 182
calories.  It's important to be as specific as possible."

"You will also be given a listing of calories for most of the local fast food
restaurants.  You use these handouts the same way you use the calorie books."

2. Food Labels.  "The second way to determine the caloric value of food is from
food labels.  IF A FOOD HAS A LABEL, PLEASE USE THE LABEL
FOR DETERMINING CALORIES RATHER THAN THE CALORIE
BOOK."

[Pass out the handout on “Understanding Food Labels.”]

"For our purposes, there are three important parts to the food label; these are
serving size, number of servings per container, and calories per serving. This
information is listed in the top section of the food label.  Let's look at the
example on the handout.  The serving size is 1 cup, there are two servings per
container and each serving gives you 260 calories.  So, if your child ate the
whole container (two servings) they would have had 520 calories.  If they only
had 1/2 the container (one serving), 1 cup, that would be 260 calories."

D.  Tricky Foods

1. Cereal.  "While we are on the topic of cereal, we'd like to warn you that
figuring out how to calculate what is left in your child's bowl after breakfast
can be tricky.  This is because there’s often soggy cereal at the bottom of the
bowl and it is difficult to know exactly how much of what is left is cereal and
how much is milk."

[Pass out “Cereal Measurement” Handout.]

a. "We’d like to spend a minute describing how to handle recording this
on the diet diary.  The way you record cereal depends on how your
child eats it and what is typically left over at the end of the meal.
Regardless of this, however, you will always record the amount of
milk in fluid ounces, and the amount of cereal in dry weight
(grams or ounces).”

b. If child eats everything in bowl.  "If your child typically eats all his or
her cereal and milk, then this is all you have to do to record a bowl of
cereal. Under the ‘amount consumed’ column you will simply record
all and record the calories for the serving of milk and the amount of
measured cereal separately."
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c. If child eats cereal but leaves milk.  "If your child eats all the cereal
served but leaves some milk in the bowl, then you'd record all for
cereal. You would then need to re-measure the amount of milk left in
the bowl (again in fluid ounces) and record this amount under ‘amount
left.’  You would then deduct the amount of milk left from the ‘amount
served’ and record the remainder under 'amount consumed.'"

d. If child leaves both cereal and milk.  "How many of you have a child
who leaves both cereal and milk behind in a soggy mess?  Okay, for
all of you, we will need to add one step in the measuring process.
First, measure the milk in fluid ounces (as always) and record this
amount.  Then, measure the cereal (either in grams or cups) and record
this amount.  Then, weigh both the cereal and the milk together and
record this amount in grams or ounces.  After your child finishes
eating, weigh what is left in the bowl, subtract this amount from the
combined serving weight and record this amount in the 'amount
consumed' column.  We will assume that equal amounts of milk and
cereal were left when we calculate calories."

[Show parents a diet diary example.]

2. Similar Foods with Different Calories.  "Let's talk about some food items for
which it can be tricky to determine calorie information.”

a. Cheese.  "It is very important to be aware that there can be big
differences between the calories and serving amounts even between
different types of the same brand of food.  Here are two packages of
Kraft American cheese.  While they look the same, the Kraft Deli
Deluxe slices are 3/4 oz. each and give you 80 calories, while the
Kraft 2% regular slices are 2/3 oz. and give 45 calories.  Always check
the label on the specific product you are using."

b. Rolls.  "Here's another type of food that can have big differences in
calories depending on which one you choose.  Both of these are bulky
rolls, but as you can see there is a big difference in size.  It would be
very important to actually weigh these rolls on the scale so we could
determine the exact number of calories your child had.  You do not
have to weigh bread slices that come prepackaged with a food label."

3. Recipes.  "Now let's talk about calculating calories for homemade recipes.  We
will help you figure out the caloric value of any homemade dishes you might
make.  To do this, we will need you to provide us with a copy of the recipe.
The recipe should include the number of equal servings the recipe yields and
the serving size.  We will also need to know the size of the portion your child
had.  So, for example, say you made a pan of lasagna:  You would need to
divide the pan into equal servings.  Let's say you cut eight pieces (of an equal
size) from the pan.  Weigh one of those pieces and also weigh the amount you
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gave your child (if it was different) and record this on the diet diary.  Then,
bring in the recipe, the number of equal servings, the weight of one serving,
and the weight of your child's serving.  We have some forms that will make it
easier to provide us with the recipe information we will need."

[Pass out copies of “Recording Recipes” form.]

4. Labels.  "There are approximately 4,000 new foods placed on the market each
year.  Bring in wrappers from foods that don't have a food label and we will do
a dietary analysis."

E. Using the Monitoring Forms

GOALS:  Teach parents how to use monitoring forms, the level of detail
necessary, and how to calculate calories based on amounts their child ate.

"Now that you know how to measure and where to find calorie information, we will
show you how to record this information."

[Pass out enough blank diet diaries for two weeks.]

1. "These are the forms that you will use to record your child's daily food intake.
You use one page per day.  On each page there is a section for breakfast, lunch,
dinner, and three snacks.  We have purposefully included more space than you
will need.  Please do not feel you need to fill up all the spaces on the page
because no one ever does that."

2. "Earlier we passed out an instruction sheet on how to fill these out.  This sheet
is on the other side of the sheet that talks about how to measure different types
of food.  Let's go over those instructions."

a. "Record what was eaten and drunk at each meal and snack."

b. "For each meal please also record enzyme dose and if they were taken
before, during, or after the meal."

c. "Also, please give us your best estimate of how long the meal lasted
for your child."

d. "Now let's talk about how to record what your child ate and drank."

Food Eaten - "The first column on the diet diary is ‘food eaten.’  Here
you would record things like white bread, skinless chicken breast,
spaghetti, Rice Krispies.  Please be as specific as possible - tell us the
type of milk 2% vs. whole milk, or canned corn vs. frozen corn."
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How Prepared - "The next column is labeled ‘how prepared.’  Use this
column to describe how each item was prepared. For example: pork
chop baked with shake and bake or chicken breast sautéed in butter."

Amount Served - "Under ‘amount served’ please record, how much of
the item you served your child."

Amount Left - "Under ‘amount left’ please record how much of the
item your child left."

Amount Consumed - "Then under ‘amount consumed’ subtract the
‘amount left’ from the ‘amount served’ column to determine how
much your child ate."

Calories - "Finally, record the number of calories for the portion of
each item your child ate and total the calories for each meal."

e. "Be sure to record everything eaten.  This includes even small amounts
and hidden foods.  Hidden foods are things like the sugar you add to
cereal or the butter you add to vegetables."

f. "Finally, please record any vitamins that you gave your child that
day."

 [Pass out “Sample Diet Diary Form” and review breakfast.]

3. Example.  "Now let's look at an example.  I've just passed out a sample diet
diary to show you the type of information that we need you to record for us.
Let's look at breakfast.  This child had cereal, toast and juice for breakfast.  To
record cereal, the parent wrote down 1 oz. of Kellogg's Apple Jacks.  The child
had milk in their cereal which is recorded on the next line as 6 oz of whole
milk.  This child ate all of their cereal but left some of the milk.  So, the parent
measured the amount of milk that was left in the bowl.  The child had one
piece of toast with butter.  Notice that the parent recorded the type and brand of
the bread and the amount of butter put on the toast.  Finally the child had 8 oz
of Hawaiian Punch."

4. Example Using an Actual Meal. [This is optional depending upon the amount
of time remaining.]  "Let's go through an example using an actual meal
someone's child had yesterday."

[Pick one parent and ask them to tell you what there child had for dinner last
night.  Record each item and demonstrate the level of detail needed in each
column.]

 VIII. Give Assignment for Next Meeting
 (Psychologist Leads)
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A. Monitor Calories.  "Begin recording calories starting with the meal that your child had
in group today.  We will give you this information at the end of group."

B. Don't Change Child's Diet.  "At the next meeting we will begin to provide you with
specific information on increasing your child's calorie intake.  Between now and then
you should simply monitor your child's intake and write it down as completely and
accurately as possible.  DO NOT CHANGE YOUR CHILD'S DIET IN ANY WAY
THIS WEEK!"

C. Mail in Diet Diaries.  "At the end of the first week of monitoring, use the stamped,
addressed envelopes provided to mail the first week’s data back to us.  We will use
this information to formulate your child's calorie goals and to review how you are
doing with the monitoring.  If we do not receive the forms by __________ [insert date]
we will call and remind you."

D. Questions. "Does anyone have any questions?"

E. Explain the Child's Role

1. "Your child's job during these two weeks is to help you keep track of what he
or she eats. Your child should sit down with you each day and review the diet
information for inclusion of all foods eaten."

2. "The reason behind this is that the child should learn to be a participant in
treatment and a partner with you in trying to achieve treatment goals.  By
starting small, that is, by having her review her day or meal with you, she
begins to learn that she is accountable for her goals in the group.  This is not
just for parents to do."

3. "A second reason for having your child review what she ate during the day is
that she can provide you with information about meals she might have had
when she was not with you.  For example, it is important for your child to
begin to keep track of what she ate at school for lunch, or what she ate as a
snack while at a friend's house or at child care.  (For these meals, it is okay to
simply get an estimate of food amounts, unless you are able to pack these
lunches and snacks and calculate amounts in advance.)"

4. "However, we do not want you to nag your child to participate.  Therefore, we
have developed a sticker chart for you to keep track of her participation.  Every
time your child sits down with you and reviews a meal place a sticker on her
"helper" chart [Show Chart].  You should decide whether you would find it
easier to sit down with your child at the end of the day and review all meals or
review each meal right after it happens.  Place a sticker by each meal you
review with your child."
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a. “If your child sits down with you, praise her and give her a sticker on
her chart under the correct meal and day.”

b. “If your child refuses or ignores you then simply say, ‘Okay, but if you
don't help I can't put a sticker on your chart.’"

c. “To motivate your child to help keep track of foods eaten, your child
will receive a small trophy in group if she helps on at least half of the
days.”

[Note to Group Leader:  The criterion number of stickers for
earning a trophy should be left vague to maximize the probability
that every child will earn the first trophy.  In other words, it is
desirable for the children to ‘come into contact with’ the
secondary reinforcer at the second session so as to increase their
motivation during the coming weeks.]

d. “Therefore, it is very important that you provide an opportunity for
your child to participate and to reward her with a sticker when she
does.  This is the first step towards her involvement in her nutrition
program.  Do not reward indiscriminately.  If your child gets a sticker
for nothing, you will teach her to do nothing.”

e. Use the sticker charts.  “This is the only feedback the leaders of the
child group will get on your child's performance this week.  If there
are no stickers or no chart, your child cannot get a trophy.  If we have
to interview each parent instead of using charts, it will add an extra 30-
45 minutes to the group.”

f. Provide parents with a telephone number to call in case they have
questions or concerns during the first two weeks of monitoring.

5. "Your job is to provide an opportunity for your child to help review the foods
written down for each meal.  You should do this by saying, ‘It is time to go
over your food for today/this meal.’"

6. “Our job is to help you pull together all the calorie information that is needed
to help your children meet the calorie goals we will set for them in group.  One
way we can do this is to work with you to get information about your children's
school lunches.  If your child eats lunch in the school cafeteria, let us know and
we will call your child's school to get the servings sizes and calorie
information."

 IX. End of Session

A. Children join parents' group
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B. Have children tell group what they learned today

C. Have children tell parents what they had for snack

D. Have children tell group what their assignment is for the week (to help parents keep
track of what they eat) and what they need to do to get a trophy (get at least half of
their stickers)

End-of-Session Checklist:

Make sure parents have the following items:
• Copy of child's meal and calorie information from child session
• Enough diet diaries for two weeks
• “Helper Sticker Charts” and stickers
• Return-addressed, stamped manila envelopes to send in first week of Diet Records
• Measuring supplies (cups and spoons)
• Digital food scale
• Parent handbooks (binders with fast food calories) and calorie books
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Behavioral Handouts
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DAY
DATE

Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Breakfas
t

Lunch

Dinner

Snack

I helped
keep

track of
my food
today!

________’s STICKER
CHART
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Nutrition Handouts
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DIET DIARY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Do not trust your memory at the end of the day.  Record what was eaten and/or drunk at each
meal or snack.

2. Record estimated time the meal took.  Record the following information in the appropriate
categories:

A. Describe accurately the kind of food recorded.

1. State brand name whenever possible.

2. FOOD EATEN:  If homemade, please attach copy of recipe to the sheet for that
day.  THE RECIPE SHOULD INCLUDE THE NUMBER OR EQUAL
SERVINGS.

3. Indicate what type of bread used:  white, whole wheat, etc.

4. Type of milk used:  whole, 2% low-fat, 1% low-fat, skim, condensed, etc.

5. State whether canned, dried, fresh or frozen product; particularly fruits and
vegetables.

B. HOW PREPARED:  Describe how the food was prepared.  State whether it was
roasted, sautéed, boiled, fried, creamed, poached, microwaved, etc.

C. AMOUNT SERVED:  Weigh or measure food that was given to the child and list in
this column.

D.  AMOUNT LEFT:  Weigh or measure food that was not consumed by the child and
list in this column.

E.  AMOUNT CONSUMED:  Subtract the “Amount Left” from the “Amount Served”
and list in this column.

F. CALORIES:  There are 3 resources to use to find the calorie content of foods:

1. Booklet: Calorie Catalog.  Lists more than 1200 foods and gives calories for a
standard serving size for that food.  Some brand name products are included.  If the
portion consumed is more or less than the standard, the calories you record will
need to be adjusted.

2. Handout on fast foods.  Specific listings for foods from various fast food chain
restaurants.  If the entire serving is not consumed, the calories you record will need
to be adjusted.
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3. Food Label.  Determine calories by looking at the serving size, servings per
container, and calories per serving.   If you are unsure of the calorie count, cut out
label and attach to the diet diary.

3.  USE Weight Scale provided or Standard Measures such as ½ c., ¼ c., tsp., or tbsp.  DO NOT
use small or large spoons in your silverware as a measure of tsp. and/or tbsp.  These utensils
vary in size and are not accurate measuring instruments.  Also, “a little,” “bowlful,” “spoonful,”
“serving,” and “glass” do not indicate accurate measures.

4. Be sure to record everything eaten.

A. “HIDDEN FOODS” such as sugar on cereal, margarine, butter or mayonnaise on
bread,    vegetables, popcorn, crumb or cheese toppings such as Parmesan, etc.

B. For candy, soda pop, potato chips, nuts, etc. make sure to state the kind, brand and
amount.  Attach wrapper when possible.
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IMPORTANT:  Brand name and net weight per serving are helpful for all snack foods and
convenience foods.  If at all possible, supply food label with your records.  Examples:  Frozen
Dinners, Combination Dinner, Cupcakes, Doughnuts, Cakes, Pies, Cookies, Chips Pretzels, Candy,
etc.

Measuring Tools Ingredients How to Measure
(All measures should be level)

Graduated measuring cup LIQUID
   Water
   Milk
   Juices
   Sauces

Measure and read at eye level

Measuring cup
Standard measuring cup or
standard measuring spoon

FLAVORING
   Grated Cheese
   Syrups
   Margarine
   Sugar
   Cocoa Powder
   Juice
   Concentrate
   Peanut Butter
   Jelly/Jam
   Gravies/ Sauces
   Dried or Canned Fruit
   Nuts/Berries
   Whipped Cream
   Mayonnaise
   Cheese Spread
   Oil

SIDE DISHES
   Vegetables
   Macaroni
   Mash Potatoes
   Rice

For Liquids:
    Pour into measuring cup or
    spoon

For Solids:
    Scoop with measuring cup or
    spoon, level off with spatula or
    flat side or knife

Scale    Meat
   Fish
   Poultry
   Chops
   Chips
   Dry cereal
   Chunks of cheese
   Portion of a casserole or lasagna

BALANCE SCALE TO “0”
BEFORE WEIGHING

Weight after cooking is preferred.
Remove inedible portions before
weighing.  Note whether poultry
weight includes bone and weigh
bones afterwards.
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1. Measure milk in fluid oz.

2. Put bowl on scale and zero.  Weigh cereal in dry grams/ounces and record.  Add
measured milk to bowl and record (in grams or ounces).

3. If child eats everything in bowl:

After steps one and two, enter “all” under the “amount consumed” column.  Record the
calories from the milk and the calories from the cereal separately.

e.g. 4 oz. whole milk = 75 Calories
Golden Grahams = 120 cal for 1 serving of 30 grams (from label)

If the child eats all of the cereal but leaves milk:

After steps one and two, record “all” under the “amount consumed” column for cereal.
Re- measure the amount of milk left in the bowl (in fluid oz.), and record under the
“amount left” column.  Subtract the “amount left” from the “amount served” and record
under the “amount consumed.”  Record the calories for the amount of milk consumed.

If child leaves both cereal and milk:

After steps one and two, weigh the combined cereal and milk that is left over (in
grams/ounces).  Subtract this amount from the combined amount of cereal and milk
served.  Enter the difference in the “amount consumed” column.  Determine the total
amount of calories served (calories from milk served + calories from cereal served).
Divide this by the total weight of the combined cereal and milk; this will give you the
calories per 1 gram of cereal + milk.  Multiply this number by the amount (cereal + milk)
consumed.

e.g. Amount (milk + cereal) served = 46g
Amount (milk + cereal) left in bowl = 14g
Therefore, amount (milk + cereal) consumed = 32g
Amount of calories served:

4oz. milk (pre-measured + weighed) = 75cal
       + 30g cereal =                                          120cal
Total 195 cal

195 calories / 46g (amount served) = 4.2 cal/g (milk + cereal)
Therefore, (32g consumed) x (4.2 cal/g) = 135 total calories consumed (for milk + cereal)

     

MEASURING MILK AND CEREAL
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Recipe name _______________________________  Dates Eaten _________________

Recipe Source _________________________________

This recipe makes ______ servings AND one serving equals _____

 For all ingredients, be sure to include the amount and unit of measure ☺

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

10) 

11) 

12) 

13) 

14) 

15) 

Write number & check the
unit of measure.

 Cups
 Ounces (for liquids only)
 Grams

Write the number of
servings this whole recipe

will make.
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SESSION 2

Snack:
A Found Opportunity
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Parent Group Forms/Supplies

Poster Board displaying chart of RDA for healthy and CF children

Graphs:
• Graphs with each child's Total Calories baseline data
• Graphs with each child’s Snack Calories baseline data

Blank diet diaries for one week with calorie goals

Parent Handouts:
• Graphs with each child's Total Calories baseline data
• Graphs with each child’s Snack Calories baseline data
• Quick Reference Snacks
• Personalized Snack Recommendations
• Snacks That Don't Require Enzymes
• Differential Attention Handout
• Copy of Snack Sticker Chart for demonstration 
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SNACK: A FOUND OPPORTUNITY

 I. Review of Diet Diaries
(Dietitian Leads)

A. As families come into session, ask families how the recording has gone, collect the
diet diaries that they are bringing into group, and briefly review for completeness and
accuracy. Do this as you are waiting for everyone to arrive. The dietitian should try to
get as complete information as possible on all entries and add up the calories if this has
not been done during the session.  However, do not delay the start of the session to
review diaries. Once most of the families have arrived, begin the group.  The dietitian
can review diaries and get missing information during session when the psychologist
is leading the discussion.

B. Review Examples of Accurate Monitoring.  [Dietitian should have reviewed diet
records from first week of baseline before group and should have examples of
thorough record keeping.  Provide two examples from two different families.]

1. Sample discussion.  [Insert examples from your group.]

"Mrs. Smith did a great job recording breakfast.  Her daughter Jane ate cereal
most mornings.  Mrs. Smith wrote down the exact brand ('Kellogg's) and name
('Raisin Bran').  She then wrote down the amount served in ounces, 1 oz., and
the amount of whole milk added, 4 fl. oz.  Jane ate all the cereal, and left 1 oz.
of milk.  Mrs. Smith did a great job of calculating calories based on what Jane
ate--3 oz. whole milk = 62.5 cal and 1 oz. cereal = 110 cal for a total of 162.5
breakfast calories."

C. Review Examples of Problematic Monitoring.  [Dietitian should also have a list of
incorrect and/or inaccurate recording from baseline.  When presenting these examples
be careful to be constructive.  Talk about them as "common problems" all families
may encounter as they are recording their child's food intake and use it to teach
everyone how to be as accurate and thorough as possible.  Again, provide one to two
examples with solutions.]

1. Sample discussion.  [Insert examples from your group.]

GOALS: 1.  REVIEW CALORIE MONITORING
2.  TEACH CALORIE GOAL SETTING
3.  TEACH DIFFERENTIAL ATTENTION: PRAISING AND IGNORING
4.  INCREASE SNACK CALORIES
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"Mrs. Jones ran into a common problem when she recorded how much Johnny
ate of a pork chop.  Everyone is going to run into this, so let's go over it as a
group.  Mrs. Jones let me know Johnny was served a 4 oz. pork chop and he
ate it all at dinner.  What I'm not sure about was whether the initial weighing
included the bone. Because it was described as a pork chop, I know it had a
bone originally.  So to avoid confusion, if you cut the meat away from the bone,
just write "boneless pork chop" under food item.  If it did have the bone in it,
be sure to weigh the bone after the meal and record bone weight in the
"amount left" column."

 II. Energy Needs and Cystic Fibrosis
(Psychologist Leads)

[Dietitian reviews food diaries]

A. "Scientific formulas have been developed based on intake and growth that tell us how
much kids need to eat in order to grow and develop.  These energy requirements are
different at different ages because of the expected rates of growth."

B. "The energy requirement for children with CF is greater than for healthy children
because of the factors we talked about last meeting: increased metabolic rate,
malabsorption, and lung infections.  To offset these energy demands, the CF
Foundation recommends that children with CF receive 25% to 50% more than healthy
children and in some cases, 100% more than healthy children.  Specific
recommendations will be individually determined based on your child's intake, rate of
weight gain, and energy needs.  We will go over your child's desired intake in a
minute.  First, I want to show you the general guidelines and examples of the
differences between healthy children and children with CF."

"Dietary recommendations are given by kilograms (kg).  Just so everyone knows, 1
kg=2.2 lbs.  So if you wanted to convert from lbs. to kg. you'd divide by 2.2."

[Have the following chart written on chalk board and talk parents through it.]

Age Developmental Calories/Kg Calories/Kg
                                                Stage                           Healthy                       CF                   

1-3 yrs (Infant/Toddler) 102 cal/kg 125 to 150 cal/kg Up to 204 cal/kg

4-6 yrs (Preschool) 90 cal/kg 112 to 135 cal/kg Up to 180 cal/kg

7-10 yrs (School age) 70 cal/kg 87.5 to 105 cal/kg Up to 140 cal/kg

11 yrs (Preteen, Teen) 45 cal/kg 56 to 67.5 cal/kg Up to 90 cal/kg
      & up
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C. Example of Differences in Caloric Requirements.  "Let's go through an example.  A
five year old who weighs 45 lbs is 20.5 kg.  Following the energy requirements for
healthy children means the child must eat 1,845 cal/day.  CF requirements would
increase this to between 2,316 cal/day and 3,690 cal/day.  So, you can see there are big
differences."

 III. Individual Calorie Goals
(Psychologist Leads)

A. "To set your child's caloric goals, we are going to base it on their baseline food intake
and, between now and the end of treatment, increase it by 1,000 calories."

B. "Let's go over your children's intake for the past two weeks and talk about their
eventual goals (where they will be at the end of group) and our goal for this next
week."

C. Treatment Goals.  [Provide parents with graphic display of their child's Total Calorie
Intake for the first week of baseline (the diet diaries they mailed in).  Discuss each
child's intake with the whole group.]

"To see where your child falls in the CF Recommendations, we take their typical
intake and add 25% to 50% to promote catch-up weight gain.  We know that their
typical intake is allowing them to grow at their current weight percentile.  If we want
to boost them to a higher weight percentile, we must add on to this."

"Let's take Elizabeth as an example (show Elizabeth's graph).  The first week of
baseline, she ate an average of 1800 calories a day.  Her average is indicated by this
line across the week (point to mean line on graph).  As you can see, some days she ate
more and some days she ate less (point to high and low days).  What we are going to
do is this:  increase her intake by 1,000 calories by the end of treatment so she'll be
eating about 2,800 calories/day."

"By the end of treatment, we will have increased your children's total daily calorie
goals by 1,000 calories.  To do this, we will start slowly and proceed slowly.  Each
week we're only going to target one new meal and will increase the children's caloric
intake by 250 calories/day at that meal.  In a minute, we will discuss exactly how to do
this, but first let's look at everyone's intake and eventual treatment goals."  [Review
everyone's treatment goal following the Elizabeth example above.]

D. Emphasize Gradual Increase in Caloric Intake.   "We just went over everyone's END
OF TREATMENT CALORIE GOALS.  We are going to work towards these slowly
by targeting one meal a week.  Increasing 250 cal/day are small increments, and this
will allow your child to adjust without physical discomfort and hopefully without
giving you as much resistance."
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E. Introduce Behavioral Component of Program.  “We will talk about your children's
specific calorie goals at snack in a little while.  First, we will spend some time talking
about a parenting strategy that you can begin using this week to help your children
meet their snack calorie goals.”

 IV. Differential Attention:  What is it?
(Psychologist Leads)

A. “Before we talk about what to feed your children, we need to teach you HOW TO
GET THEM TO EAT!!!  A study was conducted in which approximately 100 healthy
children and children with CF were videotaped at dinner.  Several things were
discovered from this study.”

1. Findings:

a. Parents:  “All parents of children with CF were concerned about their
child's food intake and TRIED to get them to eat.  The ways they tried
were to:

 i.  Give the child lots of food and hope he ate it,

 ii.  Ask their child to eat,

 iii.  Coax their child by describing how much they liked it or how
 good it was for them,

 iv.  Sometimes parents became upset and firmly told their child to eat,

 v.  Sometimes they gave the child new or different foods,

 vi.  Sometimes parents tried ALL of these strategies at the same
meal!”

b. Child Behaviors:  “The children with CF were observed to:

 i.  Whine about their food,

 ii.  Talk instead of eat,

 iii.  Eat very slowly,

 iv. Try to negotiate which foods they would eat and which ones they
wouldn't eat,

 v. Request different foods than the ones presented.”
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2. “These results tell us the following things.”

a. “First, parents give a lot of attention to their CF children when they are
not eating and when the children are complaining about the food or
about the amount they are to eat.  However, when CF children are
eating and behaving appropriately, parents often leave them alone as
they don't want to interrupt their children while they are eating.  In this
way, children lose parental attention at times when they are actually
behaving in a way that pleases their parents.”

b. “Children with CF use talking and negotiating about food to dawdle
and stall eating.”

B. Child Behavior in General

1. “The basic way children learn how to act is through learning which behaviors
lead to which consequences.  They then act in ways that lead to the
consequences they want.”

2. “One of the most desired results or consequences of children's behavior is adult
attention.  Put simply, children like attention from adults and will act in ways
that will get them adult attention.”

a. “The twist on this is that for many children, adult attention is a reward
regardless of whether it is positive (e.g., saying, "Good Job") or
negative (e.g., "Johnny, I told you not to yell when I'm on the
phone.").”

b. “While most of us do not think a scolding is very rewarding, for some
children it is.  In our busy everyday life we often do not notice when
children are doing things we like because "they are supposed to do it,”
(like picking up their toys).  However, we almost always notice and
comment when they do something we do not like.  Therefore, some
children behave in ways their parents do not like because it
immediately gives them their parents' undivided attention, at least for a
little while.”

c. “The point is that you can only identify a reward by the way it
functions.  A reward is any consequence that leads to a behavior
occurring more frequently.”

C. What does all this mean to you?

1. “Think about your meals.  What types of things do you say or do to your child
to get him to eat?”
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2. “Do you say these things when he is eating or not eating?”

3. “If you are like most parents you might do some of these behaviors:

a. Ask your child why he isn't eating, or why he doesn't like something.

b. Give your child instructions to eat, often several in a row.  ‘You
haven't even tried it. Come on take a bite.  Try it.’

c. Give your child instructions to hurry up when he is dawdling. ‘Come
on.  Start eating.  Hurry up.’

d. Offer rewards when he is dawdling such as dessert or special treats if
he will eat/finish.  ‘If you eat this much you can have your favorite ice
cream.’

e. Show your child that the food is good by eating some of his food.
‘Mmm, this is good.  Mommy/Daddy really likes it.’

f. Make eating into a game by cheering the child on to encourage him to
eat.”

4. “What all of these have in common is they are happening only when your child
is NOT EATING!  Therefore, what your child has learned is that a sure way to
get mom, dad, and the rest of the family to pay attention to him is to NOT
EAT.”

5. “Parents of children with CF are constantly told the importance of eating as
much as possible and gaining weight, but they are not told how to get their
child to eat more. Because of this, they often find themselves in a battle with
their children during meals with the children having the most powerful
weapon: NOT EATING.”

 V. Differential Attention:  How to Use It
(Psychologist Leads)

A. “As you can see from our discussion, the way to change your child's behavior is by
changing your response.  Last meeting we told you we would provide you with an
important child management skill at each session to help you manage your child's
behavior at meals.  This week's skill is the most important because it is the building
block for all the rest.  If you don't learn this one, the others won't work.”

1. “This one is called Praising and Ignoring, or Differential Attention.  That is,
praising your children when they are doing what you want them to do and not
paying any attention when they are not doing what you would like.”
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B. “The best way to increase a behavior that you like is to follow it with your attention.
The most effective kind of attention is PRAISING AND DESCRIBING.”

1. “Many parents say they try not to talk to their children when they are eating
because it might distract them. Parents also say that their child should know
they are supposed to eat and therefore doesn’t need praising.  This is WRONG.
By not paying attention to eating, they are ignoring it.  Behaviors that are
ignored will soon stop.”

2. “During meals this week you should look at your child and before you say
anything, determine if he is eating or not eating.  If he is eating, you should
make a positive comment and praise it.  Praise is a specific DESCRIPTION of
the behavior you like and a POSITIVE EVALUATION.”

a. Examples:

"Katie, I like the way you came to snack right away."  "Jane, you're
really doing a great job of eating your crackers."  "Wow!  I'm
impressed! You are taking such big bites of your snack and eating
quickly."

b. Non-examples:  “(These are not praise statements) ‘This is better
eating than last night.’  It draws attention to non-eating and may
actually punish eating.”

c. “Behaviors to praise: loading fork, taking bites, chewing, swallowing,
feeding self, sitting at table, eating quickly.”

3. “Praise is effective when it does the following.”

a. “Occurs immediately following the behavior you like.”

b. “Describes the behavior and is VARIED.  Don't over use a positive
phrase (i.e., "Good Job"); it becomes monotonous and loses its
effectiveness.”

c. “Be specific in your praise statements.  If you are not specific, children
may not understand exactly which behavior pleased you.  It can be
confusing for children when they are told they've been 'good', because
they may not know exactly what it was they did that you liked.
However, when we scold children, we often describe exactly what it
was they did wrong.  For example, ‘Johnny, don't write on your
bedroom walls with the red crayons!  You know not to do that!’  In
this case, the child knows exactly what he did that you didn’t like.  It’s
important to be just as descriptive about desirable behaviors so that
children learn desirable behaviors.”
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4. Practice Praising

a. Have parents describe behaviors they like that their child does at least
sometime during meals.

b. Have parents generate praise statements they could use at those times.
Provide constructive feedback.

c. If parents are having a difficult time identifying behaviors to praise, a
role play in which the group leader plays a parent's role and parent
plays the child's role may be helpful.

C. Ignoring.  “The best way to decrease a behavior you do not like is through
IGNORING.  If you only use praise and you continue to comment on your child's not
eating (i.e., "Eat your peas."  "Stop talking and eat."), then both eating and not eating
get attention and your child will be just as likely to not eat as to eat.  Actually, if he is
in the habit of not eating this will probably continue to be his more frequent behavior.”

1. “Ignoring is HARD because it requires you to stop doing a behavior that you
are used to doing.  Coaxing your child to eat may be a habit.  It will take
practice and hard work to break this habit.”

2. “Ignoring is also hard because it takes some time for children to notice changes
in your responses to them and change their behavior accordingly.”

a. “Therefore, ignoring will not immediately stop your child from talking
instead of eating, complaining about food, or trying to negotiate the
amount of food he has to eat.  This is something he will learn over
time.”

b. “In fact, when you him, you should be prepared for your child to
increase the behavior you don't like at first.  This is because he won't
understand why you aren't responding in your usual way and he will
try to get you back to ‘normal.’  DON'T FALL FOR THIS.”

c. “Behaviors to ignore:

 i.  Complaints about food

 ii.  Complaints about fullness

 iii.  Requests to eat less

 iv.  Requests for food you have not prepared

 v.  Whining
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 vi.  Excess talking without taking bites

 vii.  Questions when not eating

 viii.  Questions about ignoring”

D. TIMING: Using Praising and Ignoring Together.  “The most effective use of praising
and ignoring is to use them together.  Timing (or when you tune in and tune out) is the
most important aspect of this skill.  To use praising and ignoring together in a way that
involves optimal timing, you must do the following.”

1. “Observe your child regularly and frequently.  Determine if he is eating or not
eating.”

2. “If eating, you must identify what he is doing that you like and describe it.
Describing it immediately upon its occurrence is best (timing).  Example:  ‘I
like how you are taking one bite after another. That’s a really smart way to
eat.’”

3. “If not eating, break eye contact, and say nothing.  Wait until your child starts
to eat. Commenting again immediately upon the occurrence of eating is best
(timing).”

a. “If your child is not eating and asking you a question, you can ignore
him until he takes a bite.  Then reward him immediately upon the
initiation of eating (timing) by saying, ‘I like how you are eating.  I
can answer your question while you are chewing.’”

4. Anticipate Children's Responses.  “Sometimes children make inappropriate
comments when a parent starts to ‘attend’ after the child has been ignored.
Most often the child may have been saying something like, ‘I don't want my
potatoes, okay?’  When the parent ignores this behavior the child may continue
for a few seconds longer, but will eventually stop.  When he stops, he may eat
a different food.  When the child takes a bite of any food the parent should
comment and praise, ‘Good idea, you started eating your chicken.’  When the
child thinks he has the parent's attention he may respond by again saying he
doesn't want his potatoes.  Again, the parent should ignore this and turn away
immediately.  This teaches your child that you are in charge of giving out your
attention and you won't be manipulated.  Timing is very important.”

a. “Ignoring alone may not result in your child eating his potatoes this
week.  It will teach him that you will not discuss it and lay the ground
work for the use of other skills we will be teaching you in the
upcoming sessions.”

 VI. Role Play and Practice Praising and Ignoring
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A. Rationale for Role-Playing.  [It is important to provide parents with a chance to
practice the new skill of praising and ignoring.  This is the ‘cornerstone’ parenting
skill of all the parenting skills that will be taught during the course of the program.
However, parents often do not understand completely how to use this new strategy
until they have had an opportunity to practice it.  They also may not understand how
difficult it can be without first practicing within the context of a role-play.  The role-
play also provides the Group Leader with an opportunity to provide feedback that may
prevent parents from feeling frustrated and discouraged when first using this technique
in vivo.]

B. Role-Play Procedure.  Ask parents to describe the problematic behaviors that their
children exhibit during mealtimes and use these behaviors as the basis for the role-
plays.  Child behaviors to use for the role-plays are such things as: complaints about
the meal, food refusals, negative statements about the foods served, etc. (e.g., “This
meat looks gross; do I have to eat it?”).  Behaviors not appropriate to use during the
role-plays are things such as: leaving the table without asking, throwing food, etc. (i.e.,
any behaviors that would require more active intervention).

1. Choose a child behavior to use during the demonstration (e.g., food refusal -
“Mom, do I have to eat all this spaghetti?  There’s too much food on my
plate...I’ll never be able to eat this much!”).

2. Ask the parent who described the behavior to pretend to be his or her child,
while you (the Group Leader) pretend to be the parent and demonstrate using
praising and ignoring.  [Parents are often uncomfortable doing this at first and
may need a fair amount of encouragement to begin.  This can be done by
telling the parent, “I really want to understand what it is like for you at dinner.
Do exactly the things that Shelly does at mealtimes that feel exasperating and
difficult for you.  I can take it, so go ahead and give me your best shot!”]

3. While the parent demonstrates the child’s behavior, demonstrate the skilled use
of praising and ignoring.

[Example of Role-Play]

Parent as Child:  “Mom, this spaghetti is gross!  I’m not going to eat it!”

Group Leader:  [Ignores child turns attention away from child and initiates a
conversation with a sibling.]  “Johnny, I really like the finger-painting you
made in Kindergarten today!  What other things did you do today?”

Parent as Child:  [Raises voice] “Mom!  You’re not listening to me!  I said, I’m
not going to eat my spaghetti!”

Group Leader:  [To sibling] “Wow Johnny!  You just took a nice big bite of
spaghetti!  That’s really smart eating!”
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Parent as Child:  [Takes a bite of food.]

Group Leader:  “Shelly, I like the way you just took a bite of that meatball!
That’s going to give you lots of energy for your soccer game tomorrow!”

4. Stop the role-play at this point, and ask the parent how she felt while she was
being ignored.  Ask the parent to comment on how she felt after being praised
for eating.  The parent will most likely comment on the positive impact of the
praise, particularly following the lack of attention prior to the praise statement.

5. Reverse the role-play, and ask a different parent to describe his or her child’s
behavior during meals.  Decide upon an example behavior.  The Group Leader
should pretend to be the child this time with the parent who described the
behavior acting as herself.  As the child, the Group Leader should try to be as
realistic as possible.

6. After the parent has had a chance to use praising and ignoring, ask the other
parents in the group to comment on what the parent did that seemed to be
effective.  Also have them give instances in which the parent seemed to have
difficulty using praising and ignoring.  Discuss these points briefly.

7. Alternate roles until all parents have had an opportunity to try out the new skill
and to ask any questions that may be raised about the use of praising and
ignoring.

 VII. Spouse Consistency and Support

A. Working With Your Spouse.  “If you are married, you are probably aware of how little
stresses can build up and impact on your relationship with your spouse.  Having a
child with CF has probably been stressful for you as a couple at times.  Involvement in
this program may even create some new stressors.  One of the most important things
you can do to minimize stress associated with this program is to support each other's
participation.  This can be done by ensuring that the message you send to your child is
clear and consistent.  How can you do this?”

B. Be Consistent.  “Try not to contradict your spouse in front of your child.  If your
spouse gives the child an instruction with which you disagree, discuss it later.
Otherwise, the child may pick up on this and may attempt to ‘divide and conquer.’”

C. Be Supportive.  “Praise and reward your child for following your spouse's instructions
as well as your own.  In this way, the child will know that mom and dad represent a
united front.”

Examples:

1. "You did a great job swallowing when mommy told you to.  Super!"
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2. "Wow!  Way to follow dad's instructions.  I'm proud of you!"

D. Present a United Front.  “If your spouse sets a new rule or gives an instruction, ignore
the child's attempts to bargain with you to change the rule or instruction.  It should be
clear that the child needs to follow all rules and instructions without arguing, no matter
who gives them.”

E. Communicate.  “Remember that you and your spouse are both working very hard on
this program.  There is a lot to learn and do and you need each other's support.  Share
your concerns with your spouse.  Also, let your spouse know when you think he or she
is trying very hard or has done something which you admire.”

Examples:

1. "Honey, you did a great job ignoring Bobby during his tantrum.  I know that's
hard for you."

2. "You're really good at setting limits and sticking to your guns.  I need to
practice that."

 VIII. Sibling Reactions

A. Anticipate Sibling Reactions.  “It is possible that when you begin using praising and
ignoring with your child with CF, your other children will react to this change in your
behavior.  They may feel left out, think that your efforts to praise eating and ignore
non-eating are silly, or most importantly, they may not understand why you are using
this strategy.”

B. Praising Must be a Positive Experience to Increase Eating.  “In order for praising to be
effective, it is critical that your child experience your efforts as positive and
rewarding.  If brothers and sisters tease your child with CF when he or she is praised,
you will need to put a stop to this immediately.  Let them know that it is very
important for your child with CF to get lots of energy from meals and that you are
helping him or her to do so by letting him know when s/he is eating well.  If after
explaining the reasons for your use of differential attention your other children
continue to tease, discipline them as you normally would.  Otherwise, your efforts will
be undermined.”

C. Use of Praising with Siblings.  “One way to avoid conflict between siblings and make
meals more enjoyable for the whole family is to use praising with all your children.
Everyone enjoys a compliment.  You can compliment eating as we described earlier,
but you do not need to confine yourself to eating.  Compliment nice manners (e.g.,
sitting nicely at the dinner table, passing food, passing condiments, etc.).”

D. Siblings Can Inspire Good Eating.  “In terms of learning an adaptive skill like good
eating behaviors, having a sibling can be an asset for your child with CF.  If you
switch your attention to positive eating behaviors as we are suggesting, your other
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children can provide a model of appropriate eating and you can capitalize on this by
attending to and praising your other children's eating.  You would want to say, 'Kevin,
I like the way you are starting to eat right away.'  This statement teaches your child
what you want to see by focusing on positive behavior.  Your 'problem eater' will want
you to pay attention to him/her and will likely imitate the good eating behaviors, and
then you can praise him/her too.  When your child with CF imitates appropriate eating,
be sure to give him/her a compliment of his/her own, 'Joey I like the way you got
started right away too!'”

1. BE CAREFUL NOT TO DRAW COMPARISONS.  “You would not want to
say, 'Joey, look at your brother.  Kevin started eating right away.  Why can't
you do that?'  Here the focus is on the negative behavior (i.e., not getting
started).  This type of statement will likely lead to Kevin stopping what he is
doing (i.e., eating), because 'not eating' is getting all your attention.  Try
complimenting everyone, even your spouse, but be careful not to draw
comparisons.”

E. Positive Side Effects of Praising Siblings.  “I must tell you that there are some very
positive side effects of praising siblings—they feel included and have a more positive
experience at meals.  When we were conducting our research on family meals, parents
reported they rarely got to talk with the siblings of the child with CF because they
were so busy trying to get their child with CF to eat.  In our previous treatment studies,
parents and siblings reported a positive change in meals when parents used differential
attention because the sibling got equal attention.  Once you get some practice with
praising you can use more sophisticated praise statements like, 'Kevin, you're doing a
nice job eating those potatoes.  Since you are eating, I can listen to that story you
wanted to tell me about your bike.'  When your other child starts to eat, be sure to
compliment him, 'Joey, nice bite.’”

 IX. Introduction to Sticker Charts

A. “Concentrate on using Praising and Ignoring at snack time.  This will be the easiest
because there will not be as much pressure to get your child to eat a snack as there is
during meals, especially dinner.”

1. The Sticker Chart

a. “To help you do this, your child will be bringing home a sticker chart.
(Show “Sticker Chart”).  While the charts will help the children track
their progress over the next week, it is especially important, if not
more important, for parents.”

b. [Provide a brief overview of sticker chart as it applies to snack.
Specifically, the chart is very similar to the "helper" sticker chart
except the criteria for earning a sticker at each meal are different.]  “In
order to earn a sticker this week, the child must meet the goal listed on
your diet diary sheets.  If the child's meal/snack meets the calories
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listed as goals, then you put a sticker on the chart.  All the calorie
goals except snack are the children's average intake during baseline.
Snack calories are the only ones that are increased.  The goal for snack
is each child's individual average of their baseline snack calories plus
200 to 250 calories.”

c. “Because snacks can be eaten at several times per day (we are
recommending two to three snacks per day), the block for the snack
sticker is larger than the others.  This way, each time your child has a
snack, you can give him a sticker.  They can earn up to three stickers
per day for snack.”

2. Use of the Sticker Chart to Motivate a Change in Snack

a. “When you offer your child a snack, simply tell him, ‘It's snack time.
Today for snack we have ____.  If you eat your snack you will be able
to put a sticker on your chart.’”

b. “If you would like your child to have a choice in deciding on snacks,
then that is okay.  Just be sure to offer two snack foods that are equally
acceptable alternatives to you.  That is, they are equal in calorie
content and nutritional value and you really don't care which snack
your child chooses.”

c. “If your child accepts and eats the snack, be sure to acknowledge and
praise, ‘I’m proud of you because you are really working hard on
getting your stickers.’  ‘Nice job.  You chose your snack fast and
started eating it right away.’  ‘I like the way you are practicing the
things you learned in your group.’”

d. “If your child refuses snack, either immediately or after trying for a
brief period but before the snack is finished, you may simply say,
"That is your choice.  I won't be able to put a sticker on your chart."
Then walk away and do not allow your child to eat until the next
scheduled meal.  Do not talk about it any further and ignore any
attempts on your child's part to engage you in a discussion.  If your
child immediately says he changed his mind and he wants a snack,
ignore this and do not give a snack.  He has missed his opportunity for
snack.  If you give in and give him a snack at this point, he will be in
charge of meals, not you.  If you stick to your guns and ignore this
request he will learn to respect your meal times.”

B. Assignment and Use of Sticker Charts This Week

1. Calories.  “Your child is expected to maintain his baseline calorie intake at all
other meals.  That is, he should not decrease what he eats at dinner because he
ate an afternoon snack.  Again, to help keep him and you on track, his average
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baseline calories are written on his diet diaries [show parents the diet diaries
for this week].  After each meal you should add up the calories eaten and place
a sticker on his chart if it meets or exceeds the calorie goal for that meal.  BE
SURE TO PRAISE YOUR CHILD WHEN YOU PUT THE STICKER ON HER
CHART.  Only the snack calories on the monitoring sheets reflect an increased
calorie goal.”

2. Praising and Describing.  “The emphasis this week is on using praising and
ignoring at snack.  However, you should practice it at as many meals as
possible this week.  It is only through practice that you will improve and it will
begin to feel more natural.  When you use it at dinner you may feel like your
child is getting away with not eating.  That is okay.  Praising and Ignoring will
not be sufficient to change your child's behavior overnight, but it is the most
necessary skill you must acquire before the other skills can be taught.”

3. “Although we are talking about increasing calories throughout the treatment,
right now the emphasis is on increasing your authority with your child at
meals.  When this is accomplished, he will be eating more.  Provide him with
sufficient calories to meet his goals, but only use praising and ignoring and the
Sticker Chart to motivate him to eat the food provided.”

4. Sticker Chart.  “We will be offering rewards in group for the children meeting
their goals.  This week the reward will be a slightly bigger trophy than last
week.  (Hold up sticker chart).  Each day you will need to put a sticker by each
meal for which your child meets his calorie goal.  This will help ensure that the
child increases snack and keeps his other meals stable.  If the child gets his
total calorie goals on five out of seven days next week he will earn his trophy.”

a. “Therefore, it is very important to use your child's sticker chart so he
will know how he is doing. Also, this is the only way the leaders of the
child group will know whether your child gets a trophy.  If they do not
have their charts, this will delay the running of the groups and could
keep your child from receiving a trophy he earned.”

b. “Remember to praise and describe when awarding a sticker to your
child.  This will increase the powerfulness of the sticker chart.”

c. “So, please keep an up-to-date sticker chart.  If you do not use it and
take an interest in it, neither will your child!!”

5. “Overall, a sticker chart will make it easier for you to be consistent and matter-
of- fact in your management of your child at snack and meals because we will
be rewarding them for cooperating with you.  This allows you to be in a
somewhat different role with your child.  Instead of being the enforcer, you
will be his helper in achieving his goal.  Do not let the trophies matter more to
you than to your child.”
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 X. Setting Snack Calorie Goals
(Psychologist Leads)

A. "We will begin treatment by targeting snack calories.  We start here for several
reasons.  Snack is not as emotionally charged for parents or children as other meals
such as dinner; we want you to start with the best possible chance of being successful.
Furthermore, with snack, you can increase calories in three ways: (1) offering snacks
more frequently, (2) offering higher calorie snacks, or (3) a combination of both."

1. Number of Snacks.  "Let's start with the number of snacks everyone gives their
child."  [Review the typical number and high and lows for each child.]

2. Frequency of Snacks.  Problem solve with parents about the frequency of snack
opportunities.  “Each child should have two to three snack times per day
depending on age.”

a. “Preschoolers can usually fit in three snacks a day.”

b. “School children can fit in two (after school and after dinner).  If your
child needs three snacks, pack something extra in his lunch to be eaten
at recess.”

c. “Older children, who may be away from home for part of the day,
need to carry snacks with them.”

[Sample dialogue].  "Katie typically gets one snack a day between
lunch and dinner.  She is seven, so we could probably add an after-
dinner snack."

B. What is the goal?

1. 250 calories above baseline.  "We are aiming to add 250 cal/day to everyone’s
snack foods.  All other meals will remain the same."

2.  [Tell parents that they should be able to provide the same amount of calories
at breakfast, lunch, and dinner without too much planning, since the calories
for these meals are what the children have been consuming without treatment.
However, snack calories will take some forethought and planning.]

C. The Importance of Correct Enzyme Dosing
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1. “Before we talk about specific ways in which you can increase your child's
calorie intake at snack, it's important that we talk about the correct way to use
enzymes to maximize your children's absorption of the fats and nutrients in
their diet.  In fact, we have found that making sure children with CF take their
enzymes correctly and consistently can make a big difference in their ability to
gain weight.”

2. Timing of Enzymes.  “It is critical that your children take their enzymes
immediately before eating.  Pulmonologists may differ slightly in their
recommendations in terms of whether all enzymes should be taken before
meals or if some should be taken before and some should be taken during the
meal.  The reason for this is that enzymes are only effective for a limited
amount of time.  If a particular meal lasts longer than that time, a child with CF
may need to take some of their enzymes half-way through the meal.  In
general, the best way to maximize enzyme efficacy is to have your children
take their enzymes before eating.  Your children should never take their
enzymes after eating because the enzymes are not effective in increasing
absorption at that point.”

3. Appropriate Dosage.  "As we've mentioned, we will help you and your child's
physician determine the appropriate amount of enzymes to give your children
at each meal as we increase their calories and the fat content in their diet.  As
you know, one way we will do this is by monitoring your children's stooling
patterns over the next several weeks in order to identify any digestive problems
they may be experiencing.  If you have any questions regarding your children's
enzyme dose or think it should be increased, let your child's CF physician
know.  Also, please remember that enzyme dose is dependent upon how much
your child eats and does not reflect anything about their disease severity."

D. How to Increase Snack Calories
(Dietitian Leads)

1. "To help you plan the 'how to' of increasing snack calories we have prepared
several handouts to show you how easy it is to add 250 calories a day to your
child's snacks."

a. “One thing you will have as an advantage is that a moderate to high fat
intake is healthy for your child with CF.  Because children with CF
have difficulty absorbing fat and can lose a lot through their stool,
even with enzymes, they need more fat in their diet than healthy
children."
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2. Mini-Meals.  "Snack does not have to be thought of as an opportunity to eat
'junk food.'  Rather it should be planned as several extra mini-meals.  But also,
the foods we typically think of as 'junk food,' (i.e. potato chips, ice cream) are
not 'junk food' for the child with CF.  These are foods that have a high-energy
content per gram and definitely have a place in a well balanced diet."

3. Review of “Snack” Handout:
(Dietitian Leads)

[Pass out “Quick Reference Snacks” handout]

a. "We've prepared a quick reference handout to give you ideas for snack
foods.  Most parents groan with anticipation when they think of adding
250 cal to their child's daily intake.  However, we are going to show
you how little 250 cal are and how easy it can be to add."

b. "The handout is arranged to show typical snacks and compare these to
high energy snacks.  Let's go through some of the comparisons.  First,
a glass of whole milk is 150 calories for 8 oz.  We can increase the
energy value of this glass of milk by 100 calories without adding
volume by adding 2 TBS. of heavy cream or 2 TBS. of flavored syrup.
If we add both, we've added 200 calories without making your child
eat more food.  (We frequently serve this "Power Milk" during the
children's group to boost the calories they get during their 'practice
meals.').  As you can also see on this handout, making your own
flavored milk has 55 calories more than buying chocolate milk.  That's
because flavored milk is typically made with low fat milk."

 i. Pretzels.  "Let's go on down the list.  By choosing pretzel twists
over pretzel thin sticks your child would actually eat less (10 vs.
30) for twice the calories (80 vs. 165).  If you child likes popcorn,
always cook in oil, and you can easily add 100 calories by adding
a tablespoon of butter."

 ii. Fruit.  "Fruit does not have a lot of calories, but you can maximize
your child's calories per bite by serving canned fruit in heavy
syrup (about 40 calories more per serving) or serving dry fruit."

 iii. Potato Chips.  "Traditional snack foods like potato chips, tortilla
chips, and French fries are great for children with CF; they pack
lots of calories for very little volume and can be eaten on the run!
Also try the prepackaged crackers with cheese or peanut butter.
Six crackers = 239 calories and they are easy to travel with or
store in the car."

 iv. Cookies!  “Not all cookies are equal - some pack more calories
than others.  We prepared a brief comparison on this handout, but
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you can find other high caloric choices by reading labels.  Be sure
to look at serving size and pick ones that are at least 60 cal or
more per cookie.  This is the same for ice cream.  Choose brands
that have higher calories instead of low fat varieties.  Always
serve ice cream bars instead of popsicles."

 v. Candy Bars.  "On the bottom of the handout we listed calories for
common candy bars.  An occasional candy bar is fine for a child
with CF; don't be afraid to use them for a quick energy boost
especially on the go.  The only reason to avoid candy bars is
because of increase risk of obesity and we don't have to worry
about this."

 vi. Pizza.  "Finally, for parents and kids who like "mini-meals" for
their snack, we have a list of snacks for you to consider.  For
example, a slice of pizza if you are at the mall makes a good
snack on the run.  You could also make your own. Use a Boboli
ready made pizza crust - it's 160 calories for half a crust.  Adding
cheese gives you another 100 calories for every ounce you add."

4. "We have also made up recipes for families who like to cook."

[Pass out “Snack Recipe” Handout.]

[Review recipes briefly.]

5. Personalized Snack Recommendations.  "We have also made up a list of
suggestions for how to boost the calories of snacks you are already serving
your child."

[Pass out “Individualized Suggested Snack Boosters.”]

[Review personalized lists as time allows.  Emphasize the ease of adding 250
cal across the day without adding a lot of volume.]

6. Different Brands/Different Calories.  Tell parents that different brands of the
same food may have different caloric content.  For example, 2 TBS. of
Hershey chocolate has 80 calories, Nestle Quick has 100, and Smuckers has
130 calories.  Parents should become informed consumers.

7. Variety.  Encourage parents to identify a large number of high calorie snacks
so that their children do not tire of any one particular snack.  Make several
snacks available each day that are equivalent in caloric content.  Allowing the
child to choose among several alternatives will give him some control.
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E. Strategies for Fitting Snacks into a Busy Family Schedule
(Psychologist or Dietitian Leads)

1. Generate a discussion about how to make it easier to have snacks available
when family members are constantly on the go.

a. “Keep Ziploc bags with (pre-measured) snacks on hand (e.g., in the
glove compartment of the car).”

b. “Plan ahead by purchasing pre-prepared cheese and cracker snack
packs, Little Debbie snack cakes, ice cream bars, etc.”

[Pass out “Little Debbie Snacks” Handout]

c. “Again, always be sure your child takes enzymes with their snacks on
the go, so this means you will need to plan a way to take the enzymes
(a drink for older kids, applesauce for younger).”

 XI. Enzymes
(Psychologist Leads)

[Pass out “Snacks that Don't Require Enzymes” Handout.]

A. Remind parents that enzymes are needed with EVERY snack except those that are
listed on the handout.  Even when a child eats a relatively small amount of food,
pancreatic enzymes are still needed to ensure that he or she gets as many nutrients as
possible.  [Refer to the handout.]  Remind parents that if their child does not take
enzymes, the meal or snack is a waste of their time.

B. “To be most effective, enzymes must be taken BEFORE each meal and snack.  In
order to maximize absorption, the enzymes must be in the stomach when the food gets
there.  If your child takes enzymes during or after the meal, they will be losing a lot of
energy and not getting all the calories available.”

 XII. Assignment

A. “When you offer your child a snack, simply tell him, ‘It's snack time.  Today for snack
we have ______________.’  If you would like your child to have a choice in deciding
on snacks, that is okay.  Just be sure to offer two snack foods that are equally
acceptable alternatives.  That is, they are equal in calorie content and nutritional value,
and you really don't care which snack your child chooses.”

[Pass Out “Monitoring” Sheets.]

B. Calorie Goals.  "Your child is expected to maintain his baseline calorie intake at all
other meals.  That is, he should not decrease what he eats at dinner because he ate an
afternoon snack.  Again, to help keep him and you on track, his average baseline
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calories are written on his diet diaries (show parents diet diaries for the upcoming
week).  After each meal you should add up the calories eaten so you know if it meets
or exceeds the calorie goal for that meal.  Only the snack calories on the monitoring
sheets reflect an increased calorie goal.  Every other goal is the average number of
calories your child has already been eating at those meals.”

C. Do Not Exceed Calorie Goals.  “It is important for parents and children not to exceed
the snack goal.  This is because children will be expected to maintain their previous
intake (their baseline levels) of food during the rest of the meals (breakfast, lunch, and
dinner) each day and will eventually be increasing calories at those meals as well.  If
they eat too many calories at snack, they might not be hungry for the other meals."

 XIII. End of Session

A. Children join parents and review treatment goals

B. Have children tell group what they learned today (Praise appropriate answers, "You're
really smart. You remembered everything.")

C. Have the children tell the group what their job is over the next week (to eat more food
at snack and eat the same amount as always at other meals), what their goals are (get a
sticker at each meal by eating what my mom and dad tell me), and what they need to
do to earn a trophy (get five out of seven days of stickers).

D. Emphasize to parents, once again, the necessity of using the sticker chart by awarding
stickers immediately after each meal and snack and the end of the day sticker after all
meals and snacks are completed.

End-of-Group Checklist:

• New diet diary records with calorie goals
• A copy of child's calorie intake during group
• A blank sticker chart and stickers
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Behavioral Handouts
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DIFFERENTIAL ATTENTION:  THE USE OF PRAISING AND IGNORING

Your attention is very rewarding to your child.  Use your attention to systematically reward your
child for eating well.  The fundamental rule is to only pay attention to your child when he is
eating and to withhold your attention when he is not eating.

Eating Behaviors to Praise:

• Coming to the table right away
• Sitting up at the table ready to eat
• Loading fork or spoon with food
• Taking a bite or sip
• Taking several bites in a row
• Chewing food
• Swallowing food
• Asking for seconds; requesting more food
• Listening to your requests to eat
• Using good table manners*

*You may decide to suspend temporarily the rule about not talking with food in the mouth, as
one of the goals is to teach your child to eat and talk "at the same time."  Eventually, s/he will
learn to eat quickly before talking, but initially s/he may feel left out of family conversations and
will avoid eating to participate.

Behaviors to Ignore at Meals:

• NOT EATING
• Complaints about food; not wanting to eat
• Any questions asked while not eating
• Any conversation while not eating
• Dawdling or efforts to divert your attention from eating
• Requests for dessert, inappropriate food, non-essential item (e.g., new plate or glass)

before dinner is over

How to Use Differential Attention:

If you use differential attention by systematically attending to and praising your child when she
is eating and ignoring her when she is not eating, you will teach her to develop good eating
habits.  Your child will learn that eating is the behavior you approve of during meals and that
efforts to dawdle or avoid eating will fall on deaf ears (and eyes).  This process will take a lot of
energy on your part because you will most likely be reversing your typical behavior (i.e., paying
attention to food avoidance).  You will not be perfect at first; the use of differential attention
takes a lot of practice.  Additionally, your child will be surprised by the fact that you are no
longer paying attention to her when she is not eating and will most likely work even harder to get
your attention by not eating for awhile.  With persistence, you will teach her that these efforts are
not useful and that eating is the key to obtaining your attention at meals.
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A Word of Caution:

Although we are setting a goal of 250 additional calories at snack time, it is MUCH MORE
IMPORTANT that you focus on using praising and ignoring this week.  If you consistently use
this technique, your child's calorie intake will most likely increase.  However, if you pay
attention to your child when she is not eating and attempt to coax her to meet the new goal, you
will be defeating your efforts to help her meet her goal.  Please be aware that she may not meet
her goal at first and that's to be expected.

Examples of Praise Statements

Verbal Praise:
Label the behavior and indicate your approval.

• I like it when you...(take a big bite, drink all your milk)
• Hey, you're really sharp, you ... (ate all of your lasagna!)
• You do a good job at ... (mixing chocolate syrup in your milk!)
• You're such a big boy/girl for ... (eating everything on your plate; coming in for snack

right away.)

Specific Examples of Descriptive Praise for Eating:

• Billy, I really like how you came inside for snack as soon as I called you!
• I like the way you are sitting up in your chair and eating.
• Wow, look at how fast you are eating!  You're taking one bite right after another.  That's

smart eating!
• I really like the way you take a bite, talk, and then take another bite.
• What big-girl/boy bites!  You are getting so big and strong.
• You are eating like such a grown-up.  I am very proud of you.
• You're eating a bite of each food on your plate, one after the other. Super!
• Karen, you are eating your entire snack.  I like that.
• Since you're eating your snack, let me tell you about ... **

**This is an important phrase to use after you have ignored a question or story from your child
(because they were not eating). Use this statement to let her know that you can talk to her when
she's busy eating during meals.

One-word "Quickies":

• Great! • Super!
• Good job! •   All right!
• Tremendous! • Nice!
• Terrific! • Wow!
• Amazing! • Incredible!
• Awesome! • Cool!
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• Fantastic! • Good!

Physical Praise:

• Pat on the arm, shoulder • Rub back
• Hug • Ruffle/muss hair
• Rub head • Smile
• Clapping (with younger children) • “Thumbs up" sign
• "High five" • Wink
• Kiss on the cheek/head • "A-Ok" sign

A Final Caveat:

You will need to praise your child in a way that feels comfortable and genuine to both of you.
This technique will not work if you use language that is not typical for you or that is not at an
appropriate level given the age of your child.  However, be forewarned that in the beginning it
often feels uncomfortable and awkward to systematically use praise in this way.  It will take
some getting used to and might take some experimentation to decide what style works best for
you and your child.
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I  AGREE TO GET EXTRA ENERGY AT:

I AGREE TO GET MY USUAL AMOUNT
OF ENERGY AT:

BREAKFAST, LUNCH, AND DINNER

IF I MEET MY ENERGY GOALS ON AT
LEAST 5 DAYS, THEN I WILL EARN A

TROPHY!

MY NAME: _________________________________

SNACK
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DAY
DATE

Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

Breakfast
I got my

usual
amount of

energy
Lunch

 I got my
usual

amount of
energy
Dinner

I got my
usual

amount of
energy
Snack
I got
more

energy at
snack
today!
I got
more
energy
today!

________’s SNACK
STICKER CHART
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Nutrition Handouts
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Quick Reference Snacks

Food                                                     Calories

Typical

Milk (8 oz.)                                          150
Flavored milk (Low Fat) (8 oz.)                       195
Soda (8 oz.)                                           96

Improved

Fortified Milk (w/ 2 T. heavy cream) (8 oz.)            250
Flavored milk (whole milk, 2 T. syrup) (8 oz.) 250
“POWER MILK”
         (whole milk, 2 T. heavy cream, 2 T. syrup)9 oz  350
Cocoa (6 oz.) (w/ 2 T heavy cream)                     220
Milkshake from store or restaurant (12 oz.)           360

Comparison of typical snack; Always choose the higher calorie item

Pretzel thin sticks (30)                               80
Pretzel twists (10)                                   165

Popcorn (popped in oil) (2 c.)                        106
Popcorn (popped in oil + 1 T. butter) (2 c.)          206

Roasted peanuts or cashews (no shell) (2 T.)          110
Sunflower seeds (no shell) (2 T.)                     100
Chewy granola bar - 1                                 130
GORP (1/2 C.)                                         350

Fresh fruit (1 medium)                                 80
Dried fruit (4 T.)                                    120
Canned fruit with syrup (1/2 cup)                     120
Fruit yogurt (8 oz.)                                  250

Potato chips (15)                                     150
French fries (10)                                     150
Fries to GO (1 Box)                                   190
Small bagel with cream cheese (2 T.)               263
Tortilla chips (15)                                   150
Flour Tortilla 1 small                                100
                    1 large                               185

Popsicle (twin pop)  90
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Pudding (pop)                                          95
Sherbert (1/2 cup)                                    125
Ice Cream (1/2 cup)                                   140
Pudding (1/2 cup)                                     180

Made w/ fortified milk (1/2 cup)                     260
Deluxe or Gourmet Ice Cream (1/2 cup)                200

If you are having crackers add cheese (100c/oz) or peanut butter!

Saltines (6)                                           78
Graham crackers (4 squares)                           120
Butter, round (10) crackers                           100
Cheese, round (10) crackers                           100
Peanut butter and crackers (pkg. of 6)             239
Cheese and crackers (pkg. of 6)                      239

Mini Meals

Cheese pizza (1/4 of 10")                             225
Hog dog on a bun (1)                                  280
  w/ bun grilled with 1 T. butter/margarine             380
Hamburger on a bun (3 oz. of hamburger)               355
  w/ bun grilled w/ 1 T. butter/margarine              455
Luncheon meat or cheese sandwich (1-1/2 oz.)          435
Peanut butter and jelly sandwich (2 T. PB/1 T. jelly)    376
Boboli Pizza Crust (1/2 small)                        160
     Make a Pizza, add 3 oz cheese (300 cal)   460
Ellio's Pocket Pizza (1 each)                          270

Cookies:  Choose wisely—which gives the most calories per bite

Vanilla wafers (2)                                34
Shortbread (2)                                    70
Sandwich cookies (2)                             100
Fig Newtons (2)                                  106
Oatmeal cookies (2)                              120
Chocolate chip (2)                               120
Keebler Cookies

Pecan Sandies (1)                                80
Rainbow Deluxe Chip Cookie (1)                     80
Chocolate Lover Deluxe (1)                         90
Pequin Chocolate Cookie (1)                      140

President's Choice
Chocolate Crunch (1)                             120
Lemon Temptations (2)                            140
The Decadent Chocolate Chip (2)                  160
Butter Pecan (2)                                190
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Carr's Shortbread (2)                                 170
Twix cookie (1)                                 130

Sara Lee Croissant (1)                             170
Cupcake with icing                                  300
Fruit pie (1/6 of 9")                               400
Mrs. Smith's Pies
   Pecan   (1/5 pie)                                580
   Boston Cream (1/8 pie)                           170
Pumpkin pie                                         400
Cheesecake                                          450

Cottage cheese (1/2 c.)                             130
       w/ 1/4 c. canned fruit                       190
Ricotta cheese (1/2 c.)                            160
      w/ 1/4 c. canned fruit                       220
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SNACKS THAT DO NOT REQUIRE PANCREATIC
ENZYME SUPPLEMENTATION

For most people with cystic fibrosis, pancreatic enzyme supplements are needed with any meal
or snack that contains starch, protein, and/or fat.

Some snacks, because they contain only simple carbohydrates or sugars, DO NOT require
enzymes for digestion.  Examples of foods that do not require pancreatic enzymes are:

FRUIT: Fresh Fruit
Canned Fruit
Dried Fruit

FROZEN DESSERTS: Popsicles
Fruit Ice, Italian Ice
Sorbet
Jell-O
Fruit Juice Bar

CANDY: Cotton Candy
Fondant (without chocolate)
Gum Drops
Jelly Beans
Jelly Candies
Sourballs
Lollipops
Mints (without chocolate)
Rock Candy
Hard Candy
Marshmallows
Lifesavers
Gum savers
Gummy Candies
Fruit Roll-Ups
Fruit Wrinkles

BEVERAGES: Carbonated Beverages
Fruit Juices
Kool-Aid
Lemonade
Fruit Punch
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Sample: Individualized Booster
The following is a sample of an Individualized Booster.  Note that it
compliments the family on high calorie choices and provides suggestions that
acknowledge the individual food preferences of the child.  These will need to be
individualized based on child eating preferences. It is also necessary to use
regional brands and to identify the highest calorie product brands available in
your area.

.
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Suggestions for Increasing [Child’s] Snack Calories

Snack Calories

Based on [Child]’s diet diaries from the week of ___________, his average calorie intake
at snack time was 1019.  [Child]’s new snack calorie goal will be 1269 calories.  This is an
increase of 250 calories per day at snack time.  Based on an analysis of [Child]’s snack
preferences and eating habits, we have compiled the following suggestions for helping you and
him meet his new snack calorie goal.

Number of Snacks

 [Child] usually has between two or three snacks per day.  One easy way to increase his
daily snack calories is to consistently serve him three snacks per day (e.g., mid-morning,
afternoon, and evening).

Beverages

[Child] seems to enjoy Polar Tonic Water and Lemonade as part of his snack.   These are good
choices for when he is away from home.  However, these beverages are fairly low in calories
when compared to other beverages.  Here are some beverage calorie comparisons:

Typical Beverage Calories Higher-Calorie
Beverage

Calories

Water
0

8 oz. fresh orange juice
111

8 oz. fresh orange juice

111

8 oz. frozen orange juice
mixed with ginger ale
instead of water 195

8 oz. Pepsi
106

Soda Float:  8 oz. Pepsi +
 ½ cup ice cream 256

8 oz. whole milk

150

8 oz. whole milk mixed with
2 T heavy cream and 2 T of
chocolate syrup
(“Power Milk”) 350

8 oz. whole milk

150

Milk Shake:  4 oz whole milk, ½
cup ice cream, 2 T
cream, 2 T flavored syrup 425
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*Note:  Although milk is an excellent source of calories for [Child], it might be necessary to also
increase his clear liquid intake if he frequently chooses milk-based beverages, as a high intake of
milk products may cause diarrhea.

• 8 oz. of Snapple Lemonade has about 118 calories, whereas 8 oz. of Power Milk has 350
calories.  That’s almost three times what he gets from lemonade!  One way to increase
[Child]’s snack calorie goal is to include Power Milk and milk shakes as part of the
snacks he eats at home.  When [Child] drinks Pepsi at home for snacks, try serving it as
an ice cream float to boost those calories even higher!

 
 Fruit
 

• [Child] likes to have fruit at snack time.  However, fresh fruit by itself is fairly low in
calories.  Serving fruit with a topping or an accompaniment can really boost the number
of calories in the snack.  Dried and canned fruits also tend to be higher in calories than
raw fruit.  For example:

 
 Plain Fruits  Calories  Higher Calorie Snack  Calories
 1 medium orange  

 65
 1 orange w/ 8 Waverly Wafers and 1 oz. of
cheddar cheese

 
 239

 1 medium apple  81  1 cup sweetened apple sauce  194
   1 apple spread with 2 T. of peanut butter  

 281
 1 cup seedless
grapes

 
 58

 2/3  cup seedless raisins  
 296

 1 banana  83  1 banana dipped in 2 T. chocolate syrup  193
 
 
 Candy and Cookies
 

• [Child] sometimes chooses Mounds and M&M’s as a snack food.  These are an excellent
start for a snack.  Serving 8 oz. of Power Milk with his candy will add 350 calories to his
snack, resulting in a snack of about 600 calories!  This is about half of his daily snack
goal.  When he’s away from home and Power Milk isn’t an option, try adding cookies or
potato chips to the snack as well as a high calorie soda.

• Most candy bars with milk chocolate are fairly high in calories.  Other good candy
choices for [Child]’s snack include Twix and Milky Way (280 calories each), and Mr.
Goodbar (296 calories).

• Little Debbie snack cakes are a good snack choice, because they are amazingly high in
calories!  For example, a Little Debbie Swiss Roll has 265 calories.  Please see the “Little
Debbie Snack” handout for other choices.  A glass of Power Milk would be a great
accompaniment with this snack.

• Cookies also are a great snack food.  Choose cookies wisely - there is a wide variation in
the number of calories in different cookies ranging from about 17 calories to as much as
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400 calories.  Please see the list of cookies on the “Quick Reference Snacks” handout for
specific ideas

 
 Popcorn, Chips & Nuts
 

• Popcorn can be a great source of snack calories.  Three cups of microwave popcorn has
225 calories!  To boost the calories in this snack even higher, you might add 1 T. of
melted butter to each cup of popcorn, bringing the total number of calories to 525. This is
almost half of [Child]’s snack goal for the entire day! Remember, the microwave brands
of popcorn can vary widely in the calories per serving.  Make sure to choose brands with
the highest calories per cup.  Also, always serve a high calorie beverage (e.g. - Power
Milk) with popcorn, chips, crackers, and muffins.

• [Child] sometimes chooses potato chips as a snack. Chips are a great high calorie snack
food.  Serving larger portions is an easy way to increase [Child]’s calorie intake at snack.
To boost the calories in this snacks even higher, try serving dip along with them or melt
cheese on them in the microwave (1 oz of cheese adds 90 calories).

• A fun alternative snack for kids is Good Old-fashioned Raisins and Peanuts (“GORP”),
which has 365 calories per ½ cup.  The recipe for GORP is included on the Snack Recipe
handout.

Frozen Treats

Ice cream is a great high calorie snack food.  Also, serving toppings like chocolate syrup and
crushed nuts can add at least 150 calories.  Ice cream and ice cream bars can vary by over 200
calories per serving depending on the brand, so try to select ice creams that give you the most
calories for the smallest amounts.  For instance, ½ cup of ice cream with 2 T. syrup and ½ oz of
peanuts has about 350 calories!!
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SESSION 3

Breakfast:
The Most Important Meal of the Day
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Parent Group Forms/Supplies

Graphs
• Graph with each child’s Snack Intake
• Graph with each child’s Total Calorie Intake
• Graph with each child’s Breakfast baseline data following intervention week

Blank diet diaries for one week with calorie goals

Parent Handouts:
• “Breakfast Boosters”
• "Addables & Spreadables"
• “Breakfast Recipes”
• Personalized Breakfast Suggestions
• “Introduction to Rules & Consequences”

BREAKFAST:
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THE MOST IMPORTANT MEAL OF THE DAY

 I. Review
 (Psychologist Leads)

A. Calorie Goals

1. Feedback on Current Intake

a. Completing Missing Data.  [It is important for the parents to be
actively involved in completing their diet diaries as accurately and
thoroughly as possible.  However, there must be a balance in how
much time is devoted to asking parents to complete any missing
information in session compared to conducting the session.  The
completed diet diaries are used to provide the parents with feedback
on their child's progress in group so they are very important. One way
to balance this is to review diaries as parents are coming into group,
but before everyone arrives. Once most of the group has arrived, it is
best to go forward with the session with the information the parents
have.  The dietitian can discreetly get clarification of incomplete items
while the psychologist conducts the group.]

b. Introduction.  "To begin with, we are going to assess how close each
of your children came to meeting their goals and how often.  To do
this, everyone will need to be able to get information from their child’s
diet diary.  If anyone has not done so, please complete the ‘calorie
consumed’ box on each day of the diet diary now.  If you could not
add up the calories because you could not find the calories for a food
your child ate, let us know now and we will try to figure that out with
you.  Does anyone need help with a meal or food?"

c. Assistance with Calorie Estimates.  [If people need help, the dietitian
should go to where the parent is sitting and look over problem spots.
If all parents had a few difficulties that need the dietitian, have parents
complete the additions for total and snack calories for the days they
did not have questions while they are waiting for help.]

d. Review Progress.  [As soon as one parent has complete calorie
information (or as complete as it is going to be if they have a food
such as a recipe that will need to be calculated outside of group) begin

GOALS: 1.  REVIEW SESSION 2 GOALS (SNACK CALORIES &
     DIFFERENTIAL ATTENTION SKILLS)
2.  TEACH RULES AND CONSEQUENCES:  THE BASICS
3.  INCREASE BREAKFAST CALORIES
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reviewing his or her child's baseline intake at snack and their snack
intake over the past week using the baseline data graphs.]

[Sample dialogue]

 i. "Okay. It looks like Janet has Jimmy's diet records completed.
Let's start by reviewing Jimmy's progress.

[Go over graphs of baseline data for snack and total calories.]

Jimmy was eating an average of 150 calories for snack each day
over the two weeks of baseline.  We set his goal at 400 calories a
day this past week.  Janet, count how many days Jimmy made his
goal.

[Pause]

He made it on five out of the seven days.  That's great!  Please
read off his snack calories for each day and I will average them.

[Calculate the average as parent reads off the snack calorie total
for each day.]

Jimmy made his goal and averaged 225 calories more per day in
snack than he did in baseline.  Now let's look at the effect this had
on his total daily intake.  How many days did he make his total
calorie goal?  Six out of 7, fabulous!  Let's average his total intake
and compare it to baseline.

[Add and average calories as parent reads total calories consumed
per day aloud.  Provide feedback.]   

Let's show that on his graph.  His average was here...

[Point to the mean line and read the average number of calories.]

... and now it will be here."

[Point or draw a line on graph to indicate new average intake.]

[If the child achieved his goal for snack and total calories for the
day, this indicates the child was able to increase snack calories
without decreasing calories at any other meal.  Be sure to comment
on this.]

e. [Repeat this with each child’s data.  If some meals or days are missing,
average the diet diary without these to get an idea of where the child is
compared to their treatment goal.  Always emphasize progress, even if
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child only met their goal on one of seven days.  You might say
something like, "Snacks are tough for your child.  S/he made it on one
day.  That's a good start.  They were close on [ # ] days and overall
their calorie intake is up about [ # ] calories.  We’re getting there!"]

2. Complete Sticker Charts.  [Once each child's calorie intake has been reviewed,
quickly verify that the stickers on each child’s sticker chart accurately reflect
the number of days goals were met.  The charts should then be taken
immediately into the children's group so that trophies can be awarded. Trophies
are awarded based on reaching their total daily calorie goal on five out of seven
days.]

3. Evaluate Problems Parents Encountered

a. Problem Solve About Falling Short of Goals.  If a child did not meet
his goal, find out why.

 i. Was the child uncooperative?  That is, she did not eat snack when
presented (if this is the reason, then you will need to assess how
parents were offering snack and whether they were using the
sticker charts and differential attention effectively when you
review parent training).

 ii. Did the parent consistently offer snacks?  If not, talk about the
importance of providing opportunities and how at this point,
children cannot be expected to be independent in obtaining their
own snacks.

 iii. Did the parent offer snacks with enough calories in them?  If not,
review ways they can boost the calories of the snacks they are
offering.  Review the high calorie lists and prompt the parents to
expand the foods provided.

b. Address Overshooting of Calorie Goals.  If the child exceeded the
snack goal on several days, remind parents of the importance of
gradually increasing calories and trying to stay close to the goal.  Also
emphasize that target meals or snacks should not be increased to the
point where children eat less at other meals to compensate.

c. Open Discussion.  [Optional - if time permits.  Give parents a chance
to share ideas, successes, and problems with the group so that
everyone benefits from each family’s experiences.  Be sure to praise
parents for positive changes in snack calories and creative methods for
increasing calories at snack.  You can facilitate this by commenting on
foods parents reported serving during the week.  Again, the Dietitian
may help identify good examples from the diet diaries.
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B. Review Adequacy of Pancreatic Replacement Enzymes

1. Assess stooling patterns.  “Any increase in bowel movements?”

2. Assess stomach complaints.  “Any increase in complaints about stomach
cramps?”

3. Assess for any changes in enzyme dose.

4. Make sure children are getting enzymes with all snacks and are taking them
before snacks are eaten.

C. Collect Diet Diaries.  [Diet diaries should be collected by the Dietitian.  The Dietitian
can use this time to scan diet diaries for accuracy and completeness.  Are descriptions
of foods sufficient for anyone to reach the same calorie values the parent did?  Are
calorie values and calculations correct?  Use a highlighter to mark any areas of
concern and ask parents to clarify these areas at the end of the session.  It is important
that the Dietitian wait until the end of the session so as not to distract parents from the
discussion of behavioral techniques.]

D. Review Use of Differential Attention

1. “Last week we taught you praising and ignoring.  This is also called
differential attention.  Through the use of differential attention, your actions
speak louder than words.  Instead of telling your children to eat through
instructions, pleading, or coaxing, you began to teach them what you liked by
complimenting or praising them when they ate and ignoring them or refraining
from arguing about food when they were not eating.”

2. Review Problems Parents Raised.  Try to differentiate whether the problems
were due to ineffective use of the skill (that is, the parents were not able to
ignore particular child behaviors that should be ignored) or whether the child
engaged in a behavior that needed additional consequences.  To assess the
causes of problems, ask the parents to describe their response to child
behaviors.  Make parents be specific saying, "Tell me exactly what you said
when your child said X?"  Or a good question to evaluate ignoring is:  "What
did you say when you ignored your child?"  Investigate antecedents and
consequences.  Are these reflective of an accurate use of praising and
ignoring?  Ask the parents to problem solve before you give them the answer
or a recommendation.

3. Review of Praising

a. Did parents use praising?
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b. How did they feel using it (comfortable, uncomfortable, phony)?
Emphasize that they will become more comfortable over time and with
more exposure (more use of the technique).

c. How did their children respond?  Children may have looked at parent
oddly, but responded well or liked the compliments.

4. Review of Ignoring

a. Did parents use ignoring?

b. When was it easiest to use ignoring and when was it hard?  Should
have been relatively easy at snack time (as compared with how it will
be at dinner).

c. How did children respond?  Children may have escalated their
undesired behavior (e.g., not eaten, left the table, complained, tried to
negotiate).  Talk about extinction bursts and explain how and why this
is often the first response.  Reassure parents that over time and with
the skill they will learn tonight, these behaviors will decrease.

d. Did children listen to parents more, less, or the same?

5. Remind parents that differential attention is the basic building block for all the
other skills they will learn: "This is a good start in changing your children's
response to food.  You will need to continue using these skills every day.”

6. Reminder to Use Skills Primarily at Snack and Breakfast.  Be sure to practice
using praising and ignoring at snack and breakfast this week, but do not feel
that you have to use these skills at lunch or dinner time.  The more you
practice, the more skilled you will become, but we don’t want you to feel
overwhelmed by trying out new things at every meal.  While you are learning
to use this strategy at meals, it’s okay to start gradually and focus on using
praising and ignoring at the meals we have targeted (i.e., snack and breakfast).

 II. Introduce Rules and Consequences
(Psychologist Leads)

A. Introduction of Rules and Consequences

1. “While praising and ignoring are NECESSARY, they may not be
SUFFICIENT.”  (Bring up the examples of problems parents mentioned
regarding their use of differential attention. These should not be problems that
were the result of parents using the differential attention incorrectly.)  Good
examples are:
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a. When they did not argue with their child, the child left the table early
without permission.

b. When the child was ignored, he hit a sibling.

“Some parents feel out of control of these situations because they were
not giving directions or commands.  This week we will address these
feelings by discussing the use of rules and consequences.”

2. “First let's define both terms.”

a. Rule:  “A rule clearly states in advance a relationship between a
specific behavior and a specific consequence.  Rules are used for
behaviors that cannot be controlled through praising and ignoring.
These behaviors might include those that are dangerous, destructive,
socially unacceptable, or those behaviors to be controlled by the child
instead of by parent reminders.”

b. Consequence:  “A consequence is the result of a behavior.  It can be
positive (a reward) or negative (a punishment) but it consistently
follows a particular behavior.”

3. “You all use rules now with your children.  Can you identify the specific rules
and consequences you employ at your house now?  Are you using these rules
and consequences consistently?”

B. Rules and Consequences at Meals

1. “At meals, rules and consequences should be established for behaviors that
cannot be ignored.  We have found that one important behavior for eating is
that the child be seated at the table during the meal.  A second important
behavior is that the child eats a specified amount (enough to meet the calorie
goal for that specific meal).  All other behaviors can be controlled through
praising and ignoring.”

2. “This week we are going to focus on defining and implementing the rules of
staying at the table and meal duration and defining consequences. This week
we will only be addressing Level I consequences.  Next week we will discuss
Level II consequences.  Level II consequences are those tailored for your
individual family and child.  Level I allows parents to practice implementing
rules and being comfortable with consequences.”

3. “Let's define the rule of staying at the table, together.  How do you think this
rule could be stated in simple direct terms?”

a. Some answers might be:
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 i. Stay at the table during the meal

 ii. Stay at the table until you are done

 iii. Stay at the table until your food is gone

b. “There are some problems with the above rules.”

 i. “Who defines ‘the meal’ or ‘until you are done?’  This is not
specified.  This may lead to more battles instead of less with your
child.”

 ii. “Staying at the table until your food is gone doesn't work well.
Children can dig their heels in pretty deeply.”

4. “A better rule:  ‘You must stay at the table until given permission by mom or
dad to leave.’  This way you, the parent, are in charge.”

a. “What about the consequences for this rule?”

b. “Negative consequence for rule violation:  Mom or Dad brings child
back to table without any discussion, talking, or eye contact.  If
necessary, manually guide the child back to the table such that the
child does not get anything from the interaction and is physically put
back at the table.  Manual guidance should be conducted calmly and
matter-of-factly.”

c. “Positive consequence for rule following: Being released by Mom or
Dad to go do other activities (Nintendo, TV, etc).  Be sure to praise.
‘Sara, you followed the breakfast rule and stayed at the table.  You
may go play.’  Parents do not need to wait until the meal is over to
praise their child for staying at the table.  Praise may be consistent
throughout the meal if the child remains at the table.  ‘Alex, you're
really doing a great job of staying at the table!’”

5. Meal Duration.  “Let's define the rule for when the meal is over.  Contrary to
popular belief, it is not a good idea to have your child sit at the table until her
plate is empty.  We have found in our research that children rarely eat much
more after the first 20 minutes of a meal and that this rule usually punishes the
parents more than the child.”

a. Rationale for 20 minute limit.  “Last session, we discussed a study in
which children with and without CF were videotaped at dinner time.
The results of this study indicated that the children with CF took twice
as long to eat as did children without CF. Meals for the children with
CF lasted an average of 27 minutes whereas the healthy children's
meals lasted an average of 17 minutes.  During meals, healthy children
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ate and talked at the same time, while children with CF talked instead
of eating.  Eating quickly is important because after about 20 minutes,
the brain sends the body a signal that it is getting full.  CF children
need to eat as fast as possible to get in as many calories as they can in
the first 20 minutes.”

b. “What we have found to be most effective is setting an upper time
limit of 20 to 25 minutes.  So the rule would be something like this:
‘The meal lasts until you have eaten your food or 20 minutes,
whichever is shorter.’”

c. “What are the possible consequences?” (Have parents generate a few.)

 i. Positive:  “If the child finishes enough of her food to meet the
calorie goal in 20 minutes or less, she is released from the meal,
given a sticker on her chart, and allowed to have access to other
food upon request.  (Be sure to release your child before the 20
minute time limit if she eats enough to meet her calorie goal
quickly.)”

 ii. Negative:  “If the child did not eat all the food necessary to meet
her calorie goal in 20 minutes, take the food away, do not give a
sticker, and do not allow her to have any other food until the next
scheduled meal or snack.  Remember to follow these steps in a
calm manner.  This is like Grandma's rule: ‘Eat dinner, and then
you get dessert.’”

6. Discuss Possible Concerns re: 20 Minute Rule.  “How do you feel about these
rules and consequences?  Often families are afraid their children will learn they
do not have to eat and can just sit at the table for 20 minutes.  Children will do
this if they think it will bother you, or get you to pay extra attention to them.
We have found that children can pretend eating doesn't matter to them if they
think it matters more to their parents.  When parents become upset or frustrated
by their children's lack of eating, children have a powerful weapon to use on
their parents.  By teaching children that parents are in charge by using rules
and consistent consequences (as well as continued use of differential attention),
they will be more compliant and learn that you can not be manipulated by
them.  Removal of the plate and food restriction until the next scheduled meal
is a natural consequence of not eating.  This is the first level of negative
consequences we will explore.  The children's sticker chart and trophy award in
group provide Level II consequences.  Next week we will talk about Level II
consequences that are readily available in your family.”

7. Proactive Use of Praising and Ignoring.  “One important thing to know about
rules and consequences is that you can avoid having to frequently use a
negative consequence if you use praising and describing ‘proactively’ (e.g., "I
really like the way you are sitting up at the table.") when your child is sitting at
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the table, and if you ignore requests to leave the table (e.g., "I want to leave
now.") throughout the meal.  This strategy works because your child will want
to stay at the table in order to get your attention.  We have found, however, that
if parents answer the child's request to leave the table, even if it is just to repeat
the rule, the child will argue with the parent and test the rule by leaving.
Avoid struggles; state the rule once, then just follow through with the
consequences as needed.  Remember: ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN
WORDS.”

8. Provide Adequate Calories at Meals.  “When you implement these rules you
must think ahead and plan your child's meal volume.  Stick to the calorie goals
listed for each meal.  If you give your child too much food, you will set her up
for failure.  If you give too little, she will not reach her goal.  Avoid mealtime
negotiations by ensuring that your child has exactly the right number of
calories on her plate at the beginning of the meal (or as close as you can get).”

 III. How to Implement Rules
 (Psychologist Leads)

A. “Rules need to be explained in advance.  For example, at the beginning of the meal
when the rule is first going to be used, parents can say, ‘From now on at mealtimes,
you must stay at the table until mom or dad says you can leave.’”

1. “Keep it simple and clear.”

2. “Give a simple and clear reason for the rule.  ‘It is important for you to stay at
the table so you can eat, have extra energy and get strong.’”

3. “State the consequences of breaking the rule: ‘If you leave the table without
permission, mom/dad will bring you back.’”

4. Have parents practice stating the mealtime rule.  It should end up something
like this:

a. RULE and RATIONALE: "You will have 20 minutes to eat your
meal.  This will help you finish meals faster so you can do other
things."

b. POSITIVE CONSEQUENCES: "If you eat everything on your plate in
20 minutes you will get to put a sticker on your chart.  If you finish
sooner mom/dad will let you leave early."

c. NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES:  "If you are not done in 20 minutes,
your plate will be taken away and you won't be able to put a sticker on
your chart or have anything else to eat until the next meal."
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B. “Rehearse the rule with your child the FIRST TIME you establish it.  Be careful not to
let this become attention for undesirable behavior, such as getting into a long drawn
out discussion or negotiation about the rule.”

1. “Sit down with your child and state the rule and consequences.”

2. “Ask your child, ‘What is the new rule?’  Praise correct answers.  If your child
doesn't answer, repeat the rule, saying, ‘The rule is you must stay at the table
until mom/dad says you can leave.  You will have 20 min to eat.’”

3. “Ask your child, ‘What happens if you follow the rule?’  The child should
answer, ‘I get my sticker.’”

4. “Ask your child, ‘What happens if you don't stay at the table?’  Answer:
‘Mom/Dad will bring me back.’”

C. What Parents Should Know by the End of Session

1. They need to decide on the meal time limit:  20 or 25 minutes.

2. The time limit is implemented at all meals.

3. They need to provide the right amount of calories at each meal without giving
TOO MUCH FOOD.  At breakfast and snack the parents should give the
children the amount of calories they need to meet their goal (baseline + 250).
At meals that have not been targeted, the parents should give their child what
they think she usually eats and then it is reasonable to expect that the child
should eat everything on her plate.

D. Have parents practice explaining rules to their child in the group.

E. Final Review

1. “When using a rule you should do the following:

a. Explain the rules and consequences before you use them the first time;

b. Praise your child for following the rule whenever possible (and
continue to use well-timed differential attention).”

2. “If your child breaks the rule, immediately do these things:

a. In a firm voice tell your child what you are going to do.  ‘Johnny, you
did not eat enough at breakfast to meet your goal. I cannot give you a
sticker;’

b. Follow through with the consequences without any further talking.”
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F. Next Week's Goal.  “Next week, we will talk about additional (Level II) consequences
that fit well with your family.  Right now, let’s talk about how to increase the number
of calories your child gets at breakfast.”

 IV. Breakfast Calorie Goals
(Psychologist Leads)

A. “Breakfast is the next easiest meal (after snack) to intervene upon.  This week we will
have you focus on increasing the children's calorie intake at breakfast by 250 calories
per day.  There are two ways of doing this.”

1. “You can increase the volume of food offered.”

2. “Or you can increase the calorie content by adding boosters to the foods the
children already eat.”

B. [Use graphs of breakfast to review each child's breakfast calorie goals.]

1. Example:

"Let's briefly review the children’s current intake at breakfast and what their
goals will be this next week.  [Dietitian Name] will give you specific tips for
achieving these goals.”

[Hold up graph]

“Jane is eating an average of 250 calories a day at breakfast.  As you can see
on her graph, some days are higher and some are lower.  What we are going to
do is boost her to 500 calories a day at breakfast and try to have her achieve
this goal at least five out of seven days."

[Repeat with each child’s data.  Be sure to talk to the whole group, not just the
parents of the child you are discussing at the moment.  Keep all families
involved.]

2. Also, remind parents that the snack calories must remain at the level set last
week.  Therefore, this week’s goal for both breakfast calories and snack
calories are above baseline, but lunch and dinner calories are the same as in
baseline.

3. Again, remind parents that they should try to meet these goals and not exceed
them as this may cause their child to have some physical discomfort associated
with increasing calories too quickly.
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C. Increasing Breakfast Calories
(Dietitian Leads)

1. [This session includes a parent handout on easy calorie boosters and high
calorie recipes.   Review parent handout on easy calorie boosters and high
calorie recipes.]  "We have a handout on common breakfast foods and ways to
increase the calorie content."

[Pass out the "Breakfast Boosters" handout.]

a. Cold Cereal.  "A common breakfast food is cold cereal.  As you can
see from the handout these typically do not have many calories per
serving, even for the sugar coated ones.  We would recommend other
choices, but if you child loves cereal there are some ways to increase
the calories.  For example, use whole milk (6 oz) and 2 Tbs. of heavy
cream.  The heavy cream will add 100 calories and you'll be half way
to the goal.  Add a tablespoon of sugar and you are up to 150 calories
more than plain cereal and milk.  However, if you serve cold cereal,
your child will probably still need a second food to make the increased
goal of 250 calories at breakfast.  A good accompaniment to cereal is
fruit.  A banana in the cereal or on the side will add an additional 105
calories.  Raisins are also a good choice as dry fruit has more calories
than fresh fruit."

b. Waffles/French Toast/Pancakes.  "A good alternative to cereal is
frozen French toast or waffles.  These are good because you can add
lots of "addables and spreadables" that add calories but not a lot of
volume.  For example, one slice of Aunt Jemima Frozen French Toast
is 120 calories.  You can serve it with 2 Tbs. of syrup (100 cal) and 1
Tbs. of butter (100 cal).  Be sure to melt it in by placing butter on top
while still hot.  The butter and syrup add almost the whole goal of 250
calories.  If your child will eat more than one slice you can easily meet
the goal.  Another suggestion is making up a batch of French toast
from our recipe section and freezing them yourself.  Our recipe makes
a mean French toast at 332 calories a slice.  Finally, don't be afraid to
make your waffles special.  Serve with a half cup of gourmet ice cream
and the syrup of your child's choice.  As we saw last week, a 1/2 cup
of ice cream can add 200 calories and up depending on the brand."

c. Eggs.  "Eggs also provide a good medium for adding calories.  Always
cook in 1 to 2 Tbs. of butter and if you scramble them, use heavy
cream (50 to 60 calories a Tbs.) instead of milk.  Also, it is easy to add
in cheese (at 100 calories an ounce).  You can even make your own
egg McMuffin."

d. Breakfast Meats.  "Bacon (at 45 cal/slice) and sausage (at 63 cal/each)
are good side dishes for any breakfast and easy to eat.  Making these
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foods in the microwave saves time and mess, making them easy to
serve any day of the week."

e. Breakfast Beverages.  "Beverages are also a good source of additional
calories.  Last week we talked about adding heavy cream and flavored
syrup to whole milk at snack.  Now you can do this at breakfast too.
Also, from now on whenever you make instant hot cocoa, use whole
milk instead of water.  This will add 150 calories to the drink without
adding volume.  You can boost it even more by adding 2 T. cream
(120 cal).  So a drink of 120 calories becomes 390 calories without
any change in the volume of food you child consumes.  By adding
these two ingredients to hot cocoa your child would meet their calorie
goal for breakfast."

2. Individualized Breakfast Boosters.  [To be most effective in helping parents
increase breakfast calories, the Group Leaders should have reviewed the
children's baseline diet diaries, made a list of the children's most common
breakfast foods, and made a list of specific recommendations they could offer
the parents in the group session.]

a. "To help you in planning how to increase breakfast calories, we have
reviewed your child's typical breakfast and have made a list of
suggestions for boosting foods your child already eats."

b. [Sample dialogue]  "Jane already eats a slice of frozen French toast
for breakfast.  However, she typically eats it with only a tsp. of butter
and 1 T. of syrup.  By increasing it to a Ts. of butter and 2 T. of syrup
you add 166 calories.  Serve it with the flavored milk and there are
your other 100 calories."

[Pass out individualized “Breakfast Booster” handouts and review
suggestions with all parents.]

3. Changes in Breakfast Choices.  In some cases the parents may need to change
what they are serving their child.  For example, cereals are not as high in
calories as other breakfast foods.  Review high calorie recipe for French toast
and recipes for muffins.

4. Addables and Spreadables.  Emphasize to parents that they should start adding
extra butter to everything possible at breakfast and snack.  Use a tablespoon of
butter on toast (be sure to melt it in before serving it—kids hate lumps of
butter), pancakes, muffins etc.  Double up on high calorie foods by using butter
and peanut butter on toast.

a. Milk.  “From now on always add 2 T. of heavy cream and 2 T. of
flavored syrup to your child's milk at snack and breakfast.  This takes
milk from 150 calories per 8 oz. to 300 calories per 8 oz.  (8 oz.
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milk=150 cal., Heavy cream = 50 cal/T., syrup = 50 cal/T.).  For time
savings, you can mix up large quantities in advance.”

b. Cereals.  “Make hot cereals with fortified milk instead of water.  Top
hot cereals with sugar, syrup, butter/margarine or fruit (especially
dried fruits such as raisins).”

5. “Practice Breakfast” in Children’s Session.  Review what the children are
eating in their group today as an example of what the parents can do at home.
(Having the BREAKFAST MENU from the Child Group will be helpful here.)
Have parents share breakfast food ideas.

a. "In the children's group today, they are eating waffles and ice cream
and learning to add butter, syrup, ice cream, whipped cream, and
jimmies (or ‘sprinkles’).  They are also having fortified milk (‘Power
Milk’) or hot chocolate made with instant hot chocolate mix (120 cal),
whole milk (150 cal/8 oz.) and 1 Tbs. heavy cream (50 cal)."

6. Breakfast Recipes.  "We have prepared a list of some high calorie breakfast
recipes as a resource for you to use in seeking high calorie meals.  Look these
over.  Which do you think you could make?"

[Pass out the “Breakfast Recipes” handout.]

7. Breakfast is the Most Important Meal of the Day.  "Some children with CF do
not feel hungry when they get up in the morning and are very resistant to
eating breakfast.  However, in order to get all the calories recommended by the
CF Foundation, it is important that children with CF have three meals and
several snacks daily.  Therefore, it is important not to skip meals (by sleeping
in) or combine them (brunch) over the weekends when families may not have a
set schedule.  If children consistently have breakfast in the morning, their
appetite is stimulated and their bodies learn to anticipate food each day when
they wake up."

a. "If you are going to a brunch, serve your child breakfast first thing in
the morning and have the brunch served as lunch, NOT BOTH
breakfast and lunch.

 V. Children Join Parents' Group

A. Have parents tell their child the new rules.  Provide individual feedback.
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B. Have children repeat back rules one at a time and have them tell parents that their new
target meal is breakfast and how many stickers are needed for the next trophy (answer:
five).

C. Ask parents to bring in a beach towel for their children to use at the next group during
the relaxation exercise.

End-of-Session Checklist:

• Pass out blank diet diaries with calorie goals
• Pass out blank sticker charts for upcoming week
• Allow children to pick out stickers for new sticker chart
• Give parents copy of child’s calorie intake during session

Parent Behavioral Session 3
Revised November 25, 2002
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Behavioral Handouts
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USING RULES AT MEALS

What is a Rule?

A rule clearly states IN ADVANCE a relationship between a specific behavior and a specific
consequence.  For example, a child must sit at the table for 20 minutes or until he has eaten all
food required by parents (behavior) before he can do other activities such as watch TV or play
Nintendo (consequence).  Rules are used for behaviors that are: dangerous, destructive, socially
unacceptable, or should be controlled by the child without parental reminders.  At meals, such
child behaviors are things like getting up and leaving the table before eating the required
amount of food, throwing food, hitting a sibling, etc.

Teaching Rules to Children

Always tell your child the rule in advance.  For example, "You cannot leave the table until mom
or dad gives you permission."  Be sure to discuss the reason for the rule.  For example, "It is
important that you try to eat your dinner so you can be big and strong."

Have your child rehearse the rule at the time you first establish it.  It is best to do this before the
meal.  In this way, you can prevent the rehearsal from becoming a time when your child receives
your attention for an undesirable behavior.  That is, you do not want to get into a long, drawn-out
conversation or negotiation about the rule at the moment the child has misbehaved.  Instead, sit
down with your child before the meal and state the rule simply.  Then ask him to repeat it back to
you.  That's rehearsal.  This process will ensure that the rule and its consequences do not come as
a surprise to your child.

Examples of Rules at Mealtimes

Behavior Required Consequence

Sit at the table until given permission to leave. Return child to the table and firmly state that
he’s to stay there until given permission to
leave.

Meal time lasts _____ min. If food is not eaten, plate is taken away, no
sticker is given, and no food is given until
next scheduled meal.

Using the Rule

• Praise child for rule-following whenever possible.
• If child breaks the rule, immediately:

o In a firm voice, tell the child what you are going to do, and why.
o Follow through with the consequence.

• Plan a back-up consequence (e.g., if your child resists attempts to return him to the table,
firmly state the back-up consequence such as loss of a privilege like Nintendo time, TV, etc.).

• Teach the child the rule and consequences before using them.
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I  AGREE TO GET EXTRA ENERGY AT:

I AGREE TO GET MY USUAL AMOUNT OF ENERGY AT:

LUNCH AND DINNER
IF I MEET MY ENERGY GOALS ON AT LEAST 5 DAYS, THEN I WILL EARN A

TROPHY!

MY NAME: _________________________________

BREAKFAST
SNACK
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DAY
DATE

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday

I got more
energy at
Breakfast

Today
Lunch

I got my
usual

amount of
energy

Dinner
I got my

usual
amount of

energy
I got more
energy at

Snack
today!

I got more
energy
today!

______’s BREAKFAST
STICKER CHART
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      Nutrition Handouts
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“SPREADABLES” AND “ADDABLES” TO BOOST CALORIES

ADDABLES CALORIES USES

Most syrups and
granulated sugar

50 cal/tbsp beverages, baked goods, cereals

Powdered sugar 40 cal/tbsp baked goods

Sweetened coconut flakes 25 cal/tbsp baked goods, fruits, desserts

Chocolate Chips sprinkled on pancakes, waffles

Nuts: Peanuts, Almonds (Chopped) 55 cal/tbsp or
100 cal/oz

waffles, salads, desserts, ice
cream

Walnuts 50 cal/tbsp

Wheat germ 25 cal/tbsp pancake/waffle mix, casseroles

*Heavy cream

*Half & Half

60 cal/tbsp or 120
cal/oz

20 cal/tbsp

beverages (milk, hot chocolate),
cereals, eggs, gravies, sauces,
whipped potatoes, desserts

Ice Cream See calorie book Topping for pancakes, waffles,
French toast

Sour Cream 25 cal/tbsp casseroles, vegetables

*Margarine/butter 110 cal/tbsp Bread, waffles, sauces, hot
cereal

*Vegetable Oil 120 cal/tbsp meats, gravies, soups, casseroles

*If taken in large quantities these foods could cause diarrhea.  Limit vegetable oil to three
added tablespoons per day.
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“SPREADABLES” AND “ADDABLES” TO BOOST CALORIES

SPREADABLES CALORIES

Apple butter 40 cal/tbsp

Peanut Butter 95 -100 cal/tbsp

Jelly, Jam 55 cal/tbsp

Cream cheese 50 cal/tbsp or
105 cal/oz

Meat spreads:

Chicken 30 cal/tbsp

Roast beef 60 cal/tbsp

Deviled Ham 100 cal/tbsp

Liverwurst 100 cal/tbsp

Mayonnaise 100 cal/tbsp

Salad dressing 90 - 100 cal/tbsp
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BREAKFAST RECIPES

FRENCH TOAST

2 eggs
1/4 c. half and half
4 slices bread
4 T. margarine

Melt 4 T. margarine into griddle or skillet.
Beat eggs slightly in a shallow dish.
Add half and half
Dip bread into egg mixture, turning once to coat well.
Brown at once on greased griddle or skillet

Serve each slice with 1 T. margarine and 2 T. syrup.

1 slice = 234 calories
1 T. butter/margarine and 2 T. syrup = 220 calories

Total Calories (one slice prepared French toast with butter/syrup) = 454 calories
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Sample: Individualized Booster
The following is a sample of an Individualized Booster.  Note that it
compliments the family on high calorie choices and provides suggestions that
acknowledge the individual food preferences of the child.  These will need to be
individualized based on child eating preferences. It is also necessary to use
regional brands and to identify the highest calorie product brands available in
your area.
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Suggestions for Increasing [Child Name]’s Breakfast Calories

Breakfast Calories

Based on [Child Name]’s diet diaries from the weeks of _______, her average calorie intake at
breakfast was 352.  [Child Name]’s new breakfast calorie goal will be 602.  This is an increase
of 250 calories per day at breakfast time.  Based on an analysis of her breakfast preferences and
eating habits, we have compiled the following suggestions for helping you and her meet her new
breakfast calorie goal.

Beverages

• [Child Name] typically has juice to drink with her breakfast.  You can boost the number of
calories in her juice by mixing the frozen juices with ginger ale or Sprite instead of water.
Another easy way to boost [Child Name] breakfast calories is to substitute milk-based
beverages for juice.  Just as we suggested at snack, try serving 8 oz. whole milk with 2
Tablespoons of heavy cream (100 calories) and 2 Tablespoons of flavored syrup (100
calories) for a total of 350 calories.   That’s more than half of her breakfast calorie goal.

 
• To add variety, consider serving 1 package of Swiss Miss hot cocoa mixed with whole milk

(instead of water) plus 2 Tablespoons of heavy cream.  This high calorie beverage has 393
calories.

Cereal

• [Child Name] sometimes has cold cereal for breakfast.  Cereal by itself is fairly low in
calories.  One way to the boost the calories of cold cereal and whole milk is to add 2
Tablespoons of heavy cream for 100 additional calories.  If [Child Name] chooses cold cereal
for breakfast, she will likely need to have a breakfast accompaniment (see below) with it to
meet her new calorie goal.

• Cold cereals vary in their calorie content. [Child Name] seems to enjoy Golden Grahams,
which is a pretty good choice at 120 calories per serving.  Cap’n Crunch (121 calories/ oz)
and Cinnamon Toast Crunch (120 calories/oz) are also good cold cereal choices.  When
selecting a cereal for [Child Name], continue to choose one with the most calories per
serving.

• [Child Name] sometimes has oatmeal prepared with water for breakfast.   Hot cereals can be
a great higher calorie cereal option because several “addables” like butter and cream can be
mixed into the cereal.  Try preparing [Child Name]’s oatmeal with whole milk, and adding
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cream and syrup to boost the calories even higher.  You may need to increase the amount of
syrup gradually so that [Child Name] can adjust to the richer taste.

 
• Sometimes [Child Name] adds banana to her cold cereal.  This is an easy way to get

additional calories into her hot and cold cereals.  Other good additions include blueberries,
apples, and raisins.

Here are some cereal comparisons:

Typical Breakfast Cereal Calories Calorie Boosters Calories
1 oz Cinnamon Toast Crunch with
4 oz whole milk 195

1 oz Cinnamon Toast Crunch
with 4 oz whole milk,
2 T. heavy cream 295

1 package Quaker Instant Oatmeal
made with water

100

1  package Quaker Instant
Oatmeal made with whole milk
with 1 T. butter, 2 T. heavy
cream, 1 T. sugar added 421
1 package Quaker Instant
Oatmeal made with whole milk
with 1 T. butter, 2 T. heavy
cream, 2 T. syrup 475

Bagels, Muffins, and Breads

• [Child Name] sometimes has a bagel for breakfast.  This is an excellent high calorie
breakfast item.  By making some small changes and additions, she will be able to meet her
new breakfast.  Bagels are a great choice because “spreadables” and “addables” can be used
to increase the number of calories in bagels.

• “Spreadables” and “addables” are things like butter, cream cheese, peanut butter, and honey.
A small amount of one or more of these toppings can really boost the number of calories in
bread products.  For example, a 2 oz. bagel by itself has approximately 200 calories, but you
can boost the calories by adding melted butter (1 Tablespoon = 100 calories), peanut butter
(1 Tablespoon = 95 calories), or honey (1 Tablespoon = 60 calories).  When shopping for
bagels, look for the bagel with the most calories per bite.  Bagels from a bakery tend to be
higher in calories per bite than frozen grocery bagels.

• Muffins and breads are also other high calorie breakfast items.  Serve these instead of or as
an accompaniment to cereal.

o Muffins can vary greatly in the number of calories, and Dunkin Donuts are one of the
highest calorie brands we’ve found (Blueberry = 380 calories, Chocolate Chip = 400
calories).  However, be sure not to buy low fat muffins.
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o Use “spreadables and addables.”  One muffin can absorb 1 T. of melted butter (100
calories).  In addition to butter, consider also adding peanut butter or honey to boost
the calories of toast, bread or muffins even higher.

Accompaniments

• [Child Name] sometimes has yogurt as part of her breakfast.  Many yogurts are low in
calories.  When shopping for a yogurt, be sure to stay away from low fat yogurts.

• Some other side dishes to boost breakfast calories include:

o Three slices of bacon microwaved  = 109 calories

o One 3.5 oz slice fried ham = 203 calories

o One slice of cinnamon & sugar toast  = 135 calories
 [bread (90 calories) 1 tsp. butter (33 calories), 1 tsp. sugar (15 calories), 1 tsp.
cinnamon = 135 calories]
 

o One pop tart  (200 calories) with 2 tsp butter (66 calories) melted into it = 266
calories
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SESSION 4

Time to Review and Relax
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Supplies

Parent Group Forms/Supplies
• Graphs for each child indicating:

o Snack Intake
o Breakfast Intake
o Total Calorie Intake following intervention

• Blank diet diaries for one week with calorie goals
• Copy of child's food intake during group for parent's inclusion in diet diary

Parent Handouts:
• “Activity Reinforcers” Parenting Handout

RELAXATION/REVIEW
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I.  Overview of Today's Session   
     (Psychologist Leads)

A. Children's Group

1. “This session is designed to provide a break for the children from increasing
daily calories.  The children have now increased their intake by 500 calories
per day.  Our previous research has shown that children need a little time to
adjust to this change before going on to the next meal.  Thus, we want to give
the children an extra week to adjust to this 500 cal per day increase before
increasing their intake again at lunch and dinner.”

2. “Today, the children will be learning how to use a relaxation procedure.”

a. Present Rationale for Procedure.  “Children with CF may have
physiological sensations associated with eating which they interpret as
signals to stop eating.  If they are to teach their bodies to adjust to an
increased volume of food, we need to teach them an alternative
behavior instead of not eating.  Relaxation is one such alternative
coping response.  Relaxation distracts children from focusing on their
immediate bodily sensations and actually helps them to relax and thus
eat more.”

b. Describe Procedure.  “The relaxation exercise the children are learning
today involves tensing and relaxing different muscle groups.  They are
taught to do this by imagining that they are doing different things like
squeezing lemons, stretching like a cat, or squeezing through a narrow
opening in a fence.  Children have a lot of fun with the exercise and it
can teach them to not only identify tension in their muscles, but to also
consciously relax muscles that feel tense.”

c. Relaxation as a Coping Strategy.  “Our primary goal is to help the
children learn to relax their abdominal muscles, but relaxation in
general will also help them at mealtimes.  Each of the children will be
given an audio taped recording of the relaxation procedure they will

GOALS:       1.  REVIEW CHILDREN'S PROGRESS IN MEETING FOR SNACK,
BREAKFAST, AND TOTAL CALORIE GOALS

2. REVIEW PARENTS' PROGRESS IN USING PARENTING SKILLS
(i.e., Differential Attention and Rules & Consequences)

3. PROVIDE A BREAK FOR CHILDREN AND PARENTS TO
BECOME ACCUSTOMED TO CURRENT CALORIE INTAKE AND
PARENTING STRATEGIES

4. TEACH RULES AND CONSEQUENCES: LEVEL II - PRIVILEGES
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learn today.  If your children complain at meals that they feel full or
uncomfortable, you can suggest that they practice the relaxation
exercise after the meal is over.  If they do the exercise as you suggest,
they can earn a ‘bonus’ sticker on their sticker chart.  If they refuse
when you suggest they try out the relaxation exercise as a coping
strategy, you should then put an ‘X’ on the sticker chart to indicate the
refusal (so we know if your child doesn't feel relaxation is a useful
strategy).”

B. Parents' Group

1. “Parents also need a break from targeting new meals at this point.  This session
gives us a chance to problem solve about any difficulties you may be having in
identifying high energy foods for snack and breakfast and refining ways to get
the most calories at those meals.  This session also allows us to focus on the
next parenting strategy without adding the pressure of increasing calories at a
third meal.  Thus, you will have more time to practice the parenting skills
before having to address the meal which is usually most difficult for families—
dinner.”

 II. Review
 (Psychologist Leads)

A. Comparing Calorie Consumption to Calorie Goals

1. Review Breakfast Calories.  [Just as in the last session, we want parents to
understand the importance of keeping up with their children's diet records.  As
the dietitian finishes checking each diet diary, have the psychologist
incorporate this information into feedback on intake.]

a. "Okay, just like last week, we'd like to review how everyone did with
their breakfast calories."

2. [Begin as soon as the dietitian has one child’s diet record reviewed and the
calorie totals for breakfast are ready.  Provide feedback on the child's
performance based on the information provided on their diet records and their
baseline graphs for breakfast].

a. [Sample dialogue] "It looks like Jimmy's calories are all totaled up.
Let’s see, how many days did Jimmy meet his goal for breakfast?"

b. [Always be positive with regard to what the families were able to
achieve, even if the child only met his or her goals on one day.]

 i. [Sample dialogue]  "Great!  Jimmy met his goal on three days and
was very close on two days.  That's a nice start for Jimmy,
especially since I remember you saying that he is usually not
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hungry at breakfast time.  We can continue to work on helping him
to meet his goal this week without having to worry about
increasing his calories at a new meal."

c. [Use the children's graphs to illustrate where they are in relation to
their baseline calorie intake and their new calorie goals.]

 i. [Sample dialogue]  "Jane, please read me Jimmy's breakfast
calories for each day this week, and I will figure out his average
number of calories at breakfast this week."

 ii. [Show the child's breakfast graph.]  "Okay, as everyone can see,
Jimmy's baseline breakfast calories were [insert number], and his
new average this week was [insert number and point to graph].
So, Jimmy increased his calories by an average of [insert number]
calories per day from where he started.  That's great!"

3. Review Total Calories

a. Review each child's progress in meeting his/her total calorie goals.

 i.  [Sample dialogue]  "All right, Jane let's see how Jimmy did at
other meals and whether he maintained his total calorie goals.
How many days did he make his total calorie goal?"

b. [Again, it is important to be positive and emphasize the gains the
family was able to make.  Use the graphs to review each child’s
progress.]

 i.  [Sample dialogue]  "Okay Jane, please read off Jimmy's total
calories for each day and I will average them for the week.
Jimmy's average total calorie intake this week was [insert
number].  If we look at his graphs we can see this is above where
he was last week.  So, it looks like Jimmy reached his new snack
and breakfast goals and maintained his usual intake at lunch and
dinner.  That's great!  That's just what we want to see at this
point!"

c. [Repeat review process with all families.  Be sure to talk to the group
as a whole and show everyone each child's progress so it does not
become a one-to-one session with everyone else becoming bored.]

4. Snack Calorie Feedback.  [Pass out snack graphs to families.  These graphs
should show the baseline data as well as one week of post-intervention data.
Emphasize each child’s treatment gains at snack and praise families for their
successes in the first phase of the treatment.]
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5. Deliver Sticker Charts to Children’s Group.  As soon as calorie totals have
been reviewed, quickly verify that each child’s sticker chart reflects the
number of days at which the child met his or her total calorie goal.  The
corrected sticker charts should then be delivered to the Children’s Group so
that trophies may be awarded to the children.

 III. Brief Review of the Importance of Providing Sufficient Calories at Each Meal
 (Dietitian Leads)

A. Always Provide Sufficient Calories.  [This session focuses on helping parents continue
to refine their behavioral skills.  Thus, specific ways to increase calories is de-
emphasized.  However, the Dietitian should briefly remind parents that it is critical
that they provide a sufficient number of calories at meals to optimize their children’s
opportunities for achieving their calorie goals.  Acknowledge the fact that the children
may not always choose to meet their goals, but they should never fall short of their
goals because their parents did not offer enough calories.]

1. “We won’t be spending a lot of time talking about specific ways to increase
calories today because we will be devoting the session to discussing ways to
encourage your children to meet their energy goals.  However, there is one
important point that bears repeating.  It is critical that you provide your
children with enough food at each meal to meet their calorie goals.  We know
that there will be times when your children will choose not to make their
calorie goals.  However, when they don’t achieve their goals, it should not be
because they were provided with insufficient calories.  This may require more
calculations during meals on your part, but the extra effort will be
advantageous in the long run.  In fact, over time you will become more and
more proficient at estimating calories in your head, and you will know if
you’ve served your children the right number of calories simply by glancing at
their plate.”

2. Record All Food Offered.  “You can let us know that you offered the calories
necessary by recording all food that was served to your children even if they
didn’t eat it.  We will know that a child chose not to eat a particular food item
when we see a ‘0’ recorded in the ‘Amount Consumed’ column.  This is
important information as it will help us problem solve ways to increase the
number of foods your children will accept.  We will discuss this at length at the
next session.”

B. Collect Diet Diaries.  [The Dietitian should collect the diet diaries and review them as
usual.  Pay particular attention to those meals in which a sufficient number of calories
was not offered.  Highlight these meals, and plan to discuss these entries with families
individually at the end of the session.  All entries should also be reviewed for accuracy
and completeness.]
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 IV. Review Enzymes
 (Psychologist or Dietitian Leads)

A. Review Adequacy of Pancreatic Replacement Enzymes

1. [Assess stooling patterns.]

2. [Assess stomachaches.]

3. [Assess changes in enzyme dose.  (Make sure that any change parents may
have made to enzyme dosing has been recorded in diet records.)]

B. Defer Concerns to Physician.  [If there are concerns, encourage parents to call their
child’s physician to discuss symptoms and enzyme dosing.  If parents are hesitant to
talk with physician, offer to call and discuss parent report of symptoms and either get
back to parent or have the physician call the family.]

1. "At this point in treatment, many of your children have made substantial
increases in their food and fat consumption.  For some children, the increase in
food may require an increase in enzymes in order for your children to get the
most nourishment from the foods they are eating.  If you notice any changes in
your child's stooling patterns (e.g., they have stools more frequently, or they
complain of stomachaches after meals), this may indicate they need a change in
their enzyme dose.  Please call your child’s doctor and discuss these symptoms
and the changes in their diet to make sure your children are getting the correct
enzyme dose for their nutritional intake."

 V. Parenting Skills
(Psychologist Leads)

A. Review Differential Attention and Rules and Consequences.  [Review last week’s
parenting strategies.  Assess how well parents were able to use the techniques learned
at the previous two sessions and identify any problems or pitfalls they may have
encountered.]

1. [Assess if parents were able to implement the mealtime rules and
consequences.]

a. “Did your children follow the rules?”

b. “Did you have to implement consequences?  If so, what happened?”

c. “How consistent were you able to be in delivering consequences?”

d. “What was difficult for you?  Did you get into negotiations or
discussions with your child about the meals or rules?”
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2. Review Last Week’s Skills.  “When using a rule you should do the following:

a. Teach your child rules and consequences before using them;

b. Praise your child for following the rule whenever possible.”

c. “If your child breaks the rule, immediately:

 i. Tell your child what you are going to do and why in a firm voice;

 ii. Follow through with the consequence.”

B. Rules and Consequences:  Level II

1. Privileges.  “Last week we suggested that you take your child’s plate away at
the end of 20 minutes and restrict access to food if he or she did not meet their
calorie goals.  If your child met his or her calorie goals at snack and breakfast,
we provided the back-up consequence (or reward) of earning a trophy.  This
week we would like to transition you to using what we call ‘Level II
consequences’: The awarding and withholding of privileges.  These are
privileges available within your family that you can use after this program
ends.  They will further reinforce your child’s eating.”

2. “This strategy will help you better manage your child’s behavior at mealtimes
(and possibly at other times as well).  This strategy will also ensure that the
gains you and your child have made during this program will continue after
these groups end.”

C. Rationale for Contingent Privileges.  “Parents ‘freely’ give away most privileges
without making them dependent on children doing something adaptive for themselves.
Of course, ‘non contingent’ (or free) privileges definitely have their place, but making
certain privileges contingent on eating can be a very effective tool for motivating your
children to eat.  In other words, an effective strategy is to make favorite activities
contingent on children’s positive behaviors.  From a child’s point of view, meals and
eating are often in direct competition with other more fun activities such as watching
TV, playing outside, etc.  For example, breakfast interferes with watching morning
cartoons or leaving for school early.  Dinner interferes with playing outside, watching
TV, etc.”

D. Teaching Children Healthy Behaviors.  “By making privileges contingent upon eating,
parents teach children that taking care of themselves (i.e., eating) actually gets them
what they want instead of interfering with it.  That is, if a child meets her calorie goal
for a particular meal, she can earn special privileges.  In this way, a complex concept
is made easy for children to understand.  It is difficult to explain to children with CF
why it is that they have to eat as many calories as they do.  Even if they did understand
the reasons behind this goal, it probably would not help motivate them to work toward
meeting the goal.  However, if children learn that when they make healthy choices
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they are consistently rewarded, they develop healthy eating habits without necessarily
being aware that they are doing so.  Such learning will have the effect of teaching
children to make good health decisions later on in life by evaluating the long-term
consequences of their actions.”

1. Case Example:  “In one of our intervention groups, the parents of a five-year-
old boy told us that he often whined throughout dinner.  His parents tried to
keep him interested in dinner by making everyone remain at the table until all
family members were done eating (which invariably meant that everyone
waited for the five-year-old).  As soon as the little boy could talk his parents
out of his having to eat (or made his parents miserable enough they gave up),
he would leave the table to play Nintendo.

During treatment, when his parents got to this session, they were told that they
were giving all their rewards away for free and hoping their five-year-old
would make good choices about dinner even though the situation was set up
for him to want to leave the table as soon as possible.

The parents decided to set up their family rule such that dinner lasted 20
minutes and family members could leave when their plate was empty or at 20
minutes.  This released the older, 10-year-old brother who was often trapped at
the table waiting for his younger brother to finish.  They also implemented a
Level II consequence that the children could only earn Nintendo by eating
everything on their plates.  The appropriate amount of food to meet his “energy
goal” was served.  The five-year-old was told that playing Nintendo was his
choice.  The way he could show he wanted to play Nintendo was by eating all
the food on his plate.

After implementing this rule and consequence, the child’s parents simply told
him one time per meal that it was his choice whenever the child stated that he
did not want to eat. By choosing not to eat, he was choosing not to play
Nintendo.  The parents refrained from arguing about whether he should eat and
always implemented the consequence.  The five-year-old quickly learned that
his parents did not seem to care about what he chose and that it was in his best
interest to eat.”

E. Generate Discussion of Possible Contingent Privileges.  “What privileges do you as
parents give out freely every day that may be interfering with your child's eating?”

1. [Encourage discussion by asking about the family’s routine after breakfast,
lunch (on weekends), and dinner.]

2. [Ask about activities or foods the child likes.  The child in the above example
liked to take his blanket with him on his car ride to school in the mornings.
His mother made this the reward for eating breakfast.]
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3. [Pass out "Privileges" handout.  Walk parents through this handout as it is
fairly dense and they may not review it after group.  However, it is important
that they understand the concepts covered.]

4. Complete Privileges Worksheet.  [Have parents complete the list of possible
privileges for their child.  Let them know that their children are also generating
a list of activities that might be used as privileges.  At the end of the session,
the children and parents will decide together what activities will be used as
rewards for meeting calorie goals.]

5. Timing of Rewards.  [When parents have listed several possible privileges that
seem feasible, have them decide individually when rewards will be delivered.
Some parents are able to provide rewards after each meal while other parents
prefer to wait until the end of the day (e.g., after dinner).  Either approach
should be effective, although more immediate rewards are most effective with
younger children.]

6. Frequency of Rewards.  [Note to Group Leader:  The privileges the children
earn should be awarded on a daily basis at minimum.  Deferred rewards will be
much less effective.  Older children are often most motivated by ‘big ticket’
items such as brand-name sneakers or new CDs.  In these cases, it may be
tempting to develop a point system whereby points are earned at each meal
(when calorie goals are met) toward a larger reward to be delivered at a later
time.  Unfortunately, this type of token system has proven to be problematic at
this stage in the treatment program.  Therefore, although it may be tricky to
identify daily activities that are rewarding for older children, this is highly
recommended at this stage in treatment.]

7. When is a Privilege Rewarding?  [Let the parents know that the only way we
will know if a privilege is truly rewarding for a child is if that child is
motivated to work hard to earn the privilege.  That is, watch what children do
and not what they say.  Sometimes when children are feeling challenged by the
calorie goals, they may tell their parents that they don’t care if they earn the
reward.  However, despite these denials, they often work very hard to earn a
particular privilege.  This is the only proof needed.  On the other hand, if
several days go by and a child has not earned the identified privilege and
doesn’t appear to be working hard, then the identified privilege may need to be
changed.]

 VI. Applying the Parenting Techniques at Home
 (Psychologist Leads)

A. “Currently we are continuing to work on increasing your child's snack and breakfast
calories.  What could the rule be for breakfast at your house?”
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1. RULE:  "At breakfast, you need to get your energy points in _____ minutes.
(Parents are responsible for offering the right number of calories, don't give too
many or too few or you'll set your child up to fail)."

2. POSITIVE CONSEQUENCE:  "If you choose to eat enough food to get your
energy points within the time, you can earn  ______________ privilege."

3. NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCE:  "If you choose not to eat enough food to get
your energy points within the time, you will not be able to earn
_____________.  Your plate will be removed and you will have to wait until
the next scheduled meal to eat."

4. Providing Calorie Feedback.  [There are several ways parents can provide
feedback to their children regarding their calorie intake.  Parents may decide to
provide the exact amount of food necessary for their children to achieve their
goals and require that their children finish everything on their plates.
However, parents often state that they do not have time to calculate calories
prior to serving meals.  In these cases, it is critical that parents calculate
calories immediately after each meal and provide their children with feedback
accordingly.  (The result of this approach may be that the child will need to eat
a little more in order to meet the calorie goal.)  If immediate feedback is not
provided, this program will not work.  Therefore, Group Leaders must work
with parents to identify exactly how calorie feedback will be provided (i.e.,
giving children the exact amount of food needed to meet their calorie goals or
calculating calories after meals).]

B. “The privilege should be something your child likes and would be willing to work for.
The exact privilege is not as important as your consistent follow through with the
consequences (BOTH POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE).  You may need to reassess and
change the consequences every now and then as the child's preferences change as he
grows older.”

1. “Do not delay a positive consequence if it is earned.  Doing so will teach your
child you do not mean what you say and will lower his motivation to try.
Privileges that have been earned should be delivered at the agreed upon time
(i.e., either after each meal or at the end of the day).”

C. “Implement the new rules and consequences at breakfast and snack.  Next week when
we go on to lunch, we will problem solve about consequences for this meal.”

1. [While in group, parents must problem solve about appropriate Level II
consequences for breakfast and snack.]

2. [Parents should practice stating the new rule in group.  They will have to do it
with their children in group before leaving today.]
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 VII. Complete Review of All Parenting Techniques Taught Thus Far
 (Psychologist Leads)

A. “Now, you have a full repertoire of parenting strategies. Let's review the basics of
using these skills.”

B. Differential Attention

1. “In order to increase children's desirable behaviors at meals, such as taking
bites, sitting upright in the chair, listening and following instructions, you must
teach them what you like and motivate them to want to please you.  How do
you do this?”

a. “DESCRIBE in specific terms what your child is doing that you like.”

b. “PRAISE your child for doing the things you like.”

c. “Engage in PRAISING AND DESCRIBING often:  BE ACTIVE.”

d. “Remember the key is TIMING; provide attention immediately when
your child does things you like at meals.”

e. “IGNORE efforts to get your attention that do not involve eating.
Examples include not eating, whining, goofing around, and long
discussions without bites occurring.”

2. “The fundamental rule is to only pay attention to your child when he is eating.
Your attention is very valuable to your child.  Some common dilemmas are
listed below.”

a. “When children ask questions…”

 i. “If the child is eating (taking a bite or chewing food) you should
answer the question.  To help you monitor whether you are
attending to the right behavior you should start your answer with
the phrase, ‘Since you are eating so nicely I can answer your
question.....’”

 ii. “If the child is NOT EATING, SAY NOTHING until he starts to
eat (i.e., takes a bite).  When he does, regardless of the amount of
time you had to ignore him, go back and answer the question.
‘Bobby, you're eating.  The answer to your question about…..
is…..’”

b. “When children are trying to be part of the dinner conversation…”
  [Again assess, is the child eating or not eating?]
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 i. “If your child is eating, respond to your child.  Again, to help keep
you on track and to teach your child what you like, begin your
response with, ‘Sam, I like how you can eat while you are telling
us about your day.  That story was really funny.’”

 ii. “If your child is not eating, do not respond until he or she takes a
bite.  DO NOT under any circumstances give your child an
instruction such as ‘When you take a bite I can talk with you.’
This is giving attention to not eating and makes your child
dependent upon you for a prompt to eat.  DO NOT PROMPT; IT
DOES NOT TEACH YOUR CHILD TO INITIATE EATING.”

C. Rules and Consequences.  “In order to effectively set limits on undesirable behavior
that CANNOT be ignored such as leaving the table without permission or not eating
the required amount of food (a decision made by you, not your child), you must
establish rules.  A rule clearly states in advance the relationship between a specific
behavior and a specific consequence.  An example is this: ‘If you meet your energy
goal within 20 minutes, you can play Nintendo after the meal.  If you choose not to
comply with this rule you will not be allowed to play Nintendo.’  The keys to setting
effective rules are the following key points.”

1. “CONSISTENCY- ALWAYS FOLLOW THROUGH.”

2. “PRAISE your child when he follows rules.”

3. “It is the contingent use of the consequence, not the specific consequence itself
that is important.”

4. “The final say about rules is yours, not your child's.”

D. [If there is time left, have parents role-play these skills as described in Session Three.]

 VIII. Preparation for Targeting Lunch

A. Obtain School Enzyme Dispensing Procedures and School Lunch Menus.  "Next
week, we will talk about how to increase your child's lunch calories.  In order to do
this effectively, it will be important to gather some information ahead of time.  In
particular, we are interested in the procedure your child follows at school to get his or
her enzymes before lunch.  Second, if your child typically eats lunch in the school
cafeteria, we are interested in obtaining copies of your child's school lunch menus for
the upcoming weeks.  This will allow us to get exact serving sizes from the school
kitchen and to analyze the calorie content in the foods served."

1. Briefly discuss each child's school lunch situation and request relevant
information.  Be sure to get the name of the child's school and the telephone
number so information can be obtained directly from the school prior to
session five, if necessary. [A detailed analysis of each child's lunch will be
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conducted at the next session, so this discussion should be covered briefly in
the time remaining.]

 IX. Child Group Joins Parents’ Group
 [20 minutes prior to the end of session]

A. [Because the children and their parents must complete a behavioral contract in session,
the Child Group should join the Parent Group for the last 20 minutes of the session.]

B. Review.  [Briefly review what the children learned in session today and their
homework assignment for the week.]

1. “What did you learn in group today?”  (Answer:  Relaxation)

2. “Why do you do relaxation?  What does it help?”  (Answer: I learned to relax
so I won't feel uncomfortable after meals.)

3. “When should you do relaxation?”  (Answer: When I feel full or
uncomfortable)

4. “At what meals are you learning to eat more?”  (Answer: Snack and Breakfast)

C. Contracting.  [Tell the children that they will also have some new rules at breakfast.
Next, have parents and children pair up to complete their contracts.]

1. Completion of Energy Contracts.  [Group Leaders should circulate and help
parents and children identify the privileges the children can earn during the
upcoming week.  The parent’s “Privileges” worksheet and the child’s “Fun
Things I Like To Do” worksheet should be used as a basis for this exercise.]

2. [By the end of the session, the “Energy Contract” should be completed by the
parents and their children.  Make sure that each parent specifies at least one
daily privilege to be earned by his or her child when calorie goals are met at
snack and breakfast.  If specific privileges are not set prior to the end of the
session, chances are parents will not provide privileges, the children will not be
motivated to work hard at meals, and the treatment program will not succeed.
Thus, this is a critical step.]

3. Prompt Parents to State Rules to Children.  [Have parents individually review
with their child the new breakfast and snack rules (i.e., what privilege they will
earn if they meet their daily energy goals).]

4. Provide Assistance.  [Help parents out when needed so you are sure the child
understands the new contingencies.]
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End-of-Session Checklist:

• Pass out blank diet diaries with child's goals filled in
• Each child should have a relaxation cassette tape
• Give each parent a copy of child’s calorie intake during session
• Each parent should take a completed “Energy Contract” and “Privileges Worksheet”
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Behavioral Handouts
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PRIVILEGES

Use of Privileges

By definition, privileges are special activities or treats that children can earn by working hard at
something (e.g., meeting a calorie goal).  When using privileges to reward children for their hard
work, it is important to choose treats or activities that are not typically available.  In this way,
you ensure that privileges are those special things that happen only when a child has worked
hard.

Examples of Activities to use as Privileges

Here is a list of privileges parents have awarded in the past when their children met their
calorie goals.  Children have been rewarded for “getting extra energy” by being allowed
to:

• Watch a favorite TV show
• Play "dress-up" with fun costumes
• Play computer games
• Invite a friend over after school
• Play videogames (Nintendo, etc.)
• Talk to friend on the telephone for 15 minutes
• Have extra time to play outside
• Have 10 to 15 minutes of Special Time with mom or dad (Playing a card game,

reading a book, working on a special project, etc.)
• Watch a videotape of a show that is on after the child's bedtime
• Choose a family activity (e.g., what video to watch, place to go after the meal,

etc.)
• Ride bikes with the family after dinner
• Take a trip to the library to pick out some new books
• Listen to a favorite CD or cassette tape

What Are Your Child's Preferred Activities/Rewards?

Please take a few minutes to write down some things your child is likely to work hard to earn.
You can write down activities your child enjoys, current privileges, or toys your child likes to
play with.

1. _______________________________________________________

2. _______________________________________________________

3. _______________________________________________________

4. _______________________________________________________
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5. _______________________________________________________
Privileges That Should NOT Be Used as Rewards

Things to avoid including in your list of possible privileges are those things you strongly believe
your child should have, or do, no matter what.  For example, some parents would like their
children to get as much exercise as possible and would like them to play outside after school
regardless of whether or not they met their calorie goals.  This is a very reasonable position to
take.  Similarly, some parents have set aside a "bedtime story hour" as the special time they
spend with their child each day.  In this case, bedtime stories should not be used as a privilege.
Exercise and quality time with parents are things that children need regardless of their behavior.
It is very important that children do fun activities and have treats on a regular basis.  So, when
deciding what privileges to award your child for meeting his calorie goals, it is important to
think of special things your child is not typically given or allowed to do.  Your best bet may be
to think of things your child currently does that you would prefer to limit (e.g., telephone time,
TV time, time at friends' houses, etc.).  If you choose to make these things special privileges, you
set up a win-win situation:  You get to give out activities your child likes, your child is motivated
to work hard, but you don’t feel guilty if you withhold the privilege.  Finally, for obvious
reasons, food should not be used as a reward.

Variety

Children are often not interested in earning the same privilege day after day.  You may decide to
develop a "menu" of privileges. Then your child can pick one before the meal or at the end of the
day.
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ENERGY CONTRACT

This week, I agree to:

1.  Get more energy at snack and breakfast by eating the food my Mom or Dad gives me.

2.  Eat the same amount of food at lunch and dinner.  My Mom or Dad will tell me how
much I need to eat.

3.  Eat my meals within the time limit.  My parents will tell me how much time I have to
eat my meals.  When the time is up, they will take away my plate.

4.  If I practice relaxation by listening to my tape one time each day, my parents will give
me a Bonus sticker on my chart.

If I work really hard and meet my energy goals, then my parents agree to let me choose
one of the activities written here:

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

My signature: _______________________________

My parent’s signature: __________________________
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DAY
DATE

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday

I got more
energy at
Breakfast

Today
Lunch

I got my
usual

amount of
energy
Dinner

I got my
usual

amount of
energy

I got more
energy at

Snack
today!

I got more
energy
today!

I used my
relaxation!
BONUS

STICKER

______’s REVIEW
STICKER CHART
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SESSION 5

Let’s Do Lunch

Parent Group Forms/Supplies
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Graphs for each child indicating:
• Snack Intake
• Breakfast Intake
• Total Calorie Intake following intervention
• Baseline Lunch data

Blank diet diaries for one week with calorie goals

Parent Handouts:
• Lunch Boosters
• Lunch Recipes
• Review of Praising & Ignoring and Rules & Consequences
• Contract for Increased Energy at Snack, Breakfast, and Lunch

LUNCH
GOALS: 1.   REVIEW SESSION FOUR CALORIE GOALS

2. REVIEW RELAXATION PRACTICE
3. REVIEW PARENTING SKILLS
4. PROBLEM SOLVE ABOUT THE APPLICATION OF PARENTING

SKILLS TO LUNCH
5. INCREASE LUNCH CALORIES
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 I. Overview of Today's Session

A. Collect diet diaries as parents arrive and review them for completeness, adding up any
calories consumed and completing forms as needed.  Begin group when most of
families have arrived.

B. Children's Group.  "Today the children will be learning ways to increase their lunch
calories.  This is our second to the last meal to target.  The children will be playing a
nutrition education game about how to get more energy from lunch foods as well as
having a practice lunch meal."

C. Parents' Group.  "In the parents' group we will be focusing on teaching you how to add
more calories to your child's lunch and giving you information on additional foods to
try at this meal.  We will also problem solve about ways to increase calories during
lunch at school.  Before we get to that however, we’d like to review how your children
did in meeting their calorie goals and how the ‘behavioral contracts’ worked this
week.  We’d also like to discuss how it worked when you provided your children with
a privilege when they met their calorie goals."

 II. Review of Calorie Goals
 (Psychologist Leads)

A. Comparing Calorie Consumption to Calorie Goals

NOTE:  This week the breakfast graph will have one week of breakfast
intervention and three weeks of baseline breakfast data.  The snack graphs will
have two weeks of baseline data, and two weeks of intervention data.  So parents
will be able to see how close their children came to meeting their goals last week
and to compare this week's breakfast and snack data.

1. Review Breakfast Calories.  [Just as in the last sessions, we compare the
children’s intake to their goals.  Begin by reviewing progress on graphs
starting with breakfast and then briefly go over snack.  There will be one week
of intervention data for breakfast and two weeks for snack.]

a. [Sample dialogue]  "Okay, just as we did last week, let’s look at the
calorie graphs for snack and breakfast."

b. [Use graphs to illustrate where children are in relation to baseline
calorie intake.  Have dietitian provide calories for breakfast each day
from current diaries and compute the average calorie intake for
breakfast over the past week.]
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 i. [Show breakfast graph.] "Okay, so John’s baseline breakfast
calories were [insert # and point to graph], last week his average
for breakfast was up to [insert #], and his new average is [insert #
and point to graph].  So he went up an average of 190 calories a
day the first week and 250 calories from where he started out.
That's great!"

 ii. [Always be positive with respect to whatever the families were
able to achieve, even if goals were only met one day.  Sample
dialogue:  "In looking at his breakfast graph, John met his goal on
three days the first week and was close on another two days.
According to the records you turned in today, he has improved
even more at breakfast.  This last week he achieved his breakfast
calorie goals on five of seven days!  This brings his average up to [
#  ] cal/day for the week.  That’s fabulous!”]

2. Review Total Calories

a. Review each child's progress in meeting his or her total calorie goals.
[Sample dialogue]  "All right, Jane, let's see how Jimmy did at the
other meals by looking at his total calorie goals.  Let’s see how many
days he made his total calorie goal."

b. [Again, be positive.  Emphasize what the family has accomplished.
Use the graphs to review progress.]

c. [Sample dialogue; Show Graph]  "Okay, Jimmy's average total calorie
intake for this week was [insert number].  If we look at the graphs, we
can see that this is above where he was last week and very much above
where he was at baseline.  So, it looks like Jimmy reached his new
snack and breakfast goals and maintained his usual intake at lunch
and dinner.  That's just what we want to see at this point!"

3. [Repeat process for all families.  Be sure to talk to whole group and show
everyone each child's progress so it does not become a one-to-one session with
everyone else being bored.]

4. [As always, the Dietitian should review all diet diaries during the group for
missing data, accuracy and completeness.  Is the parent's description of the
foods sufficient for anyone to reach the same calorie totals they did?  Are
calorie values and calculations correct?  Are meals listed that do not include a
beverage which was likely served?  While the Psychologist discusses parenting
skills, the Dietitian should use a marker to highlight any diet diary entries that
need clarification.  At the end of the session, the Dietitian should informally
ask parents about these entries and fill in missing data.]

 III. Enzymes
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A. Review Adequacy of Pancreatic Replacement Enzymes

1. [Assess stooling patterns.]

2. [Assess stomach complaints.]

a. Also assess increase in milk consumption and a possible decrease in
clear liquid consumption (juices, water).  Some children have had
adverse responses if they increase milk beyond four glasses per day
and are not getting sufficient clear liquids.

3. [Assess pancreatic enzyme type and dose at meals and snacks and make sure
parents have recorded any change in enzymes on their diet diaries.]

B. Defer Enzyme Concerns to Physician.  [If there are concerns, encourage parents to call
their physicians to discuss symptoms and enzyme dosing.  If a parent is hesitant to talk
with his or her child's physician, offer to call and discuss parent's report of symptoms
and either get back to the parent or have the physician call the family.]

1. "At this point in treatment many of your children have made a substantial
increase in their food consumption.  For some children, the increased food may
require an increase in their enzymes in order to get the most energy from the
food they are taking in.  If you notice a change in your child's stooling pattern,
(i.e., they have stools more frequently, the stools are ‘greasy’ or oily, or they
complain of stomachaches after meals) this may indicate they need a change in
their enzyme dosage.  Please call your doctor and discuss these symptoms and
the changes in their diet to make sure your child is getting the correct enzyme
dose for their nutritional intake."

 IV. Review of Parents’ Use of Parenting Skills
(Psychologist Leads)

[Note to Group Leaders:  The following section lists common problems that arise at this point
in the intervention and programmatic ways to address them.  The Group Leader must
understand all of these potential problems and be able to implement appropriate problem
identification and problem solving on a case-by-case basis during this session.  This section is
not intended to be covered during the session, but is to be used as a reference section as
needed, according to the child behavior problems that arise and/or the concerns raised by
the parents in the group.]

A. Potential Problems: Child Behaviors and Parent Responses.  [At this point in
treatment, it is important to determine if parents have encountered any problems when
implementing the parenting strategies.  Child behavior problems that are frequently
reported, problematic parent responses, and suggestions for resolving the problems are
listed below.  As noted above, this section should be reviewed by Group Leader prior
to session. ]
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1. Pace of Eating.  Is the child dawdling during the first part of the meal and then
either rushing to eat at the end of the time limit or engaging in negotiations
about the amount of food because her time is running out?

a. Parent behavior.  If so, the parents are most likely relying on
consequences without using differential attention.  This causes them to
fall back into the habit of paying attention to not eating by arguing,
coaxing, negotiating, and giving in to the child's wishes.

b. Suggestions for resolution.  Assess parents’ use of praising and
ignoring and use of consequences.  First, discuss parents' use of
praising and ignoring.  Stress the importance of maintaining these
skills.  Parents must be proactive; they must recognize good behaviors
and praise them so that children do not develop undesired behaviors
such as not eating.  Have parents list positive eating behaviors they are
trying to increase.  Second, assess that parents are following through
with specified consequences (both positive for eating and negative for
non-eating).

2. Focus on Time Limit.  Is the child repeatedly asking about the time limit
during the meal (e.g., “Mom, how many minutes do I have left?”)?  Is the child
stalling by focusing on the time and/or negotiating for more time?

a. Parent behavior.  Parents may be inadvertently contributing to this
problem by emphasizing the number of minutes remaining (as a form
of coaxing).  Additionally, they may be using the time limit to coax
their child into eating faster (i.e., prompting eating).  For example,
“Joey, hurry up!  You only have five minutes left!”

b. Suggestions for resolution.  Let parents know that, in response to child
inquiries regarding the time remaining in the meal, they should tell the
child one time that they will let he or she know when the time is up.
After this response has been given, additional requests to be told the
number of minutes left in the meal should be ignored.  Parents should
avoid spontaneously using the time limit as a prompt to eat.  If they are
intentionally telling the child how many minutes are left in the meal,
they are most likely attending to the child when she is not eating.

3. Food Refusals.  The child is refusing to eat at several meals.  Food refusals
might be framed differently across children.  For example, the child may
complain about the particular foods served or may appear to be distressed
about his or her ability to meet the calorie goal (e.g., “Dad, I will never be able
to eat everything on my plate!”).  Another child might refuse food by
attempting to negotiate for a preferred food (e.g., “Mom, you know I hate pork
chops!  Can I have a grilled cheese sandwich instead?”).  These are all
considered to be food refusals and should be treated as such.
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a. Parent behavior.  First, the parents may not have been clear in stating
the rules about meals (e.g., no food substitutions once the meal has
started) and/or the contingencies for meeting mealtime goals.  Second,
they may not be using an effective consequence and may need to
reassess the child’s contingent privileges.

b. Suggestions for resolution.  Again, assess the use of praising and
ignoring and the delivery of contingencies.

 i. Is the positive consequence something the child likes?

 ii. Is the parent delivering the consequences at the specified time?

 iii. If parent did not follow contract for rewards, assess reasons (e.g.,
time conflicts, ambivalence about rewards, etc.).

4. Child Eats Only When Prompted.  If the child is only eating upon a prompt by
the parent, or if he or she is asking for attention by saying, "Hey, I'm eating.
Talk to me.", the parent is most likely not using differential attention with good
timing.

a. Parent behavior.  Parent is probably waiting too long to respond to the
child's eating and has gotten into the trap of having their child eat only
when reminded (prompted) instead of initiating eating on their own.

b. Suggestions for resolution.  Emphasize timing.  Praise must be
immediate and proactive to be effective.

5. Leaving the Table.  The child is leaving the table during the meal (i.e., before
meeting goal and without permission).  Child has developed a habit of going to
the bathroom in the middle of meals.

a. Parent behaviors.  The parent has most likely either been unclear in
stating the rule that the child must remain seated during the meal or
has had difficulty (i.e., been inconsistent) in using manual guidance to
return the child to the table.

b. Physiological factors.  Children with CF often experience
physiological cues to have a bowel movement shortly after starting to
eat.  This can be an initiating factor in children using the bathroom
during meals.  However, a maintaining factor of this behavior is that
they learn that they can take a break from eating if they excuse
themselves to go to the bathroom during meals.

c. Suggestions for resolution.  First, if it appears that the parent has not
clearly stated the mealtime rules, and/or is having difficulty using
manual guidance, review these skills again.  Ask the other parents in
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the group to share their experiences with these rules to help support
the parent who is having difficulty.  Second, if it seems that the child
has learned that bathroom breaks “reset the mealtime clock,” work
with parents to implement a specific rule about using the bathroom.  A
good rule might be to have the child use the bathroom immediately
before and after the meal.  Most children are able to wait until the 20
minutes are up.

6. Child Tantrums at Mealtimes.  The child’s behavior around mealtimes has
escalated into tantrums.  The child refuses to come to the table or is crying and
screaming during the meal and refusing to eat.  The child may even be
vomiting during meals.

a. Parent behaviors.  This is one of the most difficult behaviors to address
and usually indicates that the parent and child are engaged in a serious
power struggle over eating (which was most likely the case prior to the
intervention).  A careful analysis of antecedent and consequent
behaviors will need to be conducted in order to determine the most
appropriate approach to use.

b. Suggestions for resolution.  As always, the use of differential attention
and contingency management will need to be assessed carefully.  The
first line of treatment should be to help the parent refine these skills
by:

 i. Enhancing the reinforcing qualities of praise statements by
increasing their frequency and the parent’s comfort level (e.g., by
role-playing in group);

 ii. Ensuring that the timing of praising and ignoring is precise (again
through the use of instruction and role-playing);

 iii. Enhancing the contingency by identifying an activity that is truly
rewarding for the child and/or delivering the contingency
immediately after each targeted meal.

c. Back-up Strategy: Time-out.  If the approaches suggested above do not
seem to be effective in reducing the child’s tantrums, the parent may
need to be taught a time-out procedure.  This is tricky to do effectively
because the time-out should not be used in such a way as to allow the
child to avoid eating (which was most likely the goal of the tantrum in
the first place).  The parent may be instructed to tell the child that if he
or she is not able to eat, his or her plate will be removed, and the child
will need to sit in a quiet place until he or she has calmed down.  A
sticker will not be put on the sticker chart and no food will be
available to the child until the next scheduled meal.  If this approach is
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suggested, its use should be monitored closely to ensure that the child
does not miss several meals in a row or throughout the week.

B. Conduct a Systematic Interview About Mealtime Interactions.  Use the information in
Section A to problem solve with parents.

1. Child behaviors to assess for:

a. Child taking a long time to eat meals

b. Child reporting being done before sufficient calories consumed

c. Child taking long pauses between bites

d. Child chewing for a long time

e. Child storing food in mouth

f. Child talking a lot without eating

g. Child throwing tantrums during most of meal

h. Child refusing to eat

i. Child leaving the table before meal is over

j. Child not motivated to try or be cooperative

2. Parent behaviors to assess for:

a. Parent not providing praise

b. Parent is not praising the most important eating behavior for a
particular child (i.e., compliance in the area in which s/he was
noncompliant at the beginning of treatment; e.g., praise for eating
quickly if the child tended to dawdle).

c. Praise statements not effective because of wording or timing

d. Parent not effectively using ignoring: May be ignoring everything,
may not be ignoring anything, may be confused about what ignoring
really means

e. Common misinterpretations of "ignoring":

 i. Parent thinks they are ignoring when actually giving a command,
instruction, repeating a rule, or prompting
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 ii. Making eye contact, staring, or generally hovering over child when
ignoring

 iii. Making sounds of frustration or faces of dissatisfaction when
ignoring

 iv. Trying to use instructional/verbal control instead of behavioral
consequences

f. Not using most effective consequence

g. Parent bothered by child not achieving reward more than child is
bothered

h. Parent not being consistent in either delivering or withholding reward

C. Interview

1. Begin with a general question about how the meals are going.

a. "Well, now that everyone has been coming to group for the past four
weeks, how do you think the children are doing? [NAME], how is
your child doing?"

b. "Why do you think she is doing well/not well?"

c. "What specific eating behaviors have improved?"

d. "What problems still exist?"

2. [Based on feedback to above questions, try to explore what parent
BEHAVIORS are working and which need to be improved.]

a. Can the parent identify specific behaviors that are problematic or are
they being general and just stating that the program is not working or
that their child just needs to eat more?

b. If the parent is being too general in their praise or dissatisfaction of the
program, you will need to help them identify the specifics of why the
program is or is not working.

 i. Parent should identify specific child behaviors.  Why does the
parent think the child is not reaching her full calorie goal?  Is she
eating too slowly?  Is this because she is talking too much, storing
food, chewing each bit excessively, or pausing too long between
bites?
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 ii. Is child apathetic?  Is she not interested in trying?  Does she seem
not to care whether she reaches her goal from the beginning of the
meal or does she lose interest part way through?  What is the
parent’s response? Does the parent try to encourage her? What
does the parent say?  What is her response?  What happens at the
end?

 iii. Meal duration.  Is the parent keeping the child at the table too long
or not long enough?  If snacks are problematic, the parent may
need to make them more formal.  That is, the child may have to sit
at the table for 20 minutes or until her snack is eaten, whichever is
shorter.  If child can play outside when she passes up snacks, then
snack time is in competition with playing.  If the child needs to sit
at the table anyway and eating her snack gets her outside faster,
then playing reinforces/rewards snacking instead of punishing it.

c. After assessing the specifics of the parent-child interaction, use the
skills taught so far to help the parent problem solve about how to
handle the situation.

 V. Applying Parenting Skills to Lunch

[Note to Group Leaders:  Review this section prior to session.]

A. Problem Solving about School Lunches.  [Families should be well-known to the Group
Leaders by this session so that individual problems for each family can be anticipated.
The biggest obstacle is when children have lunch at school.  It is impossible for
parents to implement differential attention in the school setting and their ability to
deliver contingencies is limited by the accuracy of the child's self-report about their
intake at school.  Treatment may need to be expanded to include parental permission
to contact the school if problems are identified (e.g., the children's lunch time is over
by the time they get their enzymes and get to the cafeteria).  Group Leaders should
assess for the following problems, review the suggested solutions, and implement as
appropriate for the families in the group.]

1. Lunches Packed at Home.  It is easier to intervene upon lunch when children
bring their lunch from home versus when they buy lunch at school.  The Group
Leader will need to problem solve with parents about the best way to motivate
their children to bring leftovers home instead of throwing them away at school.
One way to do this is to provide a sticker for “bringing home leftovers” when
they exist.  To check on this, a parent may need to pack a food she knows her
child would never eat so that there is always one food the child brings home.
Then the parent will need to explain to the child that eating as much of his or
her lunch as possible is the best way to make sure he or she meets his or her
energy goals.  The parent should also explain that she will not know if the child
meets the goal unless she knows exactly how much he or she ate.  Finally, the
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parent should emphasize the fact that there will not be a penalty for bringing
home leftovers, but rather a chance to earn a daily reward.

a. Delivery of Rewards for Return of Leftovers.  Discuss the importance
of providing the child with feedback immediately after coming home.
For example, the parent will need to praise the child for bringing home
his or her lunch bag.  After examining the contents (i.e., leftovers), the
parent should praise the child for what he or she ate rather than focus
on what is left over.  After calculating the calories for lunch, the parent
should provide feedback regarding achievement or approximation of
the child’s goal.  If the child met the goal, then the parent should
praise the child and provide the agreed upon reward (or let the child
know he will get the reward at the agreed upon time as specified in the
behavioral contract families will complete in session today).  If the
child did not meet his or her lunch goal, the parent should state this in
a neutral manner and tell the child that he or she will need to eat more
the next day in order to meet the energy goal.  For example, if a child
were 50 calories short of the goal, the parent could say, “Johnny you
almost made your energy goal today.  Tomorrow you could make it if
you ate one more cookie.  I will pack you an extra one.”

2. Lunches Purchased at School.  [Before effectively intervening here, the Group
Leader will need to have reviewed whether the lunches typically offered by the
school cafeteria meet the child's energy goals.  The parent may need to bring in
the cafeteria menu and/or the school dietitian may need to be contacted to
determine the calorie content of the lunches eaten by the child at school during
baseline.]

a. Assessment and Rewarding of Self-Reported Lunch Intake.  If the
school lunches do meet the child’s lunch goal, you can focus on how
to help the parent assess what was eaten and how to reward the child
for eating sufficient amounts of what was offered.  The assessment can
be done in a similar manner to the baseline data collection procedure.
That is, children were asked to help parents remember what they ate
during the day and parents rewarded children simply for reporting.
Again, parents will need to ask children about their lunches in a
neutral manner in order to maximize the chances that children will
answer honestly.   For example, “John, let’s review your lunch menu
so I can see if you get your sticker today.”  The parent should review
the menu item by item and ask the child how much he or she ate of
each food item:  none, half, or all.  Afterwards the parent should say,
“I will just add up the energy points to see if you met your goal.”

b. Potential Problems with Lunches Purchased at School.  There are
several potential problems with school-bought lunches.  First, the
meals prepared by the school cafeteria may not consistently provide a
sufficient number of calories.  Second, children may eat very little of
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the portions served, or they may serve themselves an insufficient
amount or a limited variety of food.  If a parent and the Group Leaders
feel that a particular child will not meet the specified lunch goal by
buying lunch at school (as documented during baseline), there are a
couple of approaches that may be used.

 i. Sufficient Calories not Included.  If the child eats the school
lunches, but the food offered is insufficient to meet the child’s
energy goals, the parent should send a dessert or a bag of chips to
supplement the school lunch and make rewards contingent upon
the child eating his or her purchased lunch and the supplemental
food from home.  Again, the parent may need to implement a
check system such that the child brings home the empty food bag.
(A child in one of our groups solved this problem by drinking a
Scandishake when she took her enzymes at the nurse’s office.  Her
mother periodically supplied the nurse with a case of
Scandishakes, and the nurse made sure the child drank the liquid
supplement each day before lunch.)

 ii. Child Not Eating.  If the cafeteria lunches consistently provide a
sufficient number of calories, but the child is not eating enough to
meet the lunch calorie goal, then the parent might consider using
purchased lunches as a privilege to be earned by meeting calorie
goals via homemade lunches brought from home.  Some parents
may report that they don’t have enough time in the morning to
prepare a lunch, in which case they might have the child pack the
lunch in the evening (with supervision) as an overcorrection
procedure.  If the school lunch is provided as part of a special low-
income program and the family cannot afford to prepare lunches at
home, an alternative solution might be to have the child take a
liquid supplement at the nurse’s office (many clinics can provide
free samples and some insurances cover the cost of these
products).

3. Insufficient Time to Take Enzymes and Eat.  Some parents have reported that
their children tell them they do not have time to eat at school.  This is
especially true for children who must pick up their enzymes at the nurse’s
office before going to the cafeteria.  Group Leaders should problem solve with
parents about how they can communicate to the schools that their children need
an extra five to ten minutes prior to lunch to get their enzymes.  Group Leaders
can also obtain permission and send a letter to the schools documenting the
importance of enzymes and food intake for the children's health and request
that the children be released from their class five minutes early in order to get
their enzymes and arrive at the cafeteria at the same time as the other children.

4. School-Based Behavioral Programs.  If eating and/or taking enzymes at school
is an ongoing problem, schools are often willing to implement special
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behavioral programs to assist a family in caring for their child.  This is
especially true with younger children (kindergarten to third grade).  The option
of implementing a school-based behavioral program should be discussed as a
possibility.  For example, for some children eating "competes" with socializing
(i.e., they are too busy talking to eat), or they are in a rush to get to recess.
Schools will often work with the parent to set up a program whereby the child
must earn recess by eating his or her lunch.  This is typically documented by
the lunch monitor who checks the child's lunch bag and allows the child to go
to recess only after a certain amount of food has been eaten.  Such programs
send the message to children that taking care of oneself leads to access to
preferred activities rather than competing with them!

B. Label the Behavioral Approaches Used.  [All of the solutions to the above problems
apply the basic child management strategies that have been taught in the intervention
thus far.  Whichever strategy the parent chooses, point out which part represents
differential attention (especially in attending to what the child ate, NOT what they
brought home or reported not eating), and which part represents contingency
management.]

C. Lunch at Home:  Weekends and Vacations

1. [Have parents identify how they should structure lunch on the weekends to
maximize their child's lunch intake.]

a. Structure.  [Discuss the importance of providing a set time and place
for lunch.  In other words, parents should provide an opportunity to
have lunch at a fairly regular time and they should expect that the
children will eat lunch.]

b. Rules.  [Identify contingencies for eating lunch.  Review which
privileges worked for breakfast the previous week and what parent can
use on the weekends.  Point out to parents that on weekends, children
may view lunch as an interruption to their play time.  Therefore,
parents may need to make playtime contingent upon meeting their
energy goals.  For example, if a child was cooperative with coming to
lunch and met their calorie goals, the parent could allow the child to
return to active play or might allow the child to have a friend over.  If
the child was argumentative or uncooperative during lunch and did not
meet his or her energy goals, the parent could limit play to more sedate
(or less preferred) activities with the rationale that the child did not get
enough energy at lunch to do the preferred activity and therefore must
do something else (as specified by the parent).]

2. A Double-Check on Lunch Calorie Achievement.  If parents are unsure about
whether their child is meeting the lunch goal during the week, one sure way to
find out is to prepare a lunch on the weekend that meets the child’s calorie goal
and then assess the child’s ability to meet the goal.  Some parents have
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reported that their children consistently report meeting their calorie goals at
school and yet are unable to come close to meeting the lunch goals on the
weekends.  This should be a red flag to parents that there may be problems
with school lunches of which they were previously unaware.

D. Behavioral Contracts

1. [Review and modify privileges used last session to meet the new goal of
increased calorie intake at Snack, Breakfast, and LUNCH.]

2. Discuss Changes in Behavioral Contracts.  [Prepare parents to re-do the
contract with children at the end of the session.  Do they feel meal-by-meal or
end of day privileges would be more effective?  They may provide one
privilege after the meal that is the most difficult for child and provide another
privilege at the end of the day for meeting energy goals at other meals.  Have
parent decide now so they can quickly work out the specific rewards with the
children when they join the group at the end of the session.]

 VI. Lunch Calorie Goals
 (Psychologist Leads)

A. Introduce Lunch Calorie Increase.  “Lunch is the next meal to be targeted.  This week,
we will be focusing on increasing children's lunch calories by 250 calories per day.
There are two ways of doing this.”

1. “You can increase the volume of food offered.”

2. “Or you can also increase the calorie content by adding boosters to the foods
the children already eat.”

B. [Use graphs of lunch calories to review each child's baseline lunch and new treatment
calorie goals for lunch.]

1. Example

"Now that we’ve discussed how to motivate your children to eat lunch, let’s
briefly review where everyone is at lunch now and what their goal will be.
Then, [Dietitian’s Name], will give you specific tips for achieving these
goals.  [Hold up graph.]  Jane is eating an average of 500 calories a day at
lunch.  As you can see on her graph, some days are higher and some are
lower.  What we are going to do is boost her to 750 calories a day at lunch."

[Repeat with each child.  Be sure to talk to the whole group, not just the
parents of child you are highlighting at the moment.  Keep all families
involved.]
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2. Also review with the parents that the snack and breakfast calories must remain
at the level set last week.  Therefore, this week lunch, breakfast, and snack
calories are above baseline, but dinner calories are the same as in baseline.

3. Again remind parents they should try to meet these goals and not exceed them
as this may cause their child to have some physical discomfort associated with
increasing calories too quickly.

C. Increasing Lunch Calories
(Dietitian Leads)

1. [Review parent handout on lunch calorie boosters as time allows.]  "We have a
handout on common lunch foods and ways to increase the calorie content."

[Pass out “Lunch Boosters” handout.]

a. Bread.  "Since most of the children eat sandwiches for lunch, the first
secret to a high energy lunch is choosing the right bread.  If you look
at your handout, you will see that breads range from 70 calories a slice
(Wonder white) to as high as 100 calories a slice (Pepperidge Farm
brands).  You can add an extra 60 calories at lunch just by choosing
the higher calorie bread.  Your child does not have to eat more or eat
differently.”

b. Bread Alternatives.  "Some high calorie alternatives to bread are also
listed.  Croissants for example are light and easy to eat and provide
231 calories per roll."

c. “Addables”

 i. “Add butter/margarine to sandwiches (1 T. = 100 cal.).  On grilled
cheese, use 1 T. margarine on each slice of bread to grill and
spread 1/2 T. on the inside of each slice.”

 ii. “Use mayonnaise instead of mustard or ketchup and you will get
100 calories a T. instead of 16 calories/T.  Or use both mayonnaise
and mustard.”

 iii. “Increase amount of peanut butter from 1 T. to 2 T. (each 1 T. =
100 cal).

 iv. “Add cheese and/or an extra slice of meat to lunch meat
sandwiches (extra 90 to 100 cal.).  Be sure to choose the 1 oz slice
of cheese and not the 3/4 oz of cheese (Kraft Deluxe vs. Kraft
regular).”
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 v. “Use tuna packed in oil instead of tuna packed in water.  This will
give you an extra 30 calories per ounce.”

d. Sandwich Recipes.  "As the title says, ‘A Sandwich is not a
Sandwich.’  We have provided you with ways to increase typical
sandwiches."

 i. Peanut Butter and Jelly.  "You can add 160 calories by using 100
calorie bread and putting a T. of butter on the sandwich before you
spread the peanut butter on.  Be sure to use 2 T. of peanut butter."

 ii. Grilled Cheese.  "Grilled Cheese is a good sandwich to fix for
home lunches and you can add up to 200 calories by using two
slices of 1 oz cheese and grilling with 1 T. of butter instead of a
tsp.  If you add two slices of bacon, you add another 70 calories.  If
your child does not like things on his grilled cheese serve the
bacon on the side."

 iii. Ham Sandwich.  "Again, start with high calorie bread (100
cal/slice) and use three slices of ham and 1 oz of cheese. These
recommendations will increase the average calories by 200.  If you
make it with a T. of mayonnaise, you add an extra 100 calories."

 iv. Other Lunch Ideas.  "For more lunch ideas, you can also refer to
your snack handout where we listed mini meals.  This may give
you ideas for at-home lunches like homemade mini pizzas."

e. Sandwich Accompaniments.  "Increase lunch calories by serving
accompaniments.  Make these count!  Since the children will be in
school we have focused on things that can be easily transported and
will not spoil before they have a chance to eat it at lunch time."

 i. “Potato chips (150 cal./oz.)”

 ii. “Hostess Fruit pie (400 cal.)”

 iii. “Yogurt or carob-coated raisins or peanuts (135 cal./oz.)”

 iv. “Serve dried fruit instead of fresh—it has more calories and the
same nutrition.  Example: Raisins (150 cal for 1/3 cup).”

2. "To help you increase your child's lunch calories, we have reviewed your
lunches over the past five weeks and have made specific recommendations on
where and how you can increase the calorie content.”

[As usual, give parents the individualized recommendations to boost calories in
lunch foods already eaten.]
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 VII. Child Group Joins Parents' Group

A. Review what children did in group

B. Have children tell whether they received a trophy

C. Have children tell what their target meal is for this week

D. Completion of Lunch Contracts.  [Have parents and children pair up to fill in the
Lunch Contracts with new privileges.  Group Leaders, parents, and children should
work with families individually to ensure that Lunch Contracts are completed and that
appropriate privileges have been specified.  The contracts must be completed before
the families leave the session.]

End-of-Session Checklist:

• Give families a blank diet diary with calories filled in for the upcoming week.
• Give parents a copy of the child's calorie intake in session.
• Parents should take the completed Lunch Contract with them.
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Behavioral Handouts
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Review of Praising and Ignoring and Using Rules at Meals

In order to increase your child's desirable behaviors at meals (such as taking bites, taking drinks,
sitting upright in chair, using good manners, listening and following your instructions), you must
teach him what it is you like and motivate him to want to please you.  How do you do this?

• DESCRIBE in specific terms what he is doing that you like
• PRAISE him for doing the things you like
• Engage in describing and praising often; BE ACTIVE
• Remember the key is TIMING, provide attention immediately when your child does

things you like at meals
• IGNORE efforts to get your attention that do not involve eating such as not eating,

whining, goofing around, etc.
• The fundamental rule is to only pay attention to your child when he is eating.  Your

attention can be a very valuable reward for your child.

In order to effectively set limits on undesirable behaviors that CANNOT be ignored (such as
leaving the table without permission or not eating the required amount of food—a decision made
by you, not your child), you must establish rules.  A rule clearly states in advance a relationship
between a specific behavior and a specific consequence, such as "If you meet your calorie goal
for [name of meal] within 20 minutes, you can play Nintendo after dinner.  If you choose to not
comply with this rule, you will not be allowed to play Nintendo after dinner."  The keys to
setting effective rules are:

• CONSISTENCY
• ALWAYS follow through
• PRAISE you child when he follows the rules
• It is the contingent use of the consequence, not the specific consequence itself that is

important
• Remember that the final say about rules is yours
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Child’s Name:  _________________

FUN THINGS MY CHILD LIKES TO DO

1. ____________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________

4. ____________________________________________________

5. ____________________________________________________

6. ____________________________________________________

7. ____________________________________________________

8. ____________________________________________________

9. ____________________________________________________

10. ____________________________________________________
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ENERGY CONTRACT

This week, I agree to:

1.  Get more energy at snack, breakfast, and lunch by eating the food my Mom or Dad
gives me.

2.  Eat the same amount of food at dinner.  My Mom or Dad will tell me how much I
need to eat.

3.  Eat my meals within the time limit.  My parents will tell me how much time I have to
eat my meals.  When the time is up, they will take away my plate.

If I work really hard and meet my energy goals, then my parents agree to let me choose
one of the activities written here:

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

My signature:

__________________________

My parent’s signature:

__________________________
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DAY
DATE

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday

I got
more

energy at
Breakfast

I got
more

energy at
Lunch
Dinner

I got my
usual

amount
of energy

I got
more

energy at
Snack

I got
more

energy
today!

______’s LUNCH
STICKER CHART
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Nutrition Handouts
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LUNCH

Sandwiches
                                                      Calories
Peanut Butter and Jelly                                                                         376
Meatball sub (3 oz. meat)                                                                     400
Bologna and cheese (1 slice each)                                                         285
                   (2 slices each)                                                                   435
Hot dog (1-1/2 oz.)                                                                              280
Hamburger (3 oz. on roll)                                                                     355
Sloppy Joe on a roll (2 oz.)                                                                   322
Taco (1-1/2 oz. meat; 1/2 oz. cheese)                                                   225
Grilled cheese (2 slices cheese)                                                             356
Fish fillet on a bun (3 oz.)                                                                     440
Tuna melt (1/2 c.)                                                                                 400
Egg salad (1.2 c.)                                                                                 400
Chicken salad (1/2 c.)                                                                           325
Turkey club (3 oz. turkey, 2 slices bacon)                                             445
   (1 tbsp. mayonnaise)
Pita pocket pizza                                                                                 155
Seafood salad (1/2 c.)                                                                          270
Cheeseburger on roll                                                                            455

Add an extra slice of meat or cheese to sandwiches.
Use croissants to make sandwich instead of bread.
Try sunflower seeds or sliced almonds in tuna salad, chicken salad, or egg salad.
Add mayonnaise, margarine and/or nut butter to sandwiches (adds 100 cal. /T.).

Sandwich Accompaniments Calories per net wt. unless specified
otherwise

French fries, potato sticks or chips          150 cal./oz.
Green olives                                   15 cal./2
Black olives                                 35 cal./2
Beef jerky                                             115 cal./oz.
Pepperoni                                    135 cal./oz.
Cheese cubes                                  100 cal./oz.
Cheese and crackers                           239 cal./6 per pkg.
Peanut Butter & crackers                      239 cal./6 per pkg.

Oatmeal raisin cookies                         60 cal./1/2 oz.
Peanut butter cookies                          60 cal./1/2 oz.
Fig bars                                       53 cal./1/2 oz.
Fruit yogurt                                  250 cal./8 oz.
Fruit pie                                     400 cal./1/6 of 9" pie
Dried fruit                                   240 cal./1/2 c.
                                                  or 100 cal./oz.
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Yogurt or carob coated raisins                135 cal./oz.
Yogurt or carob coated peanuts                135 cal./oz.
Granola bar                                   130 cal./1 oz. bar
Snack puddings                                210 cal./pkg.
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Sample: Individualized Booster
The following is a sample of an Individualized Booster.  Note that it
compliments the family on high calorie choices and provides suggestions that
acknowledge the individual food preferences of the child.  These will need to be
individualized based on child eating preferences. It is also necessary to use
regional brands and to identify the highest calorie product brands available in
your area.
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Suggestions for “Boosting” [Child Name]’s Lunch Calories

Lunch Calories

Based on [Child Name]’s diet diaries from the weeks of _____, her average calorie intake at
lunch time was 339 calories.  [Child Name]’s new lunch calorie goal will be 589 calories.  This
is an increase of 250 calories per day at lunch time.  Based on an analysis of her lunch
preferences and eating habits, we have compiled the following suggestions for helping you and
[Child Name] meet her new lunch calorie goal.

Sandwiches

• [Child Name] often eats sandwiches for lunch.  Sandwiches are a good high calorie lunch
choice.  To maximize the energy in a sandwich, choose high calorie bread.  The Near East
Pita bread is a good choice at 110 calories for ½ of a pita.  Many Arnold and Pepperidge
Farm varieties are 100 to 110 calories per slice.

 
• To add variety to sandwiches, consider serving sandwich items on a flour tortilla (1 tortilla =

114 calories) or on crackers (6 Ritz crackers = 96 calories, 6 Triscuits = 120 calories) rather
than bread.

 
• [Child Name] seems to be willing to eat a variety of items on her sandwiches, including

turkey and cheese, tuna, and peanut butter and Fluff.  To boost the calories of her sandwiches
even higher, try adding a ½ Tablespoon of butter to each slice of bread.  This will give [Child
Name] 100 additional calories for a whole sandwich.  It is particularly easy to do if the bread
is toasted, as the butter will melt right in.

 
• Deli meats are a good choice for sandwich fillers because you can add cheese, butter, and

condiments.  [Child Name] often chooses turkey for her deli meat sandwiches.  Some other
higher calorie lunch meats that she might enjoy are roast beef (1.5 oz = 45 cal) and bologna
(2 oz = 180 calories).  Also try adding an extra slice of lunch meat and cheese to her
sandwiches to boost the calories even higher.

• Another high calorie sandwich choice is grilled cheese.  With two slices of high calorie
bread, 1 T. of butter on the bread, and 2 oz. of cheese, [Child Name] will get 500 calories
from a whole sandwich.  That’s close to her entire lunch goal!!

 
• When serving tuna, choose tuna packed in oil rather than in water.  This will add about 30

calories per ounce.  To get the most calories per bite, be sure to prepare tuna with high
calorie mayonnaise (100 cal/ T).  Also, serve the tuna on toasted buttered bread with cheese
or with crackers (topped with butter, cheese, or peanut butter) on the side.
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• It looks like you are already putting 2 T. of peanut butter and Fluff on her whole sandwich.
Great!!

• Here are some sandwich comparisons:

Typical Sandwich Calories Improved Sandwich Calories
Turkey and Cheese:
2 slices bread
2 tsp. Mayonnaise
1 slice turkey
1 slice Amer. Cheese

  95
  66
  45
  60
266

Turkey and cheese:
2 slices of high calorie bread
1 T. butter on bread
2 slices turkey
2 slices Amer. Cheese

200
100
  90
120
510

Bologna and cheese:
2 slices of high calorie bread
1 T. butter on bread
2 oz. bologna
2 slices American cheese

200
100
180
120
600

Macaroni and cheese

[Child Name] sometimes eats macaroni and cheese at lunch time.  This is a great start to a high
calorie lunch!  One way to boost the calories of this item even higher is to prepare her macaroni
and cheese with cream and butter rather than whole milk and margarine.  Remember, 4 oz. of
heavy cream has 400 calories vs. 4 oz. of whole milk at 75 calories.  Using heavy cream is an
easy way to maximize the number of calories per bite that she gets from this item.

Turkey Nuggets and French Fries

One day [Child Name] had turkey nuggets and another day she had French fries at lunch time.
These can be great high calorie choices, especially if they have been fried or breaded in
preparation.  To boost the calories of these food items even higher, try serving 1 T. of Heinz
ketchup (18 calories) mixed with 1 T. of mayonnaise (1 T. = 100 calories) as a dip.  This will
add 118 calories to her lunch!  When eating out, these condiments can be mixed using the
individual packets of condiments that are typically available at restaurants.  Other dips [Child
Name] might try to include barbecue sauce, honey mustard, and ranch dip.  When possible,
another easy way to boost the calories in French fries is to melt cheese on top of them.

Pizza

Pizza is another good high calorie lunch choice, having approximately 200 calories per slice.  To
boost the calories of pizza even higher, add a meat topping such as pepperoni (approximately 10
calories per slice).  When preparing pizza at home, add olive oil (1 T. = 100 calories) to the crust
before baking (1 small Boboli crust = 270 calories).  Also, use extra mozzarella and parmesan
cheese and meat toppings (at least on [Child Name]’s section) to boost the calories per bite as
much as possible.
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Accompaniments

• Sometimes [Child Name] has candy, cookies or chips with her lunch.  These are excellent
choices to boost lunch calories.  Try to always include one or more of these items in her
lunch.  Some high calorie items [Child Name] eats are:

 
Whoopie Pie 232 calories
Hunt’s Vanilla Pudding Cup 130 calories

• To boost the calories in her pudding even higher, [Child Name] could add nuts, raisins, or
candy such as M&M’s.  Sometimes [Child Name] eats brownies.  This is a great start to an
accompaniment, as chocolate desserts tend to have more calories than other desserts.  An
easy way to boost her brownie calories even higher is to add chocolate frosting and nuts,
M&M’s, or some other topping.  Some other good high calorie lunch accompaniments are:

Fiddle Faddle (1 ounce) 152 calories
Five Ritz Crackers w/ 1 Tbs. Peanut Butter 175 calories
Potato Chips 150 calories
Double Stuf Oreo Cookies (4 cookies) 280 calories
Peanuts (1/2 cup) 428 calories
Peanut M & Ms (2 ounces) 280 calories
Three Musketeers 260 calories
Little Debbie Swiss Roll 265 calories

Beverages

[Child Name] frequently drinks juices at lunch time.  As we’ve mentioned before, power milk at
350 calories for 8 oz. is always a great way to boost the calories of a meal.  One way to add
variety to this drink is to try different flavors of syrup (strawberry, vanilla, chocolate).  She also
might like to have a root beer or coke float as a special beverage treat (335 calories) with her
lunch.  For lunches on the go, choose high calorie drink boxes instead of juice.  Examples of this
are drinks such as Yoo-hoo or Hershey’s Chocolate Drink boxes (approximately 170 cal).
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SESSION 6

What’s for Dinner?
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SUPPLIES

Parent Group Forms/Supplies
• Graphs for each child indicating:

o Snack Intake
o Breakfast Intake
o Lunch Intake
o Total Calorie Intake following intervention
o Baseline Dinner data

• Blank diet diaries for two weeks with calorie goals

 Parent Handouts
• Dinner Boosters
• Dinner Recipes

DINNER
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 I. Overview of Today's Session
 (Psychologist Leads)

A. Children's Group.  "Today the children will be learning ways to increase their dinner
calories.  This is our last meal to target.  The kids will be playing a ‘Word Find’ or
‘Picture Find’ game (depending on their ages) to help them identify high calorie
dinner foods.  They will also have a high calorie dinner meal today to help them
practice."

B. Parents' Group.  "In the parents' group we will be focusing on teaching you how to add
more calories to your child's dinner and giving you information on additional foods to
try at this meal.  We will also spend some time talking about how to set up dinner
meals for successfully increasing your child’s calories."

 II. Review of Calorie Goals
 (Psychologist Leads)

A. Calorie Goals

1. Parents should exhibit increased skill with weighing and measuring foods,
knowledge of the calorie content of different foods, and recording of meals.

2. Ask parents to report whether or not their children met their lunch goals (and
snack and breakfast goals) during the last week.  If parents are not able to
provide this information, this means that they have not yet added up their
child's calories.  At this point in treatment, parents should understand the
importance of adding up calories immediately after meals so as to determine if
the child's goals were met.  If they are not adding up calories, evaluate the
reason(s) for this:

a. Are they having difficulty determining the calorie content in foods?

b. Are they not home during meals to calculate calories?

c. Are they resisting (or feeling uncomfortable) implementing the
behavioral contingencies and are therefore not monitoring calories?

GOALS: 1.  REVIEW SESSION FIVE LUNCH GOALS
2.  ASSIST PARENTS IN REFINING AND CONSOLIDATING 
     BEHAVIORAL SKILLS
3.  DISCUSS STRATEGIES FOR “SETTING UP DINNER FOR
     SUCCESS”
4.  TEACH PARENTS HOW TO INTRODUCE NEW FOODS
5.  INCREASE DINNER CALORIES
6.  PREPARE FOR TWO WEEK BREAK
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d. It is important to carefully determine the reason for this, as there are
several implications for treatment generalization after the group ends.

3. Review Graphs.  Review breakfast, snack, lunch and total calories as in the last
sessions.  Use the graphs to demonstrate how calories at each meal increased
only when that specific meal was targeted.

a. Compliment parents for the success they have achieved thus far!

4. Review Total Calories graphs.  Demonstrate how parents are close to achieving
their child’s final goal of 1,000 calories per day above baseline.

5. Review Variability of Graphs.  Use graphs to identify whether any one meal or
snack is more problematic than others for each family.

6. Show Children's Weight Graphs.  Demonstrate how these graphs correspond
to children's calorie graphs.  That is, show parents how each child's weight
increases as calories increase.

[NOTE TO GROUP LEADERS:  It may be that a particular child's weight
has not reflected the increases in calorie intake as would be expected.  If this is
the case, it is important to be prepared to discuss other factors that may have
affected these data.  For example, a change in the timing or dosing of enzymes
might increase the absorption of calories consumed even if calorie intake has
not increased significantly.  Similarly, changes in other medications such as
prednisone, a pulmonary exacerbation, other illnesses, hospitalization, errors in
recording of calories, etc., might cause discrepancies between caloric intake
and weight gain.  The explanation should be framed in relatively simple terms
while acknowledging the impact of relevant factors.  However, primary
emphasis should be placed on the critical role that consistently increased
calorie intake plays in subsequent weight gain.]

7. Collect Diet Diaries.  [All diet diaries should be collected.  The dietitian can
use this time to scan diet diaries for accuracy and completeness.  The dietitian
should check to make sure that the parents' descriptions of food items are
sufficiently detailed for anyone to arrive at the same calorie values.  The
dietitian should also check calculations for accuracy.]

 III. Assess Adequacy of Pancreatic Replacement Enzymes
 (Psychologist or Dietitian Leads)

A. [Review with each family pancreatic enzyme type and dose at baseline and their
current dose at meals and snacks.  Write this information down.]

B. [Assess stooling patterns.]
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C. [Assess stomach complaints.]

 IV. Setting Up Your Dinner Meal for Success
 (Psychologist leads)

A. Prepare Parents for Difficulty with Dinner.  “At this point in the treatment program, it
is very important to think about the changes you have made during the last few weeks.
This is important for a couple of reasons.  First, it is important to recognize the things
that you are doing differently at snack, breakfast and lunch that have helped your child
increase his or her calorie intake.  You've worked hard to bring about these changes
and although it hasn't been easy, you've all done a great job!  Second, it is important to
think about the ways in which you've been successful at these meals, so that you can
develop a plan for maximizing your child's intake at dinner.”

1. “Clinically, we have found dinner to be the most difficult meal in which to
increase calories so we wait until the end of the treatment group before we
tackle it.  That way you've had a chance to master weighing and measuring
foods, increasing calories, and using the parenting strategies.  Dinner meals
tend to be the most ‘emotionally charged’ meal of the day.  There are several
reasons for this.”

a. “Dinner may be the only meal during which the entire family has a
chance to sit down together and children may compete with one
another for parental attention (sometimes children with CF learn to
get their parents' undivided attention by NOT EATING!).”

b. “Parents are often more tired by dinner time, and thus it may be
harder to be patient if a child is not eating.”

c. “Additionally, parents may view dinner as the last opportunity of the
day in which to pack some extra calories into their child with CF.  For
these reasons, dinners can be a ‘battleground’ for many families.”

[Note to Group Leaders:  It may be very useful at this point to
encourage a discussion among the parents in the group about the
problems they typically encounter at dinner time.  Such a
discussion can give parents a chance to learn that they are not the
only ones who experience such problems.  The discussion can also
serve as a catalyst to motivate them to try the suggested parenting
strategies at dinner time.  However, it is important to cut off the
discussion after several minutes so as to stay on track with the
protocol.]
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2. Lay Out a Comprehensive Plan for Dinners. “Given the fact that we expect
dinners to be a more challenging meal at which to increase calories, our task is
to anticipate these problems and to help you structure meals for success (i.e., to
maximize eating).  There are several ways in which to do this.”

3. Review Parenting Strategies.  “First, we have discussed the use of several
strategies over the past several weeks.  You will need to use these skills to the
best of your abilities at dinner.  We have talked about the use of praising and
ignoring, setting up mealtime rules, and setting consequences for eating and
not eating.  You will need to use all of these skills to maximize your child's
intake at dinner.  Let’s quickly review each of these skills.”

a. Social Reinforcement

 i. “Use praise to keep children eating.”

 ii. “Continue giving positive input.”

b. Rules and Consequences

 i. Time limit.  “Have you been able to enforce the time limit at other
meals?  The ‘20 Minute Rule’ is especially important to use at
dinner meals.”

 ii. Privileges.  “What privileges have you used to reward your
children for achieving their goals at snack, breakfast, and lunch?
Have these been easy to incorporate into your schedule?  If you
have not found effective privileges, it is critical that we identify
privileges today that will be effective in helping your children
meet their dinner goals.  Please keep in mind that the trophies
we've provided in clinic may be losing their appeal. This is good
because we want to transfer the reinforcement of eating over to
you entirely.  We would like this program to continue to be
effective even after you have stopped coming to these groups so
that your children will develop new attitudes and habits to
maintain weight gain and to continue to increase their weight.  The
best way to do this at this point is to identify an evening privilege
that your children can earn if (and only if) they meet their dinner
goals.”

4. Some Final Tips.  “Finally, there are three specific things you can do to
maximize your success with dinners.”

a. Avoid discussion of upsetting topics at mealtime.  “Discipline issues,
problems at school, forgotten homework, and any other anxiety-laden
topics should not be brought up then.  When people are tense, it is
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harder to eat.  Find another time to work out these issues so as not to
interfere with eating.”

b. Avoid the distraction of television during a meal.  “Our research
clearly shows that when the TV is on during a meal, eating slows
down and much less food is consumed.  This happens even if the child
is only intermittently watching the program.  This can be easily solved
by turning off the TV during the meal.”

c. Make a rule that there is no teasing during meals.  “Don't allow
reinforcement of eating to become associated with teasing from
siblings.  When parents start to reward good eating with their
attention, siblings notice and may seize the opportunity to tease.  This
can turn a positive comment into a negative experience for the child
being praised and work against you.  Having a rule that there is no
making fun of others at the table benefits the whole family.”

B. Transition to Discussion of Introducing New Foods.  "Dinner is also the meal during
which parents most typically introduce new foods.  Thus, it's important to talk about
the importance of introducing new foods and making sure that you serve a variety of
foods.  We will also talk about how to use the behavior skills you've learned to
maximize the variety of foods your children will eat."

 V. Parenting Skills for Introducing New Foods

A. Trying New Foods: Why it is Important

1. Rationale for Encouraging a Variety of Foods.  "The key to increased eating at
any particular meal is to have a variety of foods.  Research has shown that we
tend to feel full earlier when eating the same food than if we are eating a
variety of foods.  People who report being full will show an increased intake
when presented with a different food.  This is part of the reason we all have
room for dessert even after a big meal—it is the presentation of a new food.  If
children learn to like a variety of foods they will be able to eat more without so
much of a struggle."

a. "Variety is also important so children do not tire of foods and restrict
their intake to an even smaller number of foods.  Many of us may have
had the experience of liking a particular food, but growing tired of it
after having it too often."

b. "For children with CF, acceptance of a variety of foods can be even
more important because physiological responses to certain foods may
set them up to have a restricted intake.  While I will talk about this in a
few moments, the important point is that because of their disease,
children with CF may actually benefit more from an acceptance of a
wider variety of foods than their healthy peers."
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B. Problems Encountered When Introducing New Foods

1. “Here are some common problems that families reports when introducing new
foods.”

a. A Limited Variety in Food Can Result in Limited Calories.  “For some
families the number of foods their children prefer may not be
sufficient for their calorie needs.  Many parents tell us that their
children with CF do not like sweets, chocolates, etc.  Others tell us that
their children only eat pizza or pasta.  Some families report even
pickier eaters--their children will only eat Pizza Hut Pan Pizza or
Kentucky Fried Chicken.”

b. A Desire to Provide Calories at Any Price.  “When faced with strong
food preferences and equally strong food refusals parents often given
in saying, ‘Well, at least she eats something high in calories’ or ‘I
know she will eat pizza so I give it to her.’”

2. “With all this opposition parents often wonder, ‘Is it important to have my
child try new foods or foods they do not prefer?  And if so, how can I decrease
my child's resistance to new foods?’”

C. Reasons Children May Resist New Foods

1. "Before we talk about how to encourage your child to try new foods, let's talk
about why they might resist doing so."

2. Physiological Factors.  "Some food preferences are learned through the pairing
of eating certain foods and the physiological response that follows.  For
example, many adults have had the experience of having a particular mixed
drink that made them sick.  After that experience, they may never choose to
have that particular drink again.  Similarly, if you have ever had an allergic
reaction to a particular food, you may never have the desire to eat that food
again.  Simply smelling or seeing the food results in a desire to avoid eating it.
For healthy individuals, this is a positive response to a strong physiological
reaction.

However, because of malabsorption, consumption of some foods (especially
foods with a higher fat content) may cause children with CF to experience
physical discomfort such as an upset stomach, feeling full, or increased bowel
movements.  Over time, this may cause them to prefer certain foods, such as
foods that are lower in fat and hence lower in calories.  Unfortunately, this is
not adaptive for children with CF and we must teach them to reinterpret these
physiological cues to mean that they need more replacement enzymes or to
take a break and try eating again after they have relaxed."
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3. Control Factors.  "Because of the emphasis on weight and eating in CF,
children and their parents may be more vulnerable to control issues around
food.  Often parents are so happy they find a food their child will readily eat
that they go to special efforts to provide that food.  Often, the same parents
who would have stringent mealtime rules for their healthy children will order a
pizza several nights a week for their child with CF.  Or they will make a
special meal separate from the rest of the family to ensure that their child with
CF will eat.

While providing a few foods at each meal you know your child will enjoy is
good, restricting your child's menu to these foods is probably not adaptive in
the long run.  Your child may have begun to consistently refuse certain foods
and request others because you respond to her demands.  However, children
can learn to accept and eat other foods."

D. Teaching Your Child to Accept a Greater Variety of Foods

1. “Research has shown that the greatest influence on children's food acceptance
is EXPOSURE.  The more familiar children are with a food the more
accepting they are of that food.”

2. “Everyone has taste preferences or foods they like and dislike.  This is the case
for children with CF.  However, before children can pass judgment on a food,
they need to taste it.  Even more importantly, they often need to taste it several
times before they can make an informed choice about the food.”

3. “The best way to increase your children's acceptance of foods is by using the
same parenting techniques we have been learning about to increase their
calories.”

a. Small Amounts. “First, introduce new or non-preferred foods in small
amounts.  This is the same way we have been working on increasing
calories—a little at a time.  That way, children are not overwhelmed
by the amount of a new or non-preferred food they are expected to eat.
The amount you choose to start with depends on your child.  The usual
starting point is one bite or one piece (such as one pea or kernel of
corn).  Some families may have a history of battles over foods so that
they have to start with the expectation that the child have the food on
her plate while she is eating, but does not have to eat the food.”

b. Use Parenting Strategies.  “Once you have decided on the food and the
starting portion size, use the parenting skills you have learned to
motivate your child to eat the food.  Be sure to set clear expectations.
One way to do this is to tell your child she must eat her calorie goal
and try one bite of the new food in order to earn her consequence for
that meal.”
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c. Do Not Attend to Noncompliance.  “Remember not to argue or get
into a discussion about the expectation.  Ignore any argument by the
child and praise eating of both preferred foods and the non-preferred
food.  By praising the child's effort even with preferred foods, you can
motivate your child to try the non-preferred food because she will
learn you mean what you say and she cannot talk you out of it.  If you
argue or discuss the merits of the non-preferred food with your child,
you are giving her an opportunity to wear you down and, at the very
least, she is stalling eating and you will be paying attention to not
eating.”

d. Shaping.  “Depending on your child's response you can gradually
increase the serving size over several meals where that food is served.
Keep the serving size to one bite until your child accepts and eats the
one bite without complaining.  Then increase it a little, e.g., half a bite
at a time.  After trying a food, there is always the possibility your child
will like it.  In this case she may have the serving size of her choosing.
On the other hand, after several trials you may decide that your child
has tried a food sufficiently to decide she does not like that food.  Then
you both go on to try other foods in this same way.”

e. Pitfalls to Avoid

 i. Don't Serve too Much.  “Start out with a small amount if you are
unsure of how your child feels about a food.  You can always serve
more if your child likes it.  However, you want to avoid the
situation where you realize after serving the food that the portion
of the non-preferred food or new food may be too much and you
and your child enter into negotiations on the acceptable size.

 ii. Don't Count on Child Getting Bulk of Calories from the New
Food.  Try not to have the new/non-preferred food be the main
calorie source when it is first introduced.  This puts too much
pressure on your child to eat it and on you to get her to eat it before
either of you are ready.

 iii. Don't Introduce New Foods too Often.  Do not introduce a new or
non-preferred food at every meal or everyday.  Pick times you
have the patience to follow through with consequences and to use
differential attention during the meal.”

E. Review
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1. “Whenever you are introducing new foods at any meal, use the same parenting
skills of differential attention and rule setting.  You should not introduce new
foods at every meal or even every day.”

2. “When you do introduce new foods, do not argue or try to talk child into eating
the new food.  Simply state the rule.”

3. “In stating the rule, be sure to clearly specify what is meant by ‘trying a new
food.’  Does it mean taking one bite?  Does it mean having one serving?  It is
important to let your child know ahead of time what the expectation is.”

a. “What would be a good way to give a rule about new foods?”

b. Rule: "When you try a new food, you must try one bite and eat enough
of the other foods on your plate to meet your energy goals and get
your privilege."

c. Consequence:  “Always identify the consequence for trying a new
food if it is served:  ‘If you choose to try the new food and eat all your
other food, you can do _______.  If you choose not to try the new
food, you won't be able to do _______.’”

d. Contracts.  Remind parents that we will continue to use contracts, and
will complete a new one at the end of session.  Remind parents of any
changes that need to be made to privileges agreed upon last week and
that privileges can be used to avoid potentially problematic dinner
situations as discussed earlier.

4. “Attend to your child for all eating and ignore not-eating. When your child
tries new food, you may make appropriate, specific praise statements such as:
‘You were very brave trying something you've never had before.’  ‘I'm very
proud of you for trying something new.’”

a. Ask parents if these are praise statements:

 i. "There, that wasn't so bad."

 ii. "Doesn't that taste great?!"

b. Explain why these are not praise statements.

 i. “They are coaxes or trying to tell the child what she likes.  You
can get in trouble with these because your child can argue with
you.  You are making presumptions about your child's feelings.”
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 ii. “Stick to describing the observable behaviors and saying what
YOU like about them.  ‘You ate the _____ even though you didn't
think you would like it.  You are getting to be very grown up.’”

 VI. Dinner Calorie Goals
 (Dietitian Leads)

A. “Dinner is the next meal to be targeted.  This week, we will focus on increasing
children's dinner calories by 250 calories per day.  As always, there are two ways to do
this:

1. Increase the volume of food;

2. Increase the calorie content in foods served.”

B. “Increasing dinner calories should bring up the total calories to the initial goal set at
beginning of the intervention (i.e., 1,000 calories above baseline).”

C. Review Dinner Boosters

[Pass out “Dinner Boosters” Handout]

1. Overview of Dinner “Addables” and “Spreadables.”  [Review the concepts of
“addables” and “spreadables” introduced in Session Three for increasing
breakfast calories.  Emphasize the use of sauces and gravies.]  “As we have
discussed previously, there are many ways to add calories to the food you're
already serving.  You can add small pieces of meat or boiled egg to casseroles,
vegetables, etc.  Also, adding cheese or peanut butter to anything works well.
You can also add foods such as egg or heavy cream that won't be noticed but
will increase calories.”

a. Vegetables.  “Vegetables are nutritionally important, but relatively low
in calories.  Thus, it is important to find creative ways to increase the
calories in the vegetables you serve your children at dinner.  There are
several ways to do this.  First, you can increase the volume of
vegetables fairly easily.  Second, vegetables can be dipped in salad
dressing such as bleu cheese or Ranch dressing or melted butter.  This
will add 25 calories per T.  Children often like melted cheese on top of
their vegetables.  Remember, cheese is typically 100 cal/oz., so, 1/2 an
oz. of cheese on vegetables adds 50 calories.  Similarly, you can roast
vegetables with olive oil, as in a shish kabob.  Hummus is a very high
calorie vegetable spread (420 cal/cup) that can be served with pita
bread, or tossed into pasta.  Also, consider using other dips in this
way.  Hollandaise sauce (264 cal for 1/4 packet prepared with
vegetable oil) and gravies (47 cal/oz) are also good to have on hand.
Third, you can choose vegetables that are more calorie-dense.
Remember, starchy vegetables are higher in calories than are other
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vegetables.  For example, sweet potatoes (118 cal), baked potatoes (88
cal), corn (178 cal/cup), baked beans (382 cal/cup), and peas (120
cal/cup) are all good choices.  All of these vegetables can take a T. of
butter.  In fact, a baked potato with 1 T. of butter is 320 calories!”

b. Salads.  “Your choice of salad dressing is critical.  A typical salad is
only 32 calories which is great news for those of us who are watching
our weight.  For a child with CF, a plain salad is a waste of their time.
However, if you add a high calorie dressing, you can really boost the
number of calories.  As our handout shows, it is important to avoid
low calorie dressings.”

c. Stuffing, Rice, and Pastas.  “Children are generally pretty receptive to
stuffing as a side dish.  You can make up a batch of Stovetop stuffing
pretty quickly and add olive oil, butter, or ground nuts to increase the
number of calories in the stuffing.  Children also like Lipton rice
mixes which are tasty and high in calories.  Pesto is an excellent pasta
sauce because it is made of pine nuts and oil and is therefore
incredibly high in calories (i.e., 320 calories for 1/4 cup).  You can
make a big batch of pesto, freeze it, heat it up, and toss it onto
vegetables or into pasta on short notice.  In general, when serving
pasta you can always toss in 1 T. of butter to your child's portion.
Your child probably won't notice the difference, and you will boost the
serving by 100 calories.”

d. Meats, Poultry and Fish.  “There are lots of ways to add calories to
meats.  You need to always fry or sauté meats in butter or oil to
maximize the number of calories in these entrees.  This will add 20
calories to chicken and 50 to 70 calories to meats.  Be sure to melt
cheese on hamburgers as this will add calories without adding volume.
Breading meats and fish in egg and batter is a smart way to boost
calories.  Batters add about 117 calories more per serving.  Similarly,
deep frying chicken really increases the number of calories.  That’s
why Kentucky Fried Chicken is a good choice for dinner now and then
because their use of batter and deep frying really maximizes the
calories in the chicken.  Remember that dark meats have more calories
than white meats.  Prime Rib is a particularly good choice at
approximately 200 calories per ounce!  Now obviously most people
can’t afford to serve Prime Rib very often, but it’s a good choice for an
occasional treat.  Other types of steak typically run about 100 calories
per ounce.”

e. Side Dishes.  “If you have used several of these suggestions and find
that you still have not reached your child’s calorie goal, you can add a
side dish to make up the remaining calories.  Parents have told us in
the past that they have found it very helpful to make up a batch of
fortified macaroni and cheese as a side dish.  If you use the recipe
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included in our next handout, this adds 335 calories per 3/4 cup!
Similarly, something as simple as a slice of bread with peanut butter
(200 calories) as a side dish can round out the number of calories in
the meal.  Side dishes are an important way for your children to reach
their calorie goals.  One nice thing about serving your children an
extra side dish is that you can forego them yourself if you are watching
your own calorie intake.”

f. Dessert!  “Dessert is always a great place to boost calories.  Ice cream,
yogurt, and root beer floats are great.  Many children enjoy peanut
butter on graham crackers or S'mores.  Try sandwiching ice cream in
the middle of two cookies.  Different toppings to try include sour
cream, brown sugar, and whipped cream.  You might also try dipping
fruit slices in ice cream toppings such as marshmallow or caramel as
another way to increase calories.”

[Pass out “Dinner Recipes” Handout]

2. Review Dinner Recipes handout.  [Highlight dishes that you think their
children will like given their food preferences.  At this point in the treatment,
parents become frustrated if foods their children consistently refuse are
recommended by the Group Leaders.  However, remind parents that as their
children learn to accept new foods the variety of dinner foods they are able to
serve at dinner will increase.]

D. Review parent handout on Dinner Recipes

 VII. Preparation for the Two Week Break
 (Between this session and the last session of group)

A. Provide Rationale for Two Week Break.  “Our last session will be held in two weeks,
so we will not meet next week.  The longer time between sessions will give you a
chance to practice using the new information you have obtained in this group.  You
will have two weeks to practice maximizing calories and practicing the parenting
skills we’ve discussed.  It is much better to practice now when there is one session
remaining at which to ask questions than to put off use of the skills to another day.”

B. Inform Parents of 'Graduation Party.'  "When you come back in two weeks, we will
have a graduation celebration for the children.  This is typically an important session
for them as we will celebrate all the hard work they have done and will give them a
chance to say good-bye to the other children in the group."

C. Remind Parents They Now Have All the Necessary Tools To Increase Calories.
[Emphasize to parents that they now have all of the parenting skills necessary to solve
their children's eating problems.  They have both the nutritional knowledge they need
(i.e., what to feed their children) as well as knowledge concerning how to get their
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children to eat.  Parents now have all of the tools they need to actively solve almost
any problem that arises.]

 VIII. Children’s Group Joins Parents’ Group

A. Review what the children did in group:  Practiced increasing calories at dinner by
making “Designer Pizzas.”

B. Have children tell whether they received a trophy

C. Have children tell what their new target meal is

D. Help parents and children complete dinner contracts as necessary

End-of-Session Checklist:

• Pass out diet diaries for two weeks with goals filled in
• Dinner Contract
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Behavioral Handouts
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How to Introduce New Foods

• Decide on a few new foods you would like to introduce.

• Plan on incorporating these foods into your child's meals, starting with one food at a time,
and then increasing the variety at different meals.

• When introducing a new food, start with one food.  Provide one bite of the food on your
child's plate at only one meal each day.  You do not have to introduce a new (or the new)
food everyday, but you should have it several times each week.

• As you have been doing, set the expectation that your child meets his/her calorie goal.  For
meals in which you decide to introduce a small amount of a new food, this means the calorie
goal plus the new food as well.  Be sure to follow through on the consequence even if the
only food left is the bite of the new food.  (Be sure to praise your child for eating their
calorie goal, even though you do not give a star.)

• As your child accepts the food, gradually increase the amount.

• Then begin to add another of the new foods you decided on at the beginning of this process.

• Remember, children learn to like foods by being exposed to them and tasting them.  You
will need to intermittently serve the small portion of the new food over several weeks before
knowing if your child will come to like the food.
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I  AGREE TO GET EXTRA ENERGY AT:

IF I MEET MY ENERGY GOALS ON AT LEAST 5 DAYS, THEN I WILL EARN A
TROPHY!

If I meet my ENERGY goal today my parents agree to ______________________________.

If I meet my ENERGY goal for the week my parents agree to

_________________________.

_______________________    ___________________________
Child signature    Parent signature

DINNER
LUNCH

BREAKFAST
&

SNACK
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DAY
DATE

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday

I got
more

energy at
Breakfast

I got
more

energy at
Lunch
I got
more

energy at
Dinner

I go more
energy at

Snack

I got
more

energy
today!

I tried a
New

Food!

______’s DINNER
STICKER CHART
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Nutrition Handouts
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DINNER

VEGETABLES

Vegetables are low calorie dinner items.  Here are some ways to get the most calories out of each
serving.

Tossed Green Salad (1 serving = 7.32 oz)……………………………………32
cal

• Always add dressing – but choose wisely and avoid low-fat products, as there can
be  big differences between brands:

Fat Free Italian (1 Tbsp)…………….6 cal
Lo-Cal Italian (1 Tbsp)……………..16 cal
Lo-Cal blue Cheese (1 Tbsp)……….16 cal
Ranch (1 Tbsp)……………………...54 cal
Italian (1 Tbsp)……………………...69 cal
Blue Cheese (1 Tbsp)……………….77 cal

Raw Vegetables:

Green Beans (2oz)……………………………...………………… 20 cal
Green Pepper (1 whole)……………………………………………24 cal
Cucumber (1 large)………………………………………………...38 cal

• Use salad dressing or dips to boost up the calories of these items (2 Tbsp
Kraft sour cream & onion dip adds 60 calories, 2 Tbsp Kraft guacamole
dip adds 50 calories).

Cooked Vegetables:

Cauliflower (½ cup boiled)……………………………………….14 cal
Broccoli (½ cup boiled)…………………………………………..22 cal
Carrots (½ cup slices boiled)……………………………………..35 cal

• Adding 1 Tbsp of butter or 1 oz of melted cheese adds 100 calories.
• Adding a cheese sauce made with 1 oz of cheese and 2 Tbsp of heavy cream adds

200 calories.

Higher calorie vegetable choices are:

Sweet Potato (baked & peeled)……………………………….......117 cal
Baked Beans (½ cup)………………………………………..........134 cal
Baked Potato w/o skin………………………………………........185 cal
Baked Potato w/skin...…………………………………………… 220 cal
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• Adding 1 Tbsp of butter to a baked potato adds 100 calories.
• Adding 1 Tbsp of butter & 2 Tbsp of sour cream to a baked potato adds 152

calories.
• Adding 1 Tbsp of butter & 1 Tbsp of brown sugar to a sweet potato adds 151

calories.

RICES & PASTAS

Rice can be a high calorie dinner accompaniment, but choose wisely to get the most calories per
serving.

Instant white rice (½ cup)………………………………………...90 cal
Stove Top Stuffing (½ cup)………………………………...175-200 cal
Lipton Rice & Sauce (½ cup)………………………………270-310 cal

• Always add extra butter to your child’s portion of cooked rice or Stuffing, ½ Tbsp
adds 50 calories.

Pasta noodles by themselves are not high in calories, but here are some ways to boost them up:

Spaghetti noodles (1cup (4.9oz), cooked).…………………… 155 cal

• Add 1 Tbsp of butter (100 calories) or 1 Tbsp of olive oil (119 calories) to your
child’s portion before putting the sauce on.

• Choose meat sauces (½ cup = 140 calories) rather than tomato sauces without
meat (¼ cup = 110 calories).

• Try a pesto sauce (¼ cup = 310 calories) rather than tomato sauces without meat
(¼ cup = 55 calories).

• Add 2 Tbsp of heavy cream to your child’s sauce before putting it on the noodles
(adds 100 calories).

Typical spaghetti:      1 cup spaghetti noodles (155) +
½  cup tomato sauce (110)……………………265 cal

Improved spaghetti:  1 cup spaghetti noodles (155)
+ 1 Tbsp olive oil on noodles (119)
+ ½ cup meat sauce (140) + 2 Tbsp
heavy cream (100)........................................514 cal

• Also, don’t forget grated cheese, 1 Tbsp adds 23 calories

MEATS & POULTRY

Sautéing or frying in oil as compared to roasting adds approximately 20 calories to poultry and
50-70 calories to meats like pork chops.
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Before sautéing or frying meats, coat them with egg (⅛ large egg =10 calories) and bread
crumbs (¼ cup = 107 calories).

If meat is baked, coatings can also help boost the calories:

Shake & Bake (1 piece meat or chicken)…………....20 cal
Oven Fry (1 piece meat or chicken)…………………30 cal

When serving chicken or turkey, dark meat is higher in calories than white meat.  Also, pieces
with skin have more calories than pieces without.  Here is a comparison:

Chicken breast w/o skin (1 ounce, roasted)………….47 cal
Chicken breast w/skin (1 ounce, roasted)……………56 cal

Chicken leg w/o skin (1 ounce, roasted)……………..53 cal
Chicken leg w/skin (1 ounce, roasted)……………….66 cal

Gravies can also help boost calories of meats.

Heinz Homestyle Chicken Gravy (2 oz)……………..35 cal
Heinz Homestyle Brown Gravy (2 oz)……………….29 cal

SIDES

Serving a small side dish with the main meal is another way to help you child meet their calorie
goal.

Bread or a roll with 1 T. of butter or 1 T. of peanut butter….……170-200 cal
1 slice of garlic bread (1 slice Italian bread, ½ T. butter)…………... …130 cal
½ cup, Kraft brand macaroni & cheese………………………………...170 cal
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SUGGESTIONS TO BOOST PROTEIN AND CALORIE INTAKE
AT DINNER

Protein Group

• Add small pieces of cooked meat, fish, poultry, eggs or cheese to salads, soups, eggs,
casseroles, vegetables or noodles.

• Spread peanut butter on fruit such as an apple, banana or pear, or stuff celery with it; also
spread on bread, crackers, toast, bagels or English muffins.

• Add nuts to salads, ice cream, vegetables, fruits or entree dishes.

• Offer meat, fish, poultry or eggs with gravy, sauce or mayonnaise as appropriate.

• Add extra dry milk to puddings: 1/4 c. for every 2 c. milk used in the recipe.

Fruits and Vegetables

• Make gelatin desserts with fruit juice instead of water.

• Add slightly less water when reconstituting frozen juice concentrate.

• Add mashed fruit to milk, yogurt, milk shakes or ice cream.

• Combine dried fruits with vegetables, nuts or grains.

• Add dried fruits to muffins, cookies, cereals or grains.

• Serve raw vegetables with a dip or a creamy dressing

• Add 1 T. margarine/butter or 1 oz. cheese to child's serving of cooked vegetables.

• Add dressing, croutons, cheese, meat, eggs, nuts or dried fruit to salads.

• Dip strawberries in confectioner's sugar and then in sour cream, whipped cream or melted
chocolate.
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DINNER RECIPES

MACARONI AND CHEESE

1 c. uncooked macaroni   1 tsp. salt
3/4 c. soft bread crumbs          1/2 lb. sharp cheddar cheese, grated
3 T. margarine                 1/4 lb. Monterey Jack cheese, grated
1-1/4 c. scalded, fortified milk  2 eggs, beaten
1/2 tsp. minced onion             1/2 c. sour cream

Cook macaroni until almost done, drain.
Place bread crumbs and margarine in large mixing bowl.  Pour in milk.
Add onion, salt, cheeses, eggs and sour cream in the order listed.
Combine thoroughly with macaroni.
Place mixture in a greased casserole.
Bake at 350' for 50 to 60 minutes or until done and knife inserted in center comes out clean.

(Yield - 8 portions)
Approximate calories per 3/4 cup = 335

INDIVIDUAL PIZZAS

4 Boboli pizza crust, small
1 8 oz. can pizza sauce
8 oz. mozzarella cheese, grated

Toast or broil pizza crusts until light brown.
Preheat oven to 400'.
Spread 2 oz. pizza sauce on each crust (about 4 T. of sauce)
Top each with 2 oz. grated cheese.
Bake the pizzas for 8 minutes.

(Yield - 4 servings)
Calories per serving = 606
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Sample: Individualized Booster
The following is a sample of an Individualized Booster.  Note that it
compliments the family on high calorie choices and provides suggestions that
acknowledge the individual food preferences of the child.  These will need to be
individualized based on child eating preferences. It is also necessary to use
regional brands and to identify the highest calorie product brands available in
your area.
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Suggestions for Increasing [Child’s Name]'s Dinner Calories

Dinner Calories

Based on [Child’s Name]’s diet diaries from the weeks of [insert dates], her average calorie
intake at dinner was 461.  [Child’s Name]’s new dinner calorie goal will be 711.  This is an
increase of 250 calories per day at dinner time.  Based on an analysis of her dinner preferences
and eating habits, we have compiled the following suggestions for helping you and her meet this
new dinner calorie goal.

Ways to Boost Dinner Calories

Dinner sometimes seems like a hard meal to add extra calories to, since for many children this is
when they are already eating their highest calorie meal of the day.  Here are some general tips:

• Prepare meats so that additional calories are cooked into the meat itself by breading,
sautéing, or frying

• Serve meats with gravy or sauce
• Serve high calorie side dishes
• Serve salads and vegetables with butter and creamy dressing or sauce
• Serve a high calorie beverage
• Serve a small dessert along with the meal

Below are some specific suggestions for doing this based on [Child’s Name]’s preferences.

Beverages

• [Child’s Name] typically has whole milk or juice to drink at dinner time.  For some of her
typical dinners, just substituting power milk for other beverages will give her enough
additional calories to meet her new goal.  Serving power milk (8 oz. milk, 2 T. syrup, 2 T.
heavy cream = 350 calories) is an easy way to add 200 - 250 calories to her dinner meal.
One night she had Hot Cocoa with heavy cream added to it.  Great!  This is an easy way to
add both calories and variety to her diet.  As we’ve mentioned before, shakes and “coke
floats” are also good high calorie dinner drinks that can add variety to her beverage choice.
Finally, another option is to serve 8 oz. of power milk, and once [Child’s Name] is finished
with that, allow her to have a beverage of her choice like soda or juice.

Pasta

• [Child’s Name] sometimes has pasta dishes such as lasagna, rotini, and Spaghettios for
dinner.  When she has ravioli or other pasta dishes such as spaghetti, you can lightly coat the
noodles in butter to add “hidden” calories.  To boost the calories contained in tomato sauces,
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add 1 Tbs. of heavy cream into her portion.  This makes the sauce taste slightly creamy and a
bit sweeter, and importantly, adds 50 extra calories.  One night she had meat balls with her
pasta and another night she had chicken in it.  This is a super way to add calories to her
dinner meal!  Meat sauces and cream based sauces (Alfredo sauce) always have more
calories then marinara sauce.   Adding grated cheese will boost the calories of pasta dishes
even higher.  Here’s a comparison for spaghetti:

Typical Spaghetti Calories Improved Spaghetti Calories
1 cup  noodles 160 1 cup noodles 160
4 oz  marinara sauce 100 4 oz meat sauce 140

1 Tbs. butter 100
1 Tbs. cream   50
1 Tbs. parmesan cheese   23

Total: 260 Total: 473

Soups and Chili

• [Child’s Name] frequently has broth based soups for dinner.  Although a cream based soup is
fairly high in calories, broth based soup is usually a pretty low calorie dinner item.  If you
serve a broth based soup, one way to add “hidden” calories to broth based soups is to add 1
T. of butter or heavy cream to [Child’s Name]’s soup portion.   Also try sprinkling cheese
and/or bacon on top for additional calories.  In general, it will be difficult for her to meet her
dinner goal when soup is the main course.  It will be easier to boost the calories in dinners
where lasagna, beef stew or meat is served.

• [Child’s Name] sometimes has garlic bread or a few plain crackers with her soup.  When she
has soup for dinner, it will be important to consistently serve at least two high calorie side
dishes and give her a high calorie beverage to help her meet her new goal.  When [Child’s
Name] eats crackers with her soup, try adding butter (1 T. = 100), cheese (1 oz = 100
calories), or peanut butter (1 T. = 95 calories) to them to boost the calories.  Serving garlic
bread with cheese melted on it is another easy way to add calories to [Child’s Name]’s meal.
Some other good choices might be a grilled cheese sandwich (500 calories- see lunch
handout) or a large serving of French fries with a dip (i.e., mayonnaise mixed with ketchup,
ranch dressing).

• One evening [Child’s Name] had chili for dinner.  This is a good start to a high calorie dinner
because you can add a variety of items to boost the calories.  For instance, adding 1 T. of
sour cream (26 calories) and 1 T. grated cheddar cheese (1 oz = 114 calories) increases the
calories in this dish from 81 to 221 calories.  Serving nacho chips (1 oz = 160 calories) or
garlic bread (217 calories per serving) with the chili boosts the calories even higher to about
381 - 438 calories!   That’s more than half of her dinner goal.  Finally, serving 8 oz of power
milk (350 calories) with this meal will add 350 calories for 788 total dinner calories, which
closely matches her dinner goal!
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Meats and Chicken

• [Child’s Name] seems to like a wide variety of meats, including roast beef, steak, ham, pork,
or chicken.  These items are all good foundations for a high calorie meal!

• When preparing meats and chicken, breading and frying yields the most calories per bite.
Breading a chicken breast or a pork chop in an egg and ¼ cup of bread crumbs adds 117
calories.  Sautéing this in oil adds approximately 20 - 30 calories.  Also remember that dark
meat (+ 10 calories) with the skin (+ 15 calories) has the most calories.

• One night [Child’s Name] had gravy with her turkey.  Consistently serving gravy on top of
meat or chicken is super way to add extra calories to all of her dinner meats and chicken.
One option to make this more convenient is to keep a bottle of store-bought gravy in the
refrigerator for [Child’s Name] to add to any meat dishes (2 T. Heinz Homestyle chicken
gravy = 35 calories).

Potatoes

• [Child’s Name] often has mashed potatoes, French fried potatoes, or a baked potato with her
meal.  These are all great high calorie accompaniments.

 
• As we mentioned in the lunch booster, always serve dips such as a mayonnaise/ketchup

mixture, ranch dressing, or blue cheese dressing with French fries to add additional calories.
 
• When making mashed potatoes, use cream instead of whole milk along with butter in

[Child’s Name]’s portion to get the most calories per bite. You might also try adding sour
cream, gravy, and/or cheese on top of her mashed potatoes.  These “addables” are an easy
way to boost the calories of this dish even higher!

 
• Baked potatoes are an especially good high calorie dinner accompaniment, because you can

add several high calorie toppings.  A baked potato with skin is about 185 calories.  Here are
some high calorie topping examples:

Improved Baked Potato Calories
1 baked potato with skin   185
1 T. butter +100
1 oz melted cheese (Kraft, cheddar) +114
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1 T. sour cream +  26

  425

As you can see, [Child’s Name] can get more than half of her dinner calorie goal just from a
baked potato loaded with goodies!

Other Vegetables

• [Child’s Name] seems to enjoy eating cooked vegetables, such as corn, carrots, peas, and
broccoli as part of her dinner.  Although vegetables are generally a low calorie item, adding
butter (1 T. = 100 calories) or olive oil (1 T. = 120 calories) to any vegetable will boost its
calories and flavor.

 
• When [Child’s Name] eats broccoli, try serving it with melted cheese sauce to add variety

and increase energy!

• [Child’s Name] sometimes has salad with her dinner.  Salad is generally a low calorie dinner
item.  Adding dressing to salad can boost the calories.  She seems to like ranch dressing on
her salad.  This and other cream-based dressings like blue cheese are typically the highest
calorie dressings available (70 - 80 calories per Tablespoon). Newman’s dressing is another
good choice at 64 calories per Tablespoon.  When buying dressing, be sure to avoid low fat
or low calorie brands (which are more commonly available).  Also, consider adding croutons,
cheese, nuts, or seeds to salad to boost the calories even higher!  For instance, ½ oz walnuts
adds 90 calories, and ½ oz of sunflower seeds roasted in oil adds 88 calories.

 Side Dishes

• [Child’s Name] occasionally eats stuffing or Rice-a-Roni.  She also frequently eats macaroni
and cheese (see lunch booster for tips on increasing calories of macaroni and cheese).
StoveTop Stuffing or packaged rice or pasta mixtures are all high calorie side dishes.  These
items can really vary in calories, so try to select the highest calorie brands.  Here are some
examples:

 
• ½ cup white rice = 90 calories
• ½ cup rice pilaf = 120 calories
• ½ cup Stove Top Stuffing = 175 calories
• ½ cup Lipton Rice & Sauce mixtures =  270 - 310 calories
• ½ cup Lipton Noodles & Sauce mixtures = 270 - 310 calories
• ¾ cup Macaroni and Cheese = 255 calories

• Sometimes [Child’s Name] eats garlic bread, buttered bread, crackers, or a biscuit with her
dinner.  These are good high calorie choices for a side dish.  More consistently serving side
items such as garlic bread and cheese and crackers are another way to increase her calorie
intake at dinner.  Including these types of side dishes may sometimes be the difference
between [Child’s Name] reaching her new calorie goal versus falling slightly short.
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Dessert

• [Child’s Name] enjoys having a dessert such as a Three Musketeers, a Fudge Brownie, or
Gummy Fruit after dinner.  These fun treats are a simple way to boost calories in her dinner
meal. Some other good options include serving ice cream with her brownie (1/2 cup = 270
calories), offering a package of M&Ms (230 calories), or three Double Stuf Oreo cookies
(210 calories).
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SESSION 7

Last Treatment Group:
Planning for the Future and Sick Days
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SUPPLIES

 Parent Handouts:
• High Calorie Beverages

PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE AND SICK DAYS
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 I. Overview of Session
 (Psychologist Leads)

A. Children’s Group.  "As you all know, today is the last session of our treatment group.
Everyone has worked really hard.  Both you and your children now have a tremendous
amount of information about how many calories to aim for each day, how to choose
high calorie foods to make these calorie goals, and how to sustain the motivation to
reach the goals.  To recognize your children's efforts, they are having a graduation
party today!"

B. Parents’ Group.  “Although we don't have balloons and streamers up for you, it's
important to recognize the hard work all of you have invested during the past few
weeks—especially in keeping the diet diaries!  We hope that you feel your hard work
has paid off.  However, you may still have questions and concerns about implementing
our suggestions after today.  So, we will devote this session to outlining a plan for
maintaining your children’s calorie and weight gains after today, answering your
questions, and brainstorming ways that you can be successful in maintaining the
program on your own."

 II. Review of Calorie Goals
(Psychologist Leads)

A. Calorie Goals

1. Review Diet Diaries.  [At this point, parents should be competent at weighing
and measuring foods and determining the calorie content of different foods.  If
there are still some areas in which a particular parent chronically has trouble, it
is important to address this at this session.]

2. Report on Progress During Previous Two Weeks.  [Ask parents to report
whether or not their children met their dinner goals (and snack, breakfast, and
lunch goals) during the last two weeks.  Focus on parents who have added up
their calories.]

GOALS: 1.  REVIEW BEHAVIORAL SKILLS AND DISCUSS
     GENERALIZATION OF TREATMENT
2.  PROVIDE GUIDELINES FOR DIET MANAGEMENT DURING
     "SICK DAYS"
3.  TEACH PARENTS TO INCREASE CHILDREN’S CALORIE
     CONSUMPTION FOLLOWING AN ILLNESS
4.  DISCUSS METHODS FOR MAINTAINING SNACK INTAKE
     ON SCHOOL DAYS
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3. Review Meal Graphs.  [As in the last sessions, review dinner, lunch, breakfast,
snack, and total calories graphs.  Use the graphs to demonstrate how calories at
each meal increased only when that specific meal was targeted.]

4. Total Calorie Graphs.  [Review “Total Calories” graphs and demonstrate how
close parents came to achieving their child’s final goal of 1,000 calories per
day above baseline.]

5. Review Variability of Graphs.  [Use graphs to identify whether any one meal
or snack is more problematic than others for each family.]

6. Review Weight Graphs.  [Show children's weight graphs and demonstrate
how these graphs correspond to children's calorie graphs.  That is, show
parents how each child's weight increases as calories increase.  Plot weight
from today on the graph, so parents have a complete picture of their child's
progress in group.]

7. Emphasize Weight Gain Thus Far.  [Remind parents that the children will
continue to gain weight if they maintain their calorie intake.  They can also be
reminded that it takes approximately 3,500 calories (above usual intake) for a
healthy individual to gain one pound.  If the children continue to meet their
calorie goals, they will gradually continue to gain weight.]

8. Collect Diet Diaries.  [Diet diaries from the previous two weeks should be
collected.  The Dietitian can use this time to scan diet diaries for accuracy and
completeness.  The Dietitian should check to make sure that the parents'
descriptions of food items are sufficiently detailed for anyone to arrive at the
same calorie values.  The Dietitian should also check calculations for accuracy,
mark any questionable entries with a highlighter, and ask for clarification at the
end of the session.]

 III. Assess Adequacy of Pancreatic Replacement Enzymes
 (Psychologist Leads)

A. [Review with each family pancreatic enzyme type and dose at baseline, and current
dose at meals and snacks.  Write this information down.]

B. [Assess stooling patterns.]

C. [Assess stomach complaints.]

 IV. Review Behavior Management Strategies and Generalization of Skills Following
Treatment

A. Introduction to Generalization of Skills.  “During the past six weeks, we have taught
you to use a number of different strategies for increasing your child’s calorie intake.
The program has been a very intensive one, and we hope it has provided you with
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useful information and strategies.  However, it would be unrealistic for us to expect
that you will sustain these intensive efforts indefinitely.  At the same time, if you stop
using this approach completely, chances are your children’s calorie intake will return
to the baseline levels.  So, we would like to spend the first part of this session
discussing how you can realistically maintain the gains your children made during
treatment.”

B. Calorie Monitoring.  “First of all, let’s talk about calorie monitoring.  After today,
we’re sure that you will all be quite happy to stop weighing, measuring, and recording
everything your children eat and drink.  At this point, all of you can probably look at
your children’s plate of food and estimate the number of calories it contains.  When
preparing meals, you will automatically think of ways to boost the calories in your
children’s servings, and you will be more aware of your children’s daily calorie intake
in general.  So, it will no longer be necessary for you to keep written diet records
except when your children are sick.  I’m sure that will be a relief to all of you!”

C. Differential Attention.  “The second skill you learned in this group was to use your
attention differentially to reward your children for eating.  This is a critical skill and it
will be important to continue using praising and ignoring.  During group, we
emphasized the continuous use of this strategy during meals.  However, it would be
difficult for you to sustain this intensive level of praise over the long term.  Therefore,
we would recommend that each of you gradually increase the number of bites your
child has to take before you praise eating.  In other words, you can ‘up the ante’ so
that instead of receiving a praise statement from you for each and every bite, your
child will need to take three or four bites before you praise him or her.  With respect to
ignoring, we would recommend that you continue to always ignore non-eating
behaviors as you have been doing.  Now that you have the hang of it, ignoring actually
takes less energy on your part and will continue to be an effective strategy for
encouraging your children to eat.”

D. Contingencies.  “The third skill we discussed here was the use of contingencies for
meeting calorie goals.  After today, this will change dramatically for your children in
that we don’t expect you to continue awarding stickers for each meal, nor will the
children receive trophies.  However, it will continue to be important to reward your
children for working hard to eat high energy foods.  Again, if you withdraw all
rewards for eating, chances are your children will return to their old habits and their
calorie intake will drop back down to baseline levels.  Thus, it will be up to you to
decide exactly what contingencies you will keep in place after today and what your
children will need to do in order to earn rewards.  Let’s take a few minutes to think
about what will work best for each of you.”

1. Conduct a group problem solving session during which each parent has an
opportunity to discuss what contingencies they plan to use.
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2. It is important that parents understand that the continued use of contingencies
will be necessary until the selection of high calorie foods and a sufficient
volume of foods are routine for their children.

E. Generalization of Skills.  [Label the fading procedures described above for parents.
Let them know explicitly where they will have room to gradually fade contingencies
and when they will need to use contingencies more consistently and intensively (i.e.,
ignoring of non-eating behaviors).  Let them know that their children’s calorie intake
and mealtime behaviors will be their best clues in deciding what strategies to use.]

F. Transition to Discussion of “Sick Days.”  “The times when you will really use the
skills we’ve talked about in group are during your children’s acute illnesses.  During
an acute pulmonary exacerbation, children with CF typically reduce their calorie
intake dramatically.  While this is to be expected, your children can lose quite a bit of
weight during such an illness, and it’s important to develop strategies for encouraging
optimal calorie intake at these times.  Similarly, it’s important to get your children to
get back up to their higher energy intake as soon as they are feeling better.”

 V. Diet Management during "Sick Days"
(Psychologist Leads)

A. Sick Days.  [Emphasize the importance of continuing the program when their children
are sick (i.e., during an acute pulmonary exacerbation, lung infection, cold).]

1. Calorie Counting.  "First, when your children are sick, you should once again
estimate or even count calories.  In this way, you will remain aware of what
your children are eating throughout an illness and will have the information
you will need (when your children's health improves) to gradually increase
calories again."

2. Rewarding.  "You will also need to reward eating and food consumption when
children are sick.  Even if they are not feeling well, children can be encouraged
to eat through the use of praise and rewards such as stickers.  You may need to
temporarily decrease the volume of food, but by consistently providing praise
when children eat the foods offered, you can ensure that your children will not
backslide into old habits and behaviors when they are sick."

3. Use of High Calorie Beverages.  “One of the most effective ways to sustain
calorie intake during your child’s illness is to serve ‘smoothies’ and shakes.
We have several recipe suggestions that [Dietitian’s name] will review with
you now.”

[Pass out the “High Calorie Beverages” Handout.]

B. High Calorie Beverages.
(Dietitian Leads)
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1. "High calorie drinks can be used to boost children's calories when they are not
feeling well.  Your children are tasting several of these high calorie drink
recipes today in their group.  They will be asked to pick their favorite beverage
today, and you should ask them after group which one they chose (for future
reference)."

[Dietitian should review the beverages listed on the handout.]

 VI. Promoting Increased Calorie Consumption Following an Illness
(Psychologist Leads)

A. Gradual Return to Pre-Illness Calorie Levels.  "As soon as your children show signs of
feeling better, you should immediately begin to increase calories to previous levels."

1. Increase Calories Gradually.  "Just as was done during group, calories should
always be increased gradually following an illness.  It may be helpful to
monitor your child's calories once they are feeling better, so you can increase
calories gradually back to previous level over several days."

2. Opposition.  "You should prepare yourselves for some opposition as your
children may have become used to the lower calorie levels and may experience
some physiological discomfort when increasing calories again.  During these
times, there will be several important things to remember.”

a. Set clear expectations and contingencies.  “Offer appropriate amounts
of food, then 'stick to your guns' and set limits just as you have learned
to do in group.  If your child refuses to eat the relatively small amount
of food you have served, you may decide that he or she needs to rest
following the meal in order to conserve the limited amount of energy
taken in during the meal.  When the child is able to meet the modest
calorie goals you have set, he or she is showing you that s/he has more
energy and can therefore engage in activities that require more
energy.”

b. Prompt use of relaxation exercise.  “Also, prompt your children to use
relaxation as an alternative coping response to distract them from
immediate bodily sensations and allow them to eat more."

 VII. Maintaining Snack Intake on School Days
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A. Reduced Intake Away From Home.  “Another pitfall in trying to increase your
children’s calorie intake after an illness is making sure that your children meet their
goals during the day when they are at school or in daycare.  If you are closely
monitoring and encouraging increased calorie intake at home, children may
compensate for this by reducing their intake while away from home.  One relatively
easy way to address this problem is to pay particular attention to your children’s snack
intake.”

1. Increase the Number of Daily Snacks.  “We have come full circle now, because
after an illness you will want to either increase the number of snacks or the
caloric density of the foods in your children’s snacks to help them return to
their pre-illness calorie levels.  [Help parents problem solve about other
times their children could eat snacks.]

a. “Popular snack times are immediately after school or before bed.  For
instance, after your child has been sick, a bowl of ice cream before bed
might be an appealing snack that is loaded with calories.”

b. “Packing an extra snack to be eaten at recess or in study hall is a good
idea (as long as you check with your child's teacher first).”

c. “Children who stay after school for activities or sports should take
extra snacks to school—one for mid-day and another for late
afternoon.”

d. “Travel Snacks.”  “If you and your child have a busy schedule (as
most people do), one convenient place to serve a snack is in the car on
the way to or from school, an activity, or the store.  Some parents have
found it handy to keep snacks such as pretzels, pre-packaged peanut
butter and crackers, candy bars, or dried fruit in the car for quick
snacks while en route to different activities or appointments.”

2. Increase the Caloric Density in Snack Foods.  Review (briefly) the snack
boosters parents found helpful during the course of the group.

 VIII. Wrap-Up of Treatment Group

A. Thank Families for Participation.  "We'd like to thank all of you for your participation
in this project.  It's been our pleasure to work with you and we appreciate the time and
energy you have invested during the past several weeks!  We'll look forward to
meeting with you regularly over the next couple of years.  If you should have any
questions about the project between visits, please don't hesitate to contact us."

 IX. Children’s Group Joins Parents’ Group
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A. Review what children did in group.  Find out which beverage each child chose during
the “taste test.”

B. Have children tell whether they received a trophy

C. Congratulate the children for their hard work during the past few weeks.

Behavioral Handout
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How to Increase Your Child’s Calorie Intake after an Illness

• Expect that your child’s calorie intake will decrease during an illness.

• Monitor the number of calories your child does manage to get at each meal during the
illness.  This information will be important later.

• Maximize calorie intake by serving your child high calorie liquids (e.g., milkshakes,
cream-based soups) during the illness.

• Praise your child for eating and for “really working hard to get strong” when not feeling
well.

• Increase (gradually) the number of calories served at each meal as your child begins to
feel better.

• Motivate your child to meet these calorie goals by providing special rewards as
discussed during group.

• Provide extra snack opportunities when your child is well to ensure that his or her
calorie intake returns to pre-illness levels.
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